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1 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to identify the nature, and determine 

the relationship, of certain factors thought to be associated with school 

alienation. After completion of several pilot studies concerned with 

developing valid and reliable instruments, a representative sample of 

fifteen Canterbury secondary schools was selected and 674 fourth form 

students from those schools responded to a questionnaire measuring 

school alienation, perceived school bureaucratization, perceived conflict 

of values, and achievement motivation. 

Results indicated that school alienation is comprised of five 

dimensions which can be subsumed under a single factor. Perceived school 

bureaucratization consists of six dimensions which may be subsumed under 

t~"o factors: Bureaucratic Organisation and Development of E},.-pertise. 

The first of these factors contributed 20.63% to the variance of school 

alienation and was positively related to that variable, while the second 

contributed 5.48% to variance and was negatively related to the criterion. 

Perceived conflict of values consists of five dimensions which may be 

subsumed under the two factors of Conflict over Present-oriented School 

Values and Conflict over Future-oriented School Values. Both factors ,,,ere 

significantly and positively related to school alienation, with the former 

contributing 1.11% to variance, and the latter 1.23%. Achievement 

motivation was not significantly related to school alienation. In all, 

44.53% of the total variance of school alienation was explained, of which 

28.45% was contributed by the experimental variable.s, and 16.08% by the 

controls. 

It was concluded that student dissatisfaction with school apparently 

focuses on the perceived bureaucratic organisation of the school, and on 



perceived student-school conflict over values which the student has about 

school and the extent to which the school puts those values into effect. 

Of particular interest was the implication that school has 'intrinsic' 

meaning for students; furthermore, school experience seems to be 

interpreted by students as being an inevitable part of life which has 

important implications for future status. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I. CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH 

Currently there is a growing concern in many countries with regard 

to the nature, objectives, and outcomes of secondary education. Various 

writers have succeeded in exposing the weaknesses and anomalies of 

'traditional' secondary education - perhaps the most intense criticism 

has come from the "deschoolers" who hold little hope for the secondary 

school system as it is currently conceived and organised. However it 

would be inaccurate to claim that this concern is only of recent origin -

rather, it is that it is being voiced and heard more clearly than ever 

before. Consider, for instance, Holt's (1973) vivid account of the ways 

in which many students inevitably fail in the school situation, and the 

role that the school itself plays in engendering such failure. More 

recently Chanan and Gilchrist (1974) have also questioned the efficacy of 

the school institution, although they attribute much of its inadequacy and 

'turmoil' to the fact that society is changing rapidly, and this social 

change is reflected in the often contradictory demands made of the school. 

Likewise the American secondary school is currently the focus of much 

argument and debate. Criticism is levelled at the structure of the school, 

the curriculum, the fact that the secondary school largely isolates 

adolescents from the outside world, the seemingly increasing inability of 

the school to cater for the needs of the individual student, and so forth. 

Perhaps some indication of the extent of this critical analysis of the 

school is conveyed by the fact that the National Society for the Study of 

3 



Education devoted the 1976 Yearbook to an insightful examination of the 

issues that are presently confronting the American secondary school. 
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However the desire for reform in secondary education is not confined 

to countries such as Britain and America - for the last decade, in 

particular, has witnessed a rapidly growing concern with regard to the 

structure and quality of secondary education in New Zealand. Shallcrass 

(in Bates, 1970, p.120), for instance, has commented that' ... New Zealand 

secondary schools are in serious and increasing disarray'. TIle growing 

dissatisfaction with the New Zealand secondary school has become a matter 

not only of local but also of national concern - this is reflected in the 

fact that various committees and working parties have been established in 

recent years, and have been allocated the task of establishing guidelines 

with regard to the objectives, curriculum, organisation, and potential 

areas of reform in the secondary school (see, for instance, the various 

reports issuing from the 1973-4 Educational Development Conference, the 

Report of the Committee on Secondary Education (1976), and so on). 

Coupled with this concern is a growing awareness of the fact that 

many New Zealand secondary students are becoming increasingly dissatisfied 

with school, and are frequently bored or 'turned off' by the educational 

programmes offered to them. The charge is often made that secondary 

education is not really meaningful, motivating, or even interesting, 

for an increasing number of its consumers. 'The experience does not 

enhance either their self-confidence or their self-respect. Their personal 

development and their capacity to become good citizens have been stunted. 

The anti-social behaviour with ,,,hich some react at school is also harmful 

to the development of their fellow students' (Report of the Advisory 

Council on Educational Planning, 1974, p.1 l.). In addition, one is 

constantly reminded of the 'underachievement' problem, increasing truancy 

on the part of secondary school students, and the fnevitable generalisation 



(often evident in the media) that this type of situation is an antecedent 

condition for wider 'social' problems such as juvenile delinquency, and 

the misuse of drugs and alcohol (see, for example, articles such as those 

in the Christchurch Star (17/8/75; 2/10/76) and in the Press (9/7/75), to 

mention but a few). 

It is often argued that such problems as these are basically 

'social' problems and should therefore be remedied at that level; however, 

if one takes into consideration the intimate relationship between the 

education system and society, and bet'veen the adolescent's experiences at 

school and his subsequent functioning as an effective, productive member 

5 

of society, then it becomes obvious that the school must take responsibility 

for those problems that stem from the nature of an individual's experience 

in the education system. This immediately gives rise to questions such as 

'What is it about the secondary school that 'turns students off?'· 

'Why is school an unfulfilling, dissatisfying, and unproductive experience 

for many students?' 

Some suggestion of a possible answer to these and related questions 

was apparent in the recent report of the working party on Aims and 

Objectives (1974). In this report mention was made of the fact that people 

are becoming 'aZ-ienated' from the education system as it currently exists 

and operates. This theme was taken up in Codd's recent comment that: 

'As schools grow in size and increase in complexity they are more prone 

to transformation into depersonalizing, alienating institutions' (in Codd 

and Hermansson, 1976, p.346). 

Perhaps in this concept of 'alienation' lies the key to an 

understanding of the causes and consequences of many of the problems that 

currently beleag~er the New Zealand secondary school system. Indeed the 

Report on Educational Aims and Objectives (1974, p.29-30) cited ~~ny 

factors which could cause this alienation - for example, the authoritarian 
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nature of many institutions, students' lack of enjoyment of school, the 

constant emphasis on teaching facts with little consideration of their 

relevance to adolescents in this contemporary world, the impersonal nature 

of large schools, the lack of response to the 'out-of-school' influences 

on learning and performance, the tendency to label students in terms of 

their ability and behaviour, and so on. The import of the 'alienation' 

problem that potentially besets secondary school students was further 

highlighted by the findings of overseas studies -- for example, with regard 

to the relationships between alienation and learning, achievement, absence 

from school,and so forth. These and other findings will be elaborated in 

the following chapter - suffice it to say at this stage that they provided 

further justification for investigating the area of alienation from school. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

At this point it is appropriate to make a clear statement of the 

research problem. The primary aim of this research is to investigate the 

phenomenon of school alienation as it relates to fourth form students in 

Canterbury secondary schools. The task, then, is essentially comprised 

of t,o[o parts: 

(i) to identif~ the nature of factors which may relate to school 

alienation, and 

(ii) to determine whether or not these factors actually contribute 

to variance of school alienation. 

III. SI GNIFI CANCE OF THE PROBLEM 

Such an investigation is of undoubted significance with regard to 

the individual student, the school, educational planning and policy, and 

finally society in general (the extent and nature of these implications 

will be elaborated more fully in the review of the literature). 



For the individual, school alienation is not only of significIDlce with 

regard to academic performance, but is also rich with psychological and 

social implications - for example, with regard to the influence it may 

have on the student's perceptions of social reality, his self-esteem, 

his ability to relate to fellow students and members of the school 

hierarchy, and so on. Likewise this study is important for school 

administrators in that it may well provide insights into areas such as 

the effect of the school's structure on the student; the need for, and 

nature of, counselling services in the school; and so forth. This is 

closely related to the potential implications of this research for 

educational planning and policy, in that a study of this nature could 

well provide directions for matters such as curriculum content, assessment 

and evaluation, and use of resources. And finally, this research may 

perhaps be of some value in contributing towards an understanding of 

society in that it may clarify the possible effects - or negative 

consequences - that school alienation may have with regard to society 

in general. 

Boag (in Hitchell, 1971, p.62) has remarked that' •.. we still 
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have much to do to make secondary education more meaningful to the pupils 

involved in it, to encourage changes of attitudes on the part of staff 

members and administrators towards even more positively helping their 

students to grow as individuals and towards encouraging them to develop 

behaviours that are considered appropriate for future contributing members 

of our society, and to making the schools themselves institutions 

attractive to the students with courses and methods that are immediately 

acceptable to them'. The extent to which this study can contribute towards 

the realisation of such an objective will ultimately determine the 

significance of this research. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIElV' OF THE LITERATURE 

Introductory Comment. This chapter will be devoted to an extended 

discussion of the theoretical and empirical history of the concept of 

alienation. An understanding of the historical con text of the concept 

is an invaluable prerequisite for informed interpretation of the research 

and an appreciation of the theoretical and methodological issues involved. 

A consideration of the empirical research that has focused on alienation 

will lead to the more specific area of school alienation, and finally the 

chapter will culminate in an account of pnderson's research, since his 

work was of primary significance in the formulation of this thesis 

research. 

'There is almost no aspect of contemporary 

life which has not been discussed in terms 

of "alienation." ~!hether or not -it is 

the salient feature of this age~ it would 

certainly seem to be its watchword'. 

CSchacht, 1970) 

In the introduction to his major review of the alienation 

literature, Schacht has highlighted the para,dox surrounding the concept 

of alienation: namely, that although alienation is regarded as being a 

central concept in the social sciences, its meaning nevertheless remains 

imprecise and nebulous. Thus Mackey (1970, p.84) has remarked: 'The 

concept of alienation has been one of the most co~nonly used and least 
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well defined concepts in modern sociology'; or, as Schimek and Meyer 

(1975, p.727) have similarly noted: 'The popularity of the concept of 

alienation is only equated by its ambiguity.' Many writers have commented 

on the confusion and definitional ambiguity which seems to characterise 

the concept (for example: Horton, 1964; Nett1er, 1969; Burbach, 1972; 

Ludz, 1973; Mehra, 1973; Smith, 1975; Fischer, 1976; Holmes, 1976), 

while others have questioned its utility for social scientists. Feuer 

(1963, p.140) has claimed that alienation' .•. is as mu1tipotentia1 as 

the varieties of human experience', and Kaufnmn (1965, p.164) has 

suggested that ' ... sociologists as well as others engaged in scientific 

investigation would be better off if they eliminated the term 'alienation' 

from their scientific vocabulary.' This view has since been reiterated by 

Lee (1971) in his obituary for alienation as a scientific term. 
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Yet Horowitz (1966) sees danger in a 'premature scrapping' of the 

term, and indeed the explosion of general viewpoints and empirical studies 

(see, for example, reviews by Lystad, 1972; Ludz, 1973; and Seeman, 1975) 

over the past two decades would seem to indicate that the concept of 

alienation has retained a prominent place in contemporary studies of 

society, its institutions, and its members. The problem with the concept 

of alienation may well be that it explains so much - and yet, in doing so, 

it actually explains very little. Even so, as Mackenzie (1964, p.27) 

remarks, 'Such words are, of course, invaluable: they provide the common 

currency of the social sciences and without them generalizations would be 

impossible. But we cannot permit the currency to be devalued to the point 

where all useful meaning has been rubbed away. Either "alienation" 

carries a reasonably specific meaning, and we can use it to gain fresh 

insights into our society and what is happening to people in it, or it 

becomes an epithet we use to save ourselves the trouble of genuine and 

careful analysis.' The challenge, then, has been issued; and, in response 



to this, any endeavour to establish a precise, in~ightful understanding 

of this complex concept inevitably demands an analysis of the history of 

the term. 

I. THEORETICAL HISTORY OF THE CONCEPT 

The concept of alienation was philosophical and theological in 

origin, and within this framework can be traced back to Plotinus 

(AD 204-70), the last of the Ancient Greek philosophers and the founder 
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of Neoplatonism. Plotinus' ..• used a Greek term translatable as 

"alienation" in the sense of "emanation" from pure Being into its various 

manifestations. For example, physical matter (the lowest stage) is the 

most completely alienated from the Ideas of pure Being or the One' 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1973, p.272). A similar concept had emerged with the 

genesis of Christianity - in the writings, for example, of Paul the Apo~tle 

and later of St. Augustine - and here two interpretations of the theme were 

common: firstly, that of alienation from God and the order of the universe 

He created, and secondly, that of man as a stranger or pilgrim on earth. 

In addition to this 'societal' meaning of alienation (referring to the 

sense of the individual's estrangement or separation from God, from his 

fellow man, or from his country) the concept was rapidly extending into 

other spheres. It had soon come to involve property and other legal 

rights, and had also been incorporated in medical~psychological 

terminology, where it was used' .•• in connection with the state of 

unconsciousness, and the paralysis or loss of one's mental powers or 

senses •.. ' (Schacht, 1970, p.2). 

With the Reformation, the alienation concept began to take on 

increased importance in the Protestant theology of Calvin and Luther 

who saw man as being alienated from God by his original sin. In fact 

Feuer (1963, p .128) claims that Hegel' imbibed the concept of alienation 



from pessimistic Protestant theology .•• '. However, prior to Hegel there 

was another philosophical context in which the concept was used - namely 

that of social contract theory. In terms of this theory, Rousseau speaks 

of the alienation of the individual's natural.rights in favour of the 

community. However, Rousseau does not develop a philosophical or 

sociological .theory of alienation - in fact it has been suggested that 

he is not completely clear about what is involved in alienation and just 

what it is that is to be alienated. For example, Schacht (1970, p.II-12) 

reminds us that: ' •.. the meaning of "alienated to the conrrnunity" is not 

en tirely clear. In some cases it may be construed in the sense of 

"transferred to the community"; while in others it must be understood in 

the sense of "renounced before the community." .•. Rousseau has both 

things in mind, on different occasions.' 

11 

But, more importantly, Rousseau went beyond social contract theory 

and extended the application of the concept of alienation to refer not only 

to the surrender of the individual's natural rights to the conrrnunity but 

also to the surrender of his entire self - and it would seem that here 

Hegel has derived much from Rousseau's discussion. Thus, through Rousseau 

and through the "German connection", we are indirectly led to Hegel, 

Feuerbach, and Marx - the prominent nineteent.h--century German idealist 

philosophers. 

H~gel distinguished between two senses of "alienation" - that of 

alienation as separation, where he used it to refer to a separation or 

discordant relation (for example, bet\.;reen one's actual condition and 

essential nature), and that of alienation as surrender, which referred to 

the surrender or sacrifice that is necessary if one is to overcome 

alienation and r:eattain unity (the latter use of t.he term is closely 

paralleled in the work of Rousseau, as mentioned above). The central 

discussion of alienation appeared in Hegel's ontology - as Oiserman 



(1965, p.145-6) comments: 'With the help of the concept of alienation 

the gap between such differing entities as thinking and being, the knower 

and the known, knowledge and its subject matter, was bridged in Hegel's 

epistemology. In his philosophy of history the concept of alienation 

served as a basis for his claim that the history of mankind represents a 

unified process of realizing freedom, and that this process in a sense 

constitutes the substantial content of mankind .... According to Hegel all 

development involves genesis, negation and, then, further alienation in 

the form of negation of negation.' 

12 

Thus, in his Phenomenology of Spirit, Hegel succeeded in elevating 

the concept of alienation to considerable philosophical significance and 

firmly set the concept' .•• on a metaphysical and ideal-historical 

foundation' (Schaar, 1961, p.183). Although Hegel was regarded as the 

forerunner of the Marxist theory of alienation, it was Feuerbach (often 

referred to as the "middle man between Hegel and Marx") who relocated the 

analysis from the ideal level to the real, from the abstract to a more 

specific explanation of alienation. Feuerbach substituted anthropology as 

the basis for his thinking (although, as Horowitz (1966, p.23l) reminds us: 

'The w-ord "anthropology" was being used as a surrogate for "psychology," 

since Feuerbach neither knew of nor really appreciated anthropology in any 

exact, empirical sense.') He claimed that religion was the cause of 

alienation because it entailed the reification of man's essence - and with 

this argument he succeeded in providing the 'historical link between 

Hegel's idealistic conception of the problem of alienation and 11arx' s 

socioeconomic conception of it ..• ' (Schaar, 1961, p. 185) . As Oiserman 

(1965, p.146) notes: 'Feuerbach did away with the universal and absolute 

character of Hegel's concept of alie.T1ation and proved that this concept 

becomes meaningful only in respect to human activity.' 

But although Feuerbach had rejected Hegel's idealism) it waG Marx 
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who ' "brought Hegel down to earth" by locating alienation in the labour 

process' (Mackenzie, 1964, p.28). Thus, it was in the writings of Marx 

that alienation first became a sociological and empirical concept - Schaar 

(1961, p.184), for example, comments that 'what Marx did was to write a 

huge analogue to Hegel, but in the language of sociology and economics 

rather than in the language of metaphysics'. But although there were 

obvious connections between Hegel and Marx in their conceptions of 

alienation, Marx did depart from Hegel's analysis in several important 

respects. For example, a primary feature of Marx's work is that he claimed 

that the roots of alienation lay in the means of production - thus he 

approached the problem within a specific institutional context (namely, 

tha t of the economy). Furthermore, a single general sense of "alienation" 

emerges in Marx's writings, and this 'affords a contrast with Hegel's two 

senses of "alienation." In Marx, the separation is the result of the 

surrender; whereas in Hegel's discussion of the relation of the individual 

to the social substance the separation ..• is overcome through the 

surrender' (Schacht, 1970, p.83). To this extent, then, Marx's analysis 

of alienation provides some insights into the tension between Hegelian 

ontology and empirical sociology. 

There were three aspects to Marx's analysis of alienation: 

religious alienation (in which he critically analysed Feuerbach's 

philosophy of religion); political alienation (which was largely a 

criticism of Hegel's philosophy of the state); and economic alienation. 

The emphasis here will be on the latter theme, since Marx regarded economic 

alienation as being the most basic - and claimed that political and 

religious alienation could be regarded as reflections of the economic 

conditions existing in society. 

Marx regarded labour as being man's most important activity, as he 

believed that it is through labour that man realises his own nature or 



essence - 'Through work man creates his world, and as a consequence he 

creates himself' (Israel, 1971, p.37). Given the appropriate conditions 
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of freedom, man is a creative and active being but, Marx claimed, in 

capitalist society the individual becomes transformed into a passive object 

and consequently becomes estranged from his own essential nature. For 

Marx, then, the genesis of alienation is in the economy, and is revealed 

in work and in the division of labour. The ideal of labour 'is represented 

by the active, consciously willing, self-realizing man in a social process 

of production, where in addition the activity is a goal in itself' (Israel, 

1971, p.39); any kind of labour which lacks these characteristics is 

alienated activity. Thus, Marx's conception of alienation referred to the 

separation between an individual and the products of his labour - a 

separation which continually exists under the dehumanising conditions of 

capitalism and its institutions. In the Economic and Philosophical 

Manuscripts (1844) ~~rx identifies four stages which he claims are 

involved in alienation: 

(1) Alienation from the work process. Here the process of work 

becomes external or 'alien' to the worker because he ceases to get 

fulfilment or satisfaction from his activities. As Oiserman (1965, p .147) 

comments: 'Alienated labor is an externally imposed necessity and not at 

all a longing; it is the means to live but not life itself. For the man 

whose labor is alienated, life begins where work ends.' Work becomes 

meaningless. 

(2) Alienation from the product of work (which, for Marx, is also 

alienation from nature). From the world of alienated labour emerge 

alienated objects which stand opposing man as a hostile, external force. 

The worker 'loses' the products of his own labour in that he comes to see 

them as objects rather than as an integral part of his self and of his 

creative life activity. 'Alienation in this sense is the condition of 



both 'loss' and 'servitude'. It is not man who dominates nature, who 

shapes it according to his own needs, but rather a nature or technology 

of man's own making which comes to dominate him as an alien, autonomous 

force' (Ludz, 1973, p.17). This suggests not only that the "'lOrker's 

activities and products have become meaningless but also that the worker 

has become powerless due to the realm of obj ects acquiring an independent 

power which the worker finds hostile. 

(3) Alienation from the "species being". If man is alienated 

from his work activities and also from the products of his own work, 
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then he can no longer experience himself as a human being. He becomes 

self-estranged - alienated from his creative potential and from the social 

bonds that define him as a human being (his "species being"). 

(4) Alienation from man. SUlce man has become alienated from 

his own humanity, he consequently becomes alienated from· his fellow workers 

and from other members of society. For 'When man confronts himself he also 

confronts other men. \.fuat is true of man's relationship to his work, to 

the product of his work and to himself, is also true of his relationship 

to other men, to their labour and to the objects of their labour' 

(Bottomore, 1963, p.129). Consequently, man is isolated. 

These then are the four aspects which Marx believed ,,,ere vital links 

in a complex chain of development. Several writers have since criticised 

his use of the term - Schacht (1970, p.113), for example, has queried 

whether Marx's use of the term can convey anything very specific, and goes 

so far as to suggest that in Marx's hands 'the term becomes little more 

than a general term whose utility lies primarily in the initial 

specification of a certain syndrome of separations, rather than in their 

closer analysis.' Nevertheless, the significance of Marx's contribution 

should not be underestimated for his interpretation of alienation firmly 

firmly placed that concept ",'ithin the realm of soci.ologica1 analysis, and 
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his valuable insights continue to permeate and inspire much of the current 

theoretical and empirical work on the problem of alienation (see, for 

example, Langslet, 1963; Aiken and Hage, 1966; Grimes and Simmons, 1970; 

Djilas, 1971; Plasek, 1974; Antonio, 1975; Archibald, 1976; Holmes, 1976; 

Fischer, 1976). 

From Marx's discussion of the alienation of the worker emerged the 

notion of powerlessness, and in the work of Weber we find an extension of 

this. Although there are similarities in Marx's and Weber's notions of 

power, Weber extended the idea of powerlessness beyond the industrial 

sphere to the modern professional worker: 'Marx's emphasis upon the wage 

worker as being "separated from the means of production" becomes, in 

Weber's perspective, merely one case of a universal trend. The modern 

soldier is equally separated from the means of violence; the scientist 

from the means of inquiry; and the civil servant from the means of 

administration' (Gerth and Mills, 1946, p.50). In some respects, then, 

Weber enlarged upon Marx, but although his views about rationalization 

and bureaucratization do indeed bear similarities to Marx's interpretation 

of alienation, Weber did differ from him in many respects. For while Marx 

was preoccupied with the conflicts between social classes within changing 

social structures and productive relations, Weber was more concerned with 

the subjective meanings that men attached to their behaviour within 

specific social-historical contexts. For Israel (1971, p.121) the major 

difference between the two theorists lies in the fact that Marx's theory 

is individual-oriented whereas Weber's theory is society-oriented. 

Because of existing power conditions and property relations, conflicts 

arise between men :in their attempts to master nature - thus, in Marx's 

theory the struggle between the individual and society is essentially a 

struggle between groups of the society and is situated within the society. 

And since social processes create alienation, the emphasis is on changing 
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the social conditions. In contrast to this is the society-oriented 

theory in which alienation is created not by social processes but by 

human behaviour. There is conflict between man and society, but the 

emphasis is placed on social adjustment rather than on changing society. 

'Thus, whereas Marx is concerned with the consequences of the social and 

economic structure upon the life of man, Weber restricts himself to a 

functional analysis and describes formal rationality without going deeply 

into the consequences it may have for man. These differences exemplify 

what we mean by an individual-oriented vs. a society-oriented approach'. 

Two other nineteenth/early-twentieth century sociologists - Simme1 

and Durkheim - were also interested in the alienation of man from aspects 

of urbanised society. Simme1 was concerned about the individual's 

chances of maintaining his individuality and personality in an impersonal 

mass-society - this, for Simme1, exemplified the problem of culture. 

Whereas Weber viewed man as the sum of his roles, Simme1 started from the 

idea of a human totality and believed roles constituted a threat to this 

totality. The process of urbanisation fostered the 'progressive 

fragmentation of the individual self into routinized roles, the blunting 

of recognition of others, and of one's own self. Sirome1 views metropolis 

as the culture of the mind, not the heart. For him, the phenomena of 

community, on the one hand, and alienation on the other, are but two poles 

of man's eternal identity' (Lystad, 1972, p.91). 

Like Simme1, Durkheim was also concerned with the problem of the 

maintenance of individuality in industrial society, and the relationship 

between the individual's personality and such a society. Thus, the 

theories of Ymrx, Weber, Sirome1 and Durkheim shared a common foundation: 

criticism of the process of industrialization. Durkheim conceived of 

society as exerting moral authority or control over its members. However 

when social integration breaks down (as is typical during periods of rapid 



social change) society ceases to exert this regulating influence over 

its members - consequently individuals are left to their own resources 

and tend to become uncertain about themselves and their relationship to 

society. Durkheim introduced the concept of anomie to refer to this 

state of disturbance or relative normlessness in a collective order. 

The concept therefore explained the relationship between a social 

condition and behaviour; as such 'anomie does not refer to a state of 

mind, but to a property of the social structure. It characterizes a 

condition in which individual desires are no longer regulated by common 

norms and where, as a consequence, individuals are left without moral 

guidance in the pursuit of their goals' (Coser, 1971, p.133). 
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Durkheim's concept of anomie has been of critical importance in 

discussions of alienation - to such an extent that it has been acknowledged 

as the second source of the concept of alienation in the history of ideas. 

The two con.cepts partly overlap in terms of the social conditions to 

which they refer, highlighting the fact that both concepts are primarily 

sociological, rather than psychological, in content. But although the 

concepts consequently share some formal characteristics, several writers 

(including Horton, 1964; Mizruchi, 1964; Lukes, 1972; and Tastis and Zito, 

1974) have noted that they do differ in important respects. Horton, 

for example, has suggested that alienation and anomie are founded on 

opposite conceptions of man and society; for Marx, man was an essentially 

creative, active being whose potential could only be fully realised in a 

society which was free of constraint. Durkheim viewed man as being 

essentially in need of limits and discipline - thus, while Marx viewed 

social constraint as a denial of freedom, Durkheim regarded such 

constraint or regulation as being a prerequisite for human freedom. 

'Whereas anomic man is, for Durkheim, the unregulated man who needs rules 

to live by, limits to his desires, "circumscribed tasks" to perform and 
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"limited horizons" for his thoughts, alienated man is, for Marx, a man in 

the grip of the system, who "cannot escape" from a "particular, exclusive 

sphere of activity which is forced upon him'" (Lukes, 1972, p.25). 

Perhaps the essential distinction between the two concepts is captured 

by Horton's comment (1964, p.289) that: ' ... society can be interpreted 

transcendentally and extrinsically as an entity different from and 

morally superior to individual men; or it can be interpreted immanently 

as the extension of men, the indwelling of men. Alienation assumes an 

immanent interpretation of man and society; anomie a transcendent one.' 

Historically, the concept of alienation developed within the realm 

of European sociology and as such it was embedded in a framework which 

was descriptive and analytic rather than empirical. Although Durkheim's 

analysis of anomie had contributed stimulating insights into the nature of 

the cultural and structural sources of alienation, interest in the concept 

of alienation nevertheless subsequently waned. After World War II, 

however, alienation re-emerged as the focus of much sociological and 

psychological interest - and in part the subsequent popularisation of the 

term was attributable to Erich Fromm who introduced the Marxian conception 

of alienation to the English-speaking world. Like Marx, Fromm was 

concerned with the problem of the individual achieving a meaningful and 

productive experience in modern society but he made a significant 

contribution in elaborating and expanding upon Marx's conception of 

alienation. Fromm regarded alienation as being a normative condition in 

society, and as such it was, for him, synonymous with the sickness of 

modern man. In The Sane Society (1963, p.120-1) Fromm provides us with a 

vivid description of alienation - a description which essentially portrays 

the powerlessness and self-estrangement of modern man: 'By alienation is 

meant a mode of experience in which the person experiences himself as 

alien. He has become, one might say, estranged from himself. 
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He does not experience himself as the center of his world, as the creator 

of his own acts - but his acts and their consequences have become his 

masters, whom he obeys, or whom he may even worship. The alienated person 

is out of touch with himself as he is out of touch with any other person. 

He, like the others, are experienced as things are experienced; with the 

senses and with common sense, but at the same time without being related 

to oneself and to the world outside productively'. This definition 

highlights the two major ways in which Fromm expanded Marx's conception of 

alienation. Firstly, he broadened the concept to cover a much wider range 

of phenomena (although several writers including Schaar (1961) and Kon 

(1967) have criticised this expansion. Schacht (1970, p.140), for 

instance, has commented that Fromm uses the concept' ... so freely and 

loosely that the results are much more confusing than illuminating'); 

secondly, Fromm gave the concept greater psychological depth. In this 

respect, Fromm (along with Herbert Marcuse, another neo-Freudian and an 

influential interpreter of Marx's concept of alienation) has provided an 

impetus to the writings of several psychoanalytic theorists - as is 

evident, for example, in Karen Horney's discussion of the 'neurotic 

personality' • 

Fromm and Marcuse shared a conception of man becoming alienated 

from himself and from his essential nature; C. Wright Ydlls, on the other 

hand, departed from this in that he viewed alienation as a discrepancy in 

the ideals of society. Thus, for Mills ' ... alienation becomes the 

discrepancy bet\yeen the values of the society, which are learned (and 

which in turn create aspirations within the individual) and the social 

structure of the society, which prevents the realization of these 

aspirations' (Israel, 1971, p.150). The notion of a 'discrepancy' between 

a set of values and the socially structured opportunities for achieving 

them seems central to many theoretical and empi.rical writings (as, for 
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example, Finifter (1972) has observed) but perhaps nowhere is this idea 

more apparent than in the work of Robert Merton. 

During the decades since Horid Har II, Merton's theory of anomie 

has had a significant effect on contemporary sociology. Inspired by 

Durkheim's analysis of anomie, Merton sought to investigate the 

relationship between deviant behaviour and specific types of social 

structure. In his view deviance could not be reduced to psychopathology 

or idiosyncrasy; rather, it was incorporated into, and emerged from, the 

fabric of society. He claimed that all social systems consist of two 

elements: culturally defined goals, and the legitimate means for achieving 

these goals; furthermore, i.f a society is to remain stable and cohesive then 

these goals and means must be well integrated. Hhere there is a 

dissociation between the two then there exists a situation of 'anomie'. 

Thus, in Merton's theory, anomie represents ' •.• a breakdown in the cultural 

structure, occurring particularly when there is an acute disjunction 

between the cultural norms and goals and the socially structured capacities 

of members of the group to act in accord with them' (Merton, 1957, p.162). 

In addition, Merton suggested that there is a variety of ways in which an 

individual can adapt to this discrepancy: he may accept or reject either 

the cultural goals or the institutionalized means of attaining these goals, 

or he may reject them both and substitute new goals and means. 

Diagrammatically, Merton's typology is as follows: 

Cultural Institutionalized 
Hode of adaptation goals means 

1. Conformity + + 
2. Adaptation + 
3. Ritualism + 
4. Retreatism 
5. Rebellion ± ± 
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where "+" indicates acceptance, "_" indicates rej ection, and "±" indicates 

a rejection of prevailing values and a substitution of new ones. 

Although Merton's anomie concept is linked with alienation, the 

two terms are not synonymous - Gerson (1965) has suggested that anomie may 

be more properly defined as an "alienating conditionll
• Likewise Schacht 

(1970, p.179), in pointing out that alienation is not a central category 

in Merton's discussion, notes that 'the term figures more prominently in 

Parsons' discussion of the interaction between the social system and the 

individual personality.' (Parsons, like Merton, was also interested in 

individual reactions to strain, and in The Social System (1952) he 

introduced the idea of a 'conformity-alienation' dimension in the 

individual's personality structure.) In a subjective, psychological sense, 

alienation and anomie would seem to be closely connected as is suggested in 

Nettler's comment (1957, p.672) that ' ••. it is difficult to conceive of any 

notable degree of anomie that would not result in alienation'. The failure 

to distinguish between the two terms has undoubtedly contributed to the 

confusion surrounding the alienation concept - Merton, for example, has 

failed to deal with the relationship between alienation and anomie. 

Furthermore Seeman, whose typology has inspired much of the current debate 

on the alienation problem, seems to simplify the concept of anomie too 

much - in this regard, he has been criticised by Ludz (1973, p.13) who 

claims that Seeman ' ••. passes over 'anomie' too quickly, describing it 

simply as 'normlessness' and subordinating it to his concept of 

'aliena tion' '. 

The preceding analysis of the theoretical history of the concept of 

alienation has indicated that the concept is primarily rooted in the 

sociological tradition, although it has also been analysed from the 

perspective of psychological theory (as is evident, for example, in the 

therapeutic approaches of Fromm and Horney; in Riesman's discussion of the 
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'other-directed'; and so on). But although the concept is, consequently, 

of considerable theoretical standing in the history of ideas, important 

issues were beginning to emerge - issues which demanded a more empirical 

approach. The traditional descriptive-analytic approach that had for so 

long provided a frame of reference for discussions on alienation now ceased 

to be sufficient. Nevertheless 'the perspective that these general and 

historical works provide is indispensable. Though a narrower focus 

characterizes the empirically oriented alienation studies, these studies 

nonetheless lay claim to a broad intellectual tradition which, 

comprehendingly or not, they develop, challenge, or alter (and, some would 

say, distort) ... These intellectual backgrounds and debates are constantly 

at issue in the empirical investigations of alienation ... ' (Seeman, 1975, 

p.92). It is to an analysis of this empirically oriented research that we 

will now turn. 

II. EMPIRICAL HISTORY OF THE CONCEPT 

It is only in recent years that the conc.ept of alienation has been 

submitted to empirical investigation. The long and rather diverse history 

of alienation in theology, philosophy and social science has contributed to 

the richness of the intellectual tradition of the concept, but it has also 

(along with the comparatively recent resurgence and popularisation of the 

concept in contemporary social science) contributed to much of the 

ambiguity and confusion that continues to plague the concept. A number of 

key issues have emerged from the voluminous literature on the alienation 

concept, and many recent empirically oriented studies have gone some way to 

resolving these issues. The debates which are now constantly at issue in 

alienation studies provide a frame of reference within which contemporary 

empirical research will now be reviewed. These important issues are as 

follows :-
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(i) Has the concept of alienation a useful meaning for sociology? 

(j.i) What is its nature in terms of dimensions - is it a multi

dimensional or a unitary concept? 

(iii) Is it essentially a psychological or sociological concept? 

(iv) Can it be measured, and validated? 

(v) Can it be treated 'value-free' or is it a concept that is 

intimately connected with values? 

These problems required empirical as well as theoretical resolution, 

and in this respect a most significant contribution was made by Seeman 

(1959) who led the attempt to clarify the meaning of alienation, place it 

in theoretical perspective, and make it amenable to empirical research. 

Seeman acknowledged that although the alienation concept is a central 

feature in much sociological work, there is, nevertheless, little agreement 

as to what actually constitutes alienation (a point which many writers have 

been concerned about - for example: Gould (1969); Hobart (1965); Mitchell 

(1971); Overend (1975); Simpson (1968». From an analysis of the 

literature, Seeman identified five variants of alienation:-

(1) Powerlessness which originates in the Marxian view of 

alienation and refers to ' •.. the expectancy or probability held by the 

individual that his own behavior cannot determine the occurrence of the 

outcomes~ or reinforcements~ he seeks' (Seeman, 1959, p.784). The 

individual feels that it is not within his power to decide his own future, 

and that control is in the hands of external forces such as powerful 

others, luck, or fate. 

(2) Meaninglessness refers to the individual's lack of under

standing of the events in which he is engaged. The individual becomes 

confused, he does not know what he should bell.eve in and is unable to 

choose between alternative types of action: his 'minimal standal,ds for 

clarity in decision-making are not mel';' (Seeman, 1959, p. 786). 
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(3) Norm1essness derives from Durkheim's and Merton's description 

of anomie in that it refers to a situation where the goals set for the 

individual by the culture are not congruent with the means for achieving 

them. From the individual's point of view this type of situation can be 

defined as 'one in which there is a high expectancy that socially 

unapproved behaviors are required to achieve given goals' (Seeman, 1959, 

p.788). 

(4) Isolation (or cultural estrangement) refers to the individual's 

rejection of the goals and values of his community. In this variant of 

alienation the individual assigns 'low reward value to goals or beliefs 

that are typically highly valued in the given society' (Seeman, 1959, 

p.789). This variant essentially refers to value isolation. (In a later 

work, Seeman identified a further variant - social isolation - which refers 

to the individual's feeling of being excluded from the family, from 

friends, and from social activities. That is 'the individual's low 

expectancy for inclusion and social acceptance, expressed typically in 

feelings of loneliness or feelings of rejection or repudiation •.• ' 

(Seeman, 1972, p.473) ). 

(5) Self-estrangement is closely related to Fromm's conception of 

aliena tion and Ries·man' s discussion of the 'other-directed'. Essentially, 

self-estrangement refers to the dissociation that occurs between the person 

and his unrewarding activity. In other words, the worker becomes alienated 

while carrying out unfu1fi1ling or uncreative work. (Seeman has also 

identified two other meanings of self-estrangement: that of the 

discrepancy between an individual's ideal self-image and his real self; 

and the failure of an individual to fully realise his human potential. 

However the initial Marxian view offers the most satisfactory definition 

for the purposes of this study.) 

Seeman's typology was primarily based on social learning theory -
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as is reflected in the use of the concepts of 'reward value', 'behaviour', 

and 'expectancy' - and as such it was distinctly social-psychological in 

nature. Other writers have since criticised his analysis: for example, 

the Mouledous (1964, p.78-9), in maintaining that Seeman's referral to 

Marx in his use of alienation is both narrow and distorting, suggest that 

'it would have been better for Seeman not to refer to Marx or any of the 

historical literature than to do so superficially and then narrow and 

distort the meaning to his own purposes'. Also, Browning et at. (1961, 

p.780) have suggested that not only are Seeman's categories ad hoc (a point 

reiterated by Taviss, 1969) but they are also ambiguous. Their suggestion 

is that one should view alienation as a process since this would make the 

concept more amenable to sharper empirical use. However, as Seeman has 

ably pointed out in his replies (1964; 1961), he does not distort Marx 

since he had already acknowledged that the Marxian version of alienation 

is more complex than 'powerlessness' and furthermore Marx himself failed 

to distinguish between alienation as an objective condition and as an 

individual reaction. And while Browning et at. 's conception of alienation 

as a process may provide some insights (for instance, the notion of 

alienation as a process has been utilised in the work of Stokols, 1974, 

1975) it nevertheless ' .•. leaves too little room for historical 

circumstances, situational pressure, or personality type in shaping the 

specific form or sequence that alienation will take' (Seeman, 1961, p. 781). 

Seeman does not claim that these variants of alienation comprise a 

logically exhaustive typology and indeed various alternative forms of 

alienation have been suggested .- for example Dowdy (1966) has suggested 

that Seeman has overlooked the 'legitimacy' aspect of alienation, and 

Keniston (1965) believes that if alienation is to be meaningful then it 

requires further specification in at least four respects, namely: the 

.focus of alienation, the relationshi.p that replaces the one which has been 
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lost, the mode of alienation, and finally the source or agent of 

alienation. Keniston's conceptualisation of alienation is essentially 

psychological in nature, and may well provide a guideline for the 

clarification of the concept for those writers who are intent on 

restricting the concept to the realm of psychology. But in spite of these 

alternative constructions it cannot be denied that - as Ludz (1973, p.30) 

has claimed - 'Seeman's compartmentalisation of the alienation concept 

into five or six meanings has served as a guideline to nearly all social 

scientists who have dealt with alienation after publication of the 1959 

article.' (For instance, Seeman's influence is clearly identifiable in 

such studies as those by Middleton (1963), Sorhaindo (1971), Rafalides 

(1971) and Maghami (1974) - to mention but a few. See ',also Seeman's (1975) 

review of alienation studies, and Lystad's (1972) review of the current 

literature on social alienation.) 

As a result of Seeman's 1959 article and his subsequent research, 

much interest focused on analysis of the components of alienation, in 

order to determine whether alienation should be viewed as a multi

dimensional or unidimensional phenomenon. A number of studies have sought 

to determine whether or not the various components of alienation can be 

separated empirically as well as analytically. Subsequently, some 

theorists such as Srole (1956), Nettler (1957), Rhodes (1961), and Couch 

(1966) regard alienation as a unidimensional construct, while others 

including Dean (1961), Neal and Rettig (1963), Keniston (1965), Schiarnberg 

(1970), Rafalides (1971), Burbach (1972), Hoge and Luidens (1972), Anderson 

(1973), Roof (1974), and Skerl (1977) prefer to view it as a 

multidimensional phenomenon. The factoring procedure can determine whether 

alienation is a general factor or whether :i.t consists of numerous 

independent factors, but unfortunately relatively fevT factor analytic 

studies of alienation have been conducted. Furthermore, those that have 
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been done have failed to resolve this issue. For example, Struening and 

Richardson (1965) found that according to factor analytic criteria 

'Alienation via Rejection' is essentially unidimensional in structure; 

while Neal and Rettig (1967), in a re-examination of the alienation data, 

found support for both a unidimensional and multidimensional 

conceptualisation of alienation. However such results need not be 

contradictory if they derive from variant orders of abstraction - as 

Neal and Rettig (p.60) comment: ' ..• alienation in toto is an abstract 

concept typing together common elements derivable from the lower-order 

structure.' Dodder (1969) and Hensley and Munro (1975) carried out factor 

analyses on Dean's alienation scale and concluded that his scale is a 

multidimensional measure of alienation (although the dimensions that were 

identified in their factor analyses did not correspond to Dean's typology). 

More recently, factor analytic investigations by Knapp (1972, 1976) and 

Mackey (1975) lend support to the multidimensional structure of alienation, 

although the two authors differ with regard to the dimensions which 

comprise alienation. Hence, the question as to the nature of alienation 

remains largely unsolved and continues to generate much empirical and 

theoretical debate. 

Another issue in the alienation literature is the question as to 

whether the concept of alienation is essentially a sociological or a 

psychological one. This, however, is an issue that must remain debatable, 

in the sense that whether the concept is viewed as sociological or as 

psychological is largely dependent upon the individual investigator's 

frame of reference. Psychological theory views alienation as being 

developmental in nature and it is primarily concerned with individual 

personality structure and personal pathology. This orientation is very 

evident, for example, in Davids' (1955) and Keniston's (1965) 

conceptualisations of alien£tion. Davids identified an alienation 
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syndrome which he claimed was composed of five dispositions: 

egocentricity, distrust, pessindsm, anxiety, and resentment. Keniston, 

in his study of alienated Harvard students, started out with a social or 

cultural definition of alienation in that he used the concept to refer to 

the individual's explicit rejection of what he perceives to be the dominant 

values or norms of society. However, his analysis ultimately turned out to 

be a psychological classification of the syndrome of attitudes (the 

'alienation syndrome') which were typical of his subjects. Much 

psychological research has benefited from his intensive, detailed, and 

insightful description of the alienation syndrome (see, for example, 

Schimek and Meyer, 1975). 

In contrast to this approach is that of the sociological school of 

thought, which 'sees alienation as a social- prabl-em; a reaction to the 

stresses, inconsistencies and injustices of the social system' (Mehra, 

1973, p.131). The focus of concern is the relationship between the 

individual and self, others, society, or its institutions. Whereas the 

psychological perspective views alienation as a quality, 'the structural 

variables dealt w'ith by sociologists, such as norms, roles, etc., are all 

relations. Opposed, then, to the position that alienation is a quality 

is the contention that it is a relation. And here alienation may be a 

fact of the mind .•• or a fact of society' (Overend, 1975, p.316). 

The distinction drawn by Over end also highlights the problems of 

measuring alienation which confront the two disciplines. Since the 

psychological perspective is not of real relevance in this study, it will 

therefore be largely ignored. Suffice it to say that the conception of 

alienation as a quality poses major methodological problems for psychology 

since a quality is not easily quantified. However the notion of alienation 

as a relation is more amenable to quantification, and indeed several 

attempts have been made to develop valid measures of alienation. 
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A scale frequently used for the measurement of alienation/anomie was that 

developed by Srole (1956). His scale consisted of five items and tested 

the integration/malintegration of the individual. However there is some 

confusion as to Hhat is really being measured in this scale (as is 

reflected, for instance, in the failure to distinguish betHeen anomie and 

alienation) and a further problem is the brevity of the scale. In 

addition, Srole's items may be susceptible ~o acquiescent responses. 

Hmvever the problem of acquiescent responding is one Hhich confronts most 

measures of alienation, and this suggests that check items should be 

included in the measure in order to establish some sort of control over 

this. 

Nettler (1957) studied the feeling of estrangement from society and 

developed a unidimensional alienation scale Hhich consisted of 17 items 

requiring Yes-No anSHers. Dean (1961), on the other hand, considered that 

alienation Has a syndrome Hhich consisted of three factors - pOHerlessness, 

normlessness, and social isolation - and on this basis he constructed an 

alienation measure Hhich has since been put to Hidespread use (see, for 

example, the studies of Guerrero and Castillo (1966), Blane et al. (1968), 

White (1971), Warner and Hansen (1970), Pulvino and Mickelson (1972), Roof 

(197 L.), Calicchia and Barresi (1975), and Preiss (1976) ). 

Seeman and his fellow researchers have used a scale which is more 

specific in that it emphasises the pmverlessness aspect of alienation. 

This scale, kno\Vll as the Internal versus External Control Scale (I.E. 

Scale), was developed by Rotter and Liverant and, like the previous scales, 

essentially consists of opinion statements. The response format requires 

subjects to choose betHeen two usually opposing statements. Hmvever the 

approach of Seeman and others has been subject to some criticism: for 

example, Overend (1975, p.320-1) claims that' .•• the upshot from the 

operatiortaIi2ation of these categories of alienation, in the form of a 
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series of questions to respondents, results not in the measure of 

alienation but something very different. Questions such as: 'To what 

extent do people who run this country make you do things you don't really 

\lant to do?' (*) will not measure latent alienation in the form of 

powerlessness. Rather it is more likely to measure something closer to 

public opinion. Inasmuch as other authors have taken Seeman's analysis 

uncritically .... the same criticism can be made of their attempt at the 

empirical measurement of alienation' (for example, Dean (1961), Neal and 

Rettig (1963, 1967). 

Middleton (1963) attempted to incorporate the best of Seeman and 

Dean, and produced a scale comprising six agree-disagree items which he 

used to investigate the relationship between social conditions of 

deprivation and alienation. One item was devoted to each aspect of 

alienation - namely powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, cultural 

estrangement, social estrangement, and estrangement from work. Again a 

primary characteristic of this scale was its brevity, as was also the 

case with Clark's (1959) five item scale. Clark (1959, p.849) viewed 

alienation as 'the degree to which man feels powerless to achieve the role 

he has determined to be rightfully his in specific situatIons' thereby 

adding a legitimacy aspect to Seeman's conception of powerlessness. 

However Clark ~as investigating a clearly defined subsystem (that of an 

agricultural co-operative) and as such his scale should be regarded as a 

context-specific measure of alienation rather than as a more general 

measure. 

These early alienation scales were inadequate in many respects -

they have been subject to criticism because of their brevity, the 'general' 

(*) Example taken from ROSE, A.M. Alienation and participation: a 
comparison of group leaders and the mass. American Sociological 
Review 27, 1962. 
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nature of the questions, and the scales' susceptibility to acquiescent 

responding. Furthermore, Skerl (1977), for instance, has questioned the 

suitability of some alienation measures for the study of non-white and 

non-middle class subjects. Perhaps the major problem confronting alienation 

measures is the question as to hm., they can be validated. Simmons (1966) 

found moderate intercorrela tions among eight variables W'hich are frequently 

construed as facets of alienation (including, for example, Dean's 

powerlessness, normlessness, and social isolation dimensions, and Srole's 

despair dimension) and further claimed that these intercorrelations could 

not be explained in terms of the contamination of the variables by one 

another. However he did note that the validity or eorrespondence between 

the scales and the concepts they purport to measure is problematic (a point 

re-iterated by Vaughan, 1972). But alienation does have psychological 

implications and consequently an individual could erect defenses which 

nLi.ght make it difficult even for experts to identify a case of alienation. 

This may be a possible explanation of Roof's (1974) finding that there was 

little relationship between those students who were identified as 

alienated by teachers, counsellors and administrators, and those students 

who ~.,ere identified as alienated by Dean's scale of alienation. Most 

studies, however, emphasise face validity and construct validity - which 

is made possible by careful definition of terms and the use of factor 

analytic procedures. One factor which does influence validity is the 

length of the test, and this also affects its reliability. Clearly, then, 

the early alienation measures - which typically involved only a small 

number of items - were inadequate in this respect. It would seem, then, 

that alienation measures can be validated - although the problems involved 

in accomplishing this present a considerable challenge to the researcher. 

Various measures of alienation have also been criticised on the 

grounds that the scales are vitiated by implicit values (the implication 
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being that to say that one is alienated leads to the assumption that one 

is also necessarily deviant). TI1US Horton (1964, p.283) asks: 'are 

contemporary definitions of alienation and anomie actually value-free, or 

are we witnessing a transformation from radical to conformist definitions 

and values under the guise of value-free sociology?' In similar vein, 

Israel (1971) calls for the rejection of the alienation concept on the 

grounds that it entails value premises; and Castillo (1968), in discussing 

the problems that alienation poses for industrial sociologists, also 

acknowledges the difficulty of avoiding making value judgements and 

inserting one's beliefs - consciously or unconsciously - into one's 

empirical research. 

TIle problem of values is indeed a difficult one: social scientists 

are not only 'scientists' but are members of a particular society and 

culture as w·ell. It is hardly surprising that these dual roles impose 

some degree of 'role conflict! on the researcher. }~rton. for instance, 

analysed deviant behaviour within the framework of the concept of anomie. 

Yet the anomie concept rests on the assumption that the American culture, 

with its accompanying ethic of success, is an adequate culture (at least 

for ~nericans) and to this extent the anomie concept cannot be regarded 

as 'value-free'. TIle 'middle-range' sociologist is, then, not necessarily 

synonymous with the 'value-free' theoretician. Plasek (1974, p.323), 

however, claims that 'one cannot determine the existence of alienation 

without making certain value judgements with respect to social phenomena. 

TIle criteria employed in the decisions that social relations are aiienating 

and threatening the development of hu~an nature necessarily involve value 

judgments'. Overend also devotes considerable attention to this issue and 

emphasises that one must make the distinction bet,,·reen the descriptive, 

analytic content of the alienation concept (its 'locutionary force') and 

the evaluative import (or 'illocutionary force') of the concept. He points 
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out that alienation, like many other concepts, has both a locutionary and 

illocutionary force, but that this dichotomy is not one of meaning. 

Rather, the explicit or implicit evaluative import of alienation (in 

other words, its normative content) is external to the concept's meaning. 

Consequently 'the meaning (locutionary force) of alienation •.. can be 

gleaned without entering into its evaluative import . •. An investigation 

can thus be carried out to find 'what alienated men are alienated from' 

without considering whether this is commendable or not, or whether one 

regards it as a 'malignant form' or not' (Overend, 1975, p.312). He then 

goes on to consider the question of values in terms of the evaluative 

import in sociology propositions and the ideological distortions (or the 

ethical beliefs and ideas comprising the underlying assumptions) in 

sociological theory. Here Overend points out the importance of 

distinguishing between sociological considerations (which are concerned 

with questions of truth and falsity) and ethical considerations (which are 

concerned with whether propositions are moral or iID~oral). The point 

being, then, ' ..• that each consideration is an autonomous one, that any 

ethical import in sociological considerations is external to their 

structure. This is not to say that ethical considerations have not been 

coextensive with the sociological, but rather they raise different issues 

and can be considered separately' (1975, p.312). 

Overend, then, has provided a conceptual resolution of the values 

problem; on the empirical level Schutz has provided a way of handling this 

problem through the introduction of the concept of phenomenology. This 

approach will be elaborated in more detail in a later chapter, but at this 

stage the main point to note is that the phenomenological sociologist 

describes social reality as the subject perceives it. Thus the 

phenomenologist describes social reality - he does not interpret it. 

And to this extent, the question of values ceases to remain such a 
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threatening problem for empirical research. 

Much of the empirical literature, therefore, has concentrated on the 

delineation of the dimensions of the alienation concept, in order to make 

it more amenable to quantification. Although many valuable insights had 

been contributed, there still remained the criticism that alienation was 

a global concept - for instance, Mackenzie (1964, p.29) commented that 

'the successive attempts to define, to measure and to interpret testify to 

the attraction of alienation as a concept, but they have so far done more 

to stimulate ideas than to offer a clear and acceptable working 

conception'. Williamson (1966) also acknm"ledged the need for more 

scientific appraisal, but implied that the global nature of the concept 

may well account for its persistence in theoretical and empirical debate. 

In a significant article, Burbach (1972) suggested that the confusion and 

multiplicity of meanings surrounding alienation may be partly attributable 

to the fact that researchers have continually failed to specify the context 

v1i thin which alienation has been measured. While researchers had focused 

on the meaning of alienation and the variety of its dimensions, there was 

a second area of analysis ,,,hich had been largely ignored. For in addition 

to the meaning of alienation, one must also focus on the referent or object 

of alienation: 'both of these specifications need to be made in order to 

describe adequately an attitude of alienation' (Finifter, 1972, p.1). 

So, to use the concept of alienation in a global manner is to invest it 

with little, if any, significant meaning. 'Alienation takes on meaning as 

an attribute of an individual only within the context of specified 

relationships ... ' (Fischer, 1976, p.47). 

The feasibility of some kind of context-specific approach had 

already been demonstrated in Clark IS (1959) study of an agricultural 

co-operative, but the implications of his approach remai.ned largely 

unrecognised for almost a decade - as is evident, for example. i.n the 
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dearth of methodological literature on context-bound measures of 

alienation. Following the lead of writers such as Durkheim and Merton, 

many studies had tended to focus on alienation in terms of whole societies 

or cultures, and as a consequence the individual was assumed to be 

alienated from very broad social norms - American values, for instance, 

or society in general. This may offer an explanation as to why researchers 

have often failed to agree on measures of alienation: it nmy be that 

, .•. they have been measuring differing populations which were "alienated" 

from all kinds of "things" or from very diffuse and unspecified values or 

norms' (Vaughan, 1972, p. 32). It also indicates why validation poses such 

a problem in alienation studies. Wegner (1975) has made an important 

contribution to the theoretical literature on alienation in an article in 

which he forcefully points out that the relevant arena of action for an 

individual is not society as a w·ho1e but a specific social context. The 

behaviour of an individual is context-dependent and must be viewed in 

relation to the particular social system in which he is participating. 

Wegner argues, therefore, that 'alienated responses should be studied in 

specific social contexts, and that the particular interplay of social 

structure and personality in that situation must be examined as the basis 

of alienation' (p.1S3). This type of approach is also evident, for 

example, in the recent work of Le Parte (1976) and Carr et aZ. (1976). 

However several studies had been carried out vlhich did in fact 

utilise some form of contextual measurement of alienation. These included: 

studies of alienation from the work organisation - for example, those by 

Aiken and Hage (1966), Shepard (1972), Payne (1974), Hiller (1975), and 

Evan (1977); Martin et aZ. 's (1974) study of age group differences in 

alienation within the specific social structural contexts of polity, 

economy, education, religion, and the family; and Thomas and Zingraff's 

(1976) investigation of alienation from the organisational structure of 

a prison. 
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To the extent that education is one of the primary in a complex of 

institutions comprising the social system, then the context-specific 

approach would seem to offer a promising perspective within which the 

problem of alienation and education could be investigated. Duane (in Adams 

et al. 1971) captures the essence of this intimate link bet",een the 

education institution and society when he describes the education system 

as the 'growing part' of its parent society; for it is in the means used 

to shape its future that a society reveals its true nature. On the 

empirical level, Burbach (1972) has argued that the university contains 

the alienating features of larger society and that it therefore offers an 

appropriate context for the measurement of alienation. Indeed numerous 

studies have focused on alienation within the context of the university -

for example, Oppenheimer (1968), Doshi (1969), Sorhaindo (1971), Whittaker 

and Watts (1971), Rickfelder (1971), Holian (1972), Roge and Luidens 

(1972), Ray and Sutton (1972), Herron (1974), Tolor and Hurphy (1975), 

and Long (1977). 

III. SCHOOL ALIENATION: A CONTEXT-SPECIFIC f...PPROACH 

If alienation was a problem within the university, did it also 

apply to the school - in particular the high school? Obviously Harx's 

and Seeman's definitions of alienation could be adapted to the school 

situation. Harx was primarily concerned with the alienation of the worker: 

yet to the pupil, school is 'work' and thus a direct comparison can be drawn 

between }illrx's worker and the school pupil. To the extent that school is, 

for the pupil, a sphere of work, then it seems likely that one could expect 

alienation in that context. Further, Seeman's and }~rton's descriptions of 

a society which creates alienation in its members could also be utilised to 

define certain school situations in which young people find themselves. 

\-Jegner (1975, p.1S3) has suggested that alienation is most likely under the 
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following conditions: '(a) where participation is involuntary or \vhere 

the individual can withdraw only with difficulty, and (b) where individuals 

are not selected into situations based on their personal characteristics'. 

Since pupils are legally required to attend school, and the criteria for 

entry to high school basically revolve around certain academic standards 

and/or completion of preparatory schooling, then the secondary school 

clearly meets the two conditions established by Wegner. The high school 

is a place where students are largely in an involuntary relationship to 

the school, to its staff, and to the other pupils. 

In terms of Marx's analysis, it therefore seems quite likely that 

pupils may become alienated from the products of their work, from the work 

process itself, and perhaps even from themselves and from other pupils. 

However one must note that the situations of the \vorker and of the school 

student do differ in that although the pupil may become alienated from the 

school sector of his social world, he may not necessarily be alienated from 

himself or from society in general due to the fact that he can derive 

fulfilment from 'outside school' activities. This is also true of the 

worker and his leisure activities, but it applies more strongly to the 

school student due to such factors as the limited hours of school, the 

influence of the adolescent peer culture, relatively few responsibilities, 

and so on. So while the Marxian analysis of alienation is a useful 

framework, it may need adaptation when using it as a perspective r,lithin 

which to study student alienation from school. 

Seeman's (1959) analysis of the five categories of alienation and 

his emphasis upon the personal standpoint of the actor also seems readily 

applicable to the school situ-'ltion; for example, the student may feel 

powerless with regard to the organisation of the school; if the student 

cannot relate his present school activities to his later adult role, then 

he may well feel that schoolwork is _~e.,§lE,~ngless; the rules set by others 
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for his behaviour, the school's emphasis on attainment of success through 

achieving the goals set for the student via the prescribed methods, and 

the pressures imposed by these demands, may well be precipitating 

conditions for feelings of normlessness; if a student fails to place 

premium on goals and activities ,;"hich are highly valued by the school, 

then he may well eA~erience a sense of isolation; and, finally, to the 

extent that a student fails to derive any intrinsic satisfaction or 

enjoyment from his school activities - if schoolvlOrk is not seen as an 

avenue for self-expression and fulfilment of the student's attitudes and 

interests - then the student may become subject to self-estrangement. 

Clearly, parallels can be drawn between alienation of the worker, 

and the alienation of the student from the specific context of the high 

school. ' ... It is clear that school as an institution is as likely a 

cause of alienation for students as the work environment is for workers 

or the political system for citizens' (Finifter, 1972, p.85). 

The interest in alienation from the high school is closely related 

to the more general phenomenon of the alienation of youth. And here 

research has tended to focus mainly on finding out who these youths are, 

what their relationships with school and family are like, and what happens 

to them subsequent to their repudiation of society's goals. For example, 

some studies point out that the alienated adolescent is generally of 

middle·-class background (for example: Hadja, 1961; Keniston, 1967; and 

Eisner, 1969) while others emphasise alienation of lower-class youth (for 

example: Stinchcombe' s (1964) analysis of high school rebellion). l-".tOre 

recently, Mackey (1970, 1975, 1977a and 1977b) has contributed significant 

theoretical and empirical analyses of adolescent alienation. In applying 

the concept of alienation to early adolescents, Mackey broadly defined 

alienation as 'an attitude of separation or estrangement between oneself 

and salient social objects I (1970, P .8!f). He claimed that the alienation 
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construct consisted of five analytically distinct categories (which 

essentially were modifications of Seeman's earlier postuled definitions): 

(i) Powerlessness: comprising two facets: (a) the perceived 

inability of the individual to maintain control over his life and 

destiny so that consequently he feels helpless in the face of complex 

social processes; and (b) the passive acceptance of luck or fate. 

(ii) Role estrangement: involving (a) the individual's sense 

of being used as a function rather than as a person; and (b) the feeling 

that the person's experience lacks authenticity (see Fromm, 1963 and 

Friedenberg, 1964). 

(iii) Meaninglessness: referring to the failure of the individual 

to understand his situation, as well as to the apparent lack of purpose, 

goals, or objectives in the individual's life. 

(iv) Guidelessness: or the individual's feelings of conflict 

due to the inculcation of conflicting norms into his personality, and 

the discrepancy between desire and opportunity and between means and ends. 

(v) Cultural estrangement: is a voluntary attitudinal state in 

that the individual assigns low reward value to goals which are valued in 

society, and consequently he may separate himself from the norms and 

values of society. 

Mackey's typology of adolescent alienation also has direct 

implications for alienation from the high school: the feelings inherent 

in powerlessness may well inhibit learning; the modern school system may 

inhibit personal grovrrh and thereby foster inauthenticity; the pupil's 

academic experience may seem to have little relevance to his future career 

plans; the school constantly emphasises success and a student may feel 

incapable of attaining this goal by using the lE!gitimate means; and 

finally, the student may not accept the norms and values that the school 

has prescribed for him. In later work, :t-fackey (1975, 1977a, 1977b) fOlmd 
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that adolescent alienation could be characterised by three independent, 

measurable dimensions: personal incapacity which taps the adolescent's 

feeling of a lack of personal effectiveness, and his incapacity in dealing 

with his environment; guidelessness v.7hich refers to the adolescent's 

rejection of the socially acceptable means of achieving culturally 

prescribed goals; and, finally, cultural estrangement which refers to a 

rejection of middle class values (especially the perceived overemphasis 

on materialistic values). He also claimed that the independent variables 

of sex, community type, perceived academic ability and socio-economic 

status made independent contributions to predicting scores on the 

alienation scales, although confirmation for the cultural estrangement 

dimension was not as clear cut as for the other two dimensions. 

While writers such as Mackey (and also Schiamberg, 1970, and Skerl, 

1977) were concentrating on adolescent alienation, there was also an 

increasing awareness of the role that the school might play in generating 

feelings of alienation. This is not to deny that other institutions may 

also be predisposing to alienation (the family, for example) but 

nevertheless the school is one of the most powerful influences on 

adolescents. Increasing concern was being expressed with regard to the 

separation of the adolescent from society and how 'institutions of learning' 

playa significant role in such isolation (see, for example, Coleman, 1961; 

Musgrove, 196 Lf; and Hickerson I s 1966 study of the relationship between 

American schools and .~erican society, in which he forcefully demonstrates 

how the schools, as an integral part of society, have created and supported 

conditions which have resulted in a general waste of talent and ability, 

plus the loss of the dignity and self-respect of significant segments of 

society. Just as economically deprived adults are alienated from society, 

so are their children formally alienated by, and from, the schools.). 

Henderson (1967) discussed the possibility of a relationship betHeen 
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alienation from school and students' continual experiences of failure in 

the school situation (a view which is also held by Dillon, 1975), while 

Goldman (1968) attempted, in a somewhat obscure article, to outline the 

educational consequences of the main forms of alienation. How'ever the 

1960's were essentially characterised by token theoretical acknowledgement 

of the problem - as is typified, for example, by M2nn's (1969) claim that 

schools had lost sight of the quality of the child's experience as a 

learner, thereby forcing on the pupil the distinct possibility of 

alienation - be it from himself, or from the school. 

The 1970's introduced a more emphatic theoretical interest in the 

problem of school alienation. McElhinney (1970) claimed that the 

immediate school environment is one contributing factor to the amount of 

alienation - and furthermore that school-related alienation (operationally 

defined as 'absence of control over own life, unequal chances to succeed, 

absence of pride in accomplishments, school content as irrelevant to their 

lives outside school, wilful school absence, absence of an understanding 

teacher, withdrawing \",hen things go wrong at school, absence of parental 

verbal interest in school, parental avoidance of visiting school, and 

degree to which pupil saw adults as verbally undependable' (p.321) is even 

evident in elementary school pupils. Heath (1970) also expressed concern 

about school alienation and suggested tha t the school is increasingly 

exerting influence in controlling and shaping the development of its 

pupils. This, he suggests, is attributable to ' ... an historic and 

irreversible transition in the power of different social institutions to 

have educative and maturing effects on the young' (p.517). The source of 

schocl alienation may be found in the school institution itself - a point 

which is strongly re-iterated in the work of Bronfenbrenner (1972, 1973). 

Hea th had commented that intimate, face-to-face priTnary groups such as the 

ramily, the neighbourhood group, und the church group arc increasingly 
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Bronfenbrenner also acknowledges this in his claim that 'in the last 

analysis ... the roots of alienation are found to be in the institutions 
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of our society as they are presently structured and as they currently 

function' (1973, p .8) and claims that the institution which has done the 

most to keep young people isolated from challenging, meaningful social 

tasks is the school. Thus we find that increasing numbers of high school 

students are bored by school, find school irrelevant and repressive, 

perform tasks which are set by others and are duties rather than 

responsibilities, and do assignments which involve little judgement, 

decision-making or risk. In such a milieu it would seem that the high 

school student has little time to develop a stable self-identity (which 

is one of the crucial psychosocial tasks of adolescence). Gere1uk (1974) 

has attempted to apply a re-definition of Marx's alienation concept to 

the school situation, and suggests that the source of school alienation 

lies in the fact that the purposes for "tvhich children engage in school 

are neglected, rather than fulfilled. This, he claims, is due largely to 

the form that is imposed on school relations by such things as the 

structures of the school and the structures of the economy. 

Thus there is a wealth of theoretical discussion on the problem 

of school alienation, but up until 1970 there were few attempts to conduct 

empirical studies of alienation among high school students (as has been 

noted by Warner and Hansen, 1970, and Pulvino and }lickelson, 1972). 

Perhaps the earliest empirical investigation in the general area ~vas that 

done by Stinchcombe (1964) in his study of delinquency and rebellion in 

high school. He contended that rebellion was a manifestation of expressive 

alienation: 'High school rebellion involves expression of alienation from 

socially present authori ties; it may thus be called "expressive alienation ll 
I 

(p.2). He also claimed that alienation is not necessarily manifested only 
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include cynicism, i.ndifference, indignation, withdrawal, hostility, or 

even a commitment to change (see also Keniston's (1965) discussion of the 

varieties of alienation, and Bronfenbrenner's (1972) discussion). Hayden 

et aZ. (1970, p.237) described the alienated student as 'one who lacks 

involvement in the school culture ... Implicit in the notion of "alienation" 

is a lack of interest, both in academic and extracurricular activities. 

A history of disciplinary infractions is often present as well as a desire 

to drop out of school when legally possible. Typically, the student's 

environmental background is unfamiliar to his teachers and to many of his 

fellow students. He is often insecure, lacks initiative, and has a low 

level of aspiration and self-esteem. Consequently, he is not prepared to 

compete with contemporaries and, more importantly, expresses no desire to 

do so .•• ' 

In the 1970's there emerged a volume of empirical studies on student 

alienation. However it is important to distinguish between those studies 

which focused on alienation of high school students, and those which 

emphasised alienation of high school students from school (i.e. school

related alienation). With regard to the former category of studies, the 

sample of subjects comprised high school students but the lllstruments used 

typically reflected a 'general' as opposed to a 'school-specific' approach 

to the measurement of alienation (for example, Dean's alienation scale ~.,as 

frequently employed). Nevertheless the studies investigated the 

relationship bet~veen alienation and numerous other variables .- for example: 

self-esteem and attitude toward drinking (Blane et aZ., 1968); sex, socio

economic status, and grade point average (White, 1971); self-esteem, 

anxiety and grade point average (1..Jarner and Hansen, 1970); anxiety, grade 

point average, and dissonance bet'Yleen individual needs and environmental 

press (Pulvino, 1970); academic: achievement (Pulvino ~md Mickelson, 1972); 
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pupil control ideology of teachers (Hedberg, 1973 and Moye, 1976). 

Preiss (1976), in his study of alienation, self-concept of academic 

ability, and attendance, noted towards the end of his study that a more 

refined measure of alienation would be beneficial in future research 

endeavours. The above studies were concerned with alienation among high 

school students but they were population-sp~cific rather than context

specific, and this is where refinement of instrumentation was necessary. 

Williams (1974), for example, comments on the fact that researchers have 

employed varied and confused meanings of the term alienation in their 

attempts to measure and diagnose it in schools. 

As early as 1963, Epperson adopted a context-specific approach 
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to alienation in his study of classroom alienation. This was perhaps one 

of the first studies which really tied alienation to the school situation -

for example, 'isolation' was defined as 'the assignment by the pupil of a 

low reward value to behaviors which he sees as highly valued by the 

classl'oom' (p. 361). The other dimension of alienation that Epperson was 

interested in was that of powerlessness, and again this definition was 

confined to the specific context of the school. Following this there was 

little further research until the 1970's when several empirical studies of 

school-related alienation appeared. Again the empirical studies covered a 

wide range of variables: Beneke (1970) found that high alienation was 

significantly related to low teacher grades and low standard test results, 

absence from school, race (Negro), sex (male), lack of participation in 

school-sponsored activities, and teachers' classification of pupils as 

'behaviour problems'. From this it would seem that school alienation is 

an influential factor in a variety of academic, participative, behavioural 

and personal characteristics of high school students. Burbach (1972), in 

studying the powerlessness aspect of school alienation, found that it was 
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extracurricular activities, lack of college aspiration, and low grade 

point average. Flumen (1974) also found that school alienation was related 

to a wide variety of characteristics including sex (female), low socio

economic background, family disorganisation, favourable attitudes toward 

(and actual use of) drugs, low school grades, and lack of college plans. 

Roof (1974) studied a group of students whom teachers and counsellors had 

identified as school-alienated and, after carrying out regression analyses 

on a number of variables, put forward a description of the alienated student 

as being male (a finding which also concurs with that of Holzwarth, 1974) 

with an I.Q. of 107 and a grade point average of C minus. He is employed, 

is one of four or five children, and is not involved in any extracurricular 

activities. His father is employed as either a blue or white collar worker 

and his mother is a housewife. He is either the second or third child in 

the family, has a low self-concept, and is viewed by the teacher as one who 

seldom participates. His attention often wanders, he shows no evidence of 

independent study, and his performance fluctuates greatly. He views the 

school setting as more negative than positive. These and other studies 

(for example, Lipkind (1975) and Dillon and Grout (1976» have contributed 

valuable insights into the characteristics of school-alienated secondary 

school pupils. 

The question obviously arises as to whether there are certain 

aspects or features of the secondary shool that tend to generate school 

alienation. Along these lines, several studies have investigated the 

nature of the relationship between alienation and various aspects of school 

structure. Rafalides (19'11), for instance, found that Seeman's 

conceptualisation of alienation provided a fruitful way to study the 

alienation of students from school, and her study indicated that there is 

a significant relationship between custodial pupil control orientation of 
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the school and a composite measure of school alienation. In a study she 

conducted with Hoy (1971) these results were basically replicated, although 

they found that meaninglessness is not necessarily related to school 

characteristics in the same way as other variants of alienation: 'For 

example, while custodialism in school may foster normlessness, isolation, 

and powerlessness, the same set of conditions may tend to ameliorate a sense 

of meaninglessness' (p.109). Self-estrangement was least well related to 

custodialism in the pupil control orientation of high schools. However (as 

the authors suggest) this may be because self-estrangement is more a 

function of personality and/or the broader social context in which the 

student is participating. Hartley and Hoy (1972) found that the 

relationship between school alienation and 'openness' of school climate 

appears to be a complex one in that such a school climate seems to be 

significantly related to some variants of alienation but not to others. 

Other studies in this general area include those of Odetola et al. (1972), 

who failed to find any significant relationship between alienation and 

team-teaching; Marquis (1974), who found that a complex relationship exists 

between modular scheduling and alienation, in that modular scheduling as a 

method of instructional organisation tends to alienate boys but has a less 

alienative effect on girls; Holzwarth (1974), who failed to find any 

significant relationship between student alienation and the pupil control 

ideology of teachers; and Van den Berg (1975), who found that student 

alienation was related to both the orientation the student brings to school 

as well as to his perceptions of the social structure within which learning 

takes place. 

Hoyle (1965) had noted that >"hile there is a fairly extensive 

literature dealing with business organisation, relatively feVl Vlorks have 

dealt Vlith an organisational analysis of the school. vlhile some of the 

studies mentioned above have examined, for example, school climate and 
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and instructional organisation it would seem clear that other aspects of 

school structure (for instance, the nature of authority that is exercised 

in a school) may well contribute to students' learning and attitudes 

towards school. For example, Robbins and ~liller (1969) have acknowledged 

that school structure has an influence over both the process and the 

product of education. They defined school structure as 'the essential 

pattern of organization within an educational unit' (p.39). Hoyle 

suggested that the approach of organisational analysis may be a useful one 

in attempting to understand the 'separate culture of the school' (p.111). 

Punch (1969), in adopting a more specific approach to school structure, 

claimed that its formal organisational aspects could be appropriately 

analysed from a perspective which viewed the school as a bureaucra~. 

The classic formulation of a bureaucracy is that delineated by Weber (in 

Gerth and Mills, 1946, p.196-204). Subsequent to his analysis, the 

literature on bureaucracy tends to be characterised by inconsistency and 

confusion as to the nature of bureaucracy and how it might be adequately 

defined. After analysing this theoretical and empirical debate, Hall 

(1961) was able to isolate six fundamental characteristics of a 

bureaucracy: hierarchy of authority, specialisation, rules for incumbents, 

procedural specifications, impersonality, and technical competence. The 

relationship between bureaucracy and alienation had been studied in the 

area of industry (see, for instance, the study by Bonjean and Grimes, 1970) 

but there had been little empirical research on bureaucracy and school 

alienation. Kolesar (1967) examined the relationship bet\veen pupils' 

feelings of powerlessness and two measures of bureaucracy ('Authority' 

and 'Expertise') and found that pupil pmverlessness was related to the type 

of bureaucratic organisation characterising the school. But it was 

Barry Anderson (1970, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1973, 1974) who built on the 

theoretical and empirical discussions of alienation and bureaucracy, and 
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applied the concept of bureaucratic structure to the secondary school in 

order to investigate its relationship to student alienation from school. 

IV. ANDERSON'S RESEARCH ON SCHOOL BUREAUCRATIZATION 

AND ALIENATION FROM HIGH SCHOOL 

The primary purpose of Anderson's research ,vas to investigate the 

relationship between student alienation and·bureaucratization of the 

school. He defined alienation essentially in terms of the dimensions 

outlined by Seeman (1959), although he did make some minor changes in 

terminology to give greater clarity and also specified the school as the 

object of alienation. Thus, in terms of Anderson's definition, school 

alienation was comprised of the following dimensions: Powerlessness, 

Meaninglessness, Misfeasance, Futility, and Self-estrangement. With regard 

to bureaucratization, Anderson largely followed the lines of Hall (1961) in 

that he viewed bureaucracy as consisting of the six dimensions specified 

above. 

Anderson designed Likert-type scales to measure school alienation 

and bureaucratization 1 and validated the measures by the 'known groups' 

method. Thus the alienation measure was administered both to a committed 

group of students and to a distinctly alienated group, and any items 'which 

failed to differentiate between the two groups were dropped from the scale. 

A similar procedure was employed for the bureaucratization measure, where 

pupils from a highly bureaucratic school and from a school >;.,hich was 

relatively free of bureaucratic characteristics completed the scale. 

Again any item which failed to differentiate between these two groups was 

discarded. The instruments were then administered to some 3,790 Grade ten 

1. The scale measuring school alienation was entitled 'School Expectations 
Inventory', 1:.,hile that measuring bureaucratization was called the 
I School Descript ion InventoLY; • 
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students drawn from eighteen Ontario high schools. Teachers at those 

schools completed a teacher version of the bureaucratization scale and, 

on the basis of their perceptions and those of the students, schools were 

indexed according to the extent to which they were bureaucratically 

organised. The implication of this, therefore, is that percePtions \vere 

used as an actual measure of school bureaucratization. 

Image analysis of the alienation data indicated that school 

alienation could be regarded as a single, integrating, general factor 

which was comprised of five dimensions: Powerlessness, Meaninglessness, 

~listeasance, Futility of Extra-curricular Activities, and Self-estrangement. 

Image analysis of the bureaucratization data revealed that the perceived 

bureaucratic structure of the school could be described in terms of six 

dimensions identifiable as Hierarchy of Authority, Subject Matter 

Specialisation, Rules and Regulations, Impersonality, Technical Competence, 

and Centralization of Control. These dimensions could be represented by 

two second-order factors which Anderson labelled Status Maintenance and 

Behavior Control. Also of note was the fact that Anderson found that 

there was little correlation between students' and teachers' perceptions 

of school bureaucratization. 

Anderson then examined the relationship between students' 

alienation and school bureaucratization by means of multiple regression 

analysis, which also enabled him to establish statistical control over 

several important variables which previous research had shown to be 

related to alienation - namely: sex, age (which served as a substitute 

for past success), socio-economic status, social participation, and 

membership in school groups. The results of the regression analysis 

indicated that 'the relationship bet<..;reen bureaucratization and alienation 

is as hypothesized: increasing presence of bureaucratic characteristics 

seems to be associated ,'lith increasing alienation' (1973, p.328). 
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The amount of variance in school alienation which Anderson found could be 

predicted by school bureaucratization was 4.6% (the variance accounted 

for solely by bureaucratization being 3.7%, and that accounted for by the 

overlap between bureaucratization and controls being 0.9%). The variance 

accounted for by all variables was 12.4%, and the variance accounted for 

by controls \.;ras 7.8%. 

This, then, essentially summarises Anderson's research. His study 

succeeded in validating the theoretical relationship between the 

bureaucratic structure of the secondary school and student alienation 

from school, and to this extent he has contributed significant insights 

into the nature of, and the factors which relate to, school alienation. 

But in addition to this, his study is rich with implications for future 

research - these implications, together with other issues emerging from 

the literature, will be pursued in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER III 

DEVELOPING THE PROBLEM 

Various issues emerge from the previous chapter. These lvill 

be listed and then discussed in more detail, thus enabling initial 

formulation of the experimental hypotheses for this study. 

In investigating the relationship between alienation and 
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school bureaucratization, Anderson found that bureaucratization accounted 

for only 4.6% of the variance in students' alienation scores. This raises 

the first three of the following important questions: 

(i) Were there any weaknesses in the School Description 

Inventory which may have increased the randomness of the items, thereby 

reducing the scale's contribution to variance? 

(ii) What other factors contribute to school alienation? 

The fact that Anderson explained only a small amount of variance suggests 

that other factors may be operating. The investigation of this aspect is 

of primary significance in this research. 

(iii) Were responses to Anderson's scales distorted by acquiescent 

responding or by falsification on the part of the students? 

(iv) What is the nature of school alienation among Canterbury 

fourth form students? 

(v) What are the dimensions of the bureaucratic structure of the 

school as perceived by Canterbury fourth form students? 

(vi) Do Ne,;r Zealand and Canadian student::. differ significantly 

in their perceptions of school bureaucratization? 



(vii) What is the prevalence of school alienation among the 

students selected as subjects for this research? 

(viii) To what extent can this study contribute to the resolution 

of the empirical problems outlined in the revie,v of literature? 

Various other questions also emerge from examination of the 

alienation literature - for example: TNhat is the relationship between 

school alienation and examination performanee? Is school truancy more 

characteristic of alienated students than of non-alienated students? 

Does school alienation reach a peak at a certain age or form level? 
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Do alienated students complete fewer years at high school than non

alienated students? and so on. The literature is rich with questions that 

research could address, but due to the limitations of time and scope this 

study focused on the issues listed above. 

To turn, then, to a more detailed discussion of the questions 

initially raised: 

(i) Anderson indicated (in personal correspondence) some concern 

about the difficulty of the reading level in the School Description 

Inventory. If this criticism is warranted - as close examination of the 

scale suggests - then this may well have produced random errors which could 

account for the scale's low contribution to variance of alienation. It is 

quite feasible that students may have found the items ambiguous, or they 

may have failed to understand some of them adequately. Consideration of 

this problem, along vlith the fact that a younger sample was selected for 

this research, clearly highlighted the need for substantial rewording of 

the School Description Inventory. 

(ii) Perhaps the major issue, hmvever, which eE1erges from Anderson's 

studies is the question as to what other factors contribute to variance in 

school alienation. Anderson asked ' "Are there characteristics of schools 

which have a bearing on the way students perform in school or how they feel 
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about school?" , (1973, p.315) and his attempt to provide an answer to this 

question led him to investigate the nature of the bureaucratic structure of 

the school. Since this school characteristic only accounted for 4.6% of 

the variance in students' alienation scores, it is likely that other 

factors are operating. Consequently, this research proposed to identify 

the nature of 'other' influential factors and the ways in \vhich they may 

relate to school alienation. 

Apart from the work of Anderson, several other studies cited in the 

literature focus on school structure or characteristics - for example, 

instructional organisation, school climate, bureaucratic structure of the 

school, and so on. And another predominant notion in the literature is the 

idea that 'discrepancy' seems to be a crucial element in alienation (for 

example, the discrepancy between means and ends; Pulvino's (1970) 

conception of 'dissonance' between individual needs and environmental 

press; and so on). In this research the author attempted to 'merge' these 

major themes in order to investigate further the nature of the relationship 

between school alienation and school structure. This 'theoretical 

exploration' resulted in the formulation of a tentative hypothesis that 

the differing beliefs or feelings which students have about the functions 

of school may contribute to school alienation. Consequently this research 

focused on investigating the conflict (or 'discrepancy') that m~ay exist 

between students' perceptions of what school should do for them as opposed 

to their perceptions of the functions that school actually fulfills. 

(Since this required an evaluative judgement as to the 'proper' functions 

of the school, the term 'values' rather than 'functions' is considered 

more appropriate.) 

Surprisingly little empirical research has been devoted to an 

investigation of the values students hold about s!:~hool (the work of 

Kniveton, 1963, 1971; l1usgrove, 1966; Flanders et al., 1968; Smithers 
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et aZ.~ 1974; and Woods, 1976 being of limited relevance). The secondary 

school can be viewed largely as an involuntary organisation which pupils 

are legally bound to attend - thus students are the 'consumers' of 

compulsory education. Nicolson (1969) has stressed the need to carry out 

research to discover what pupils think of their school and schooling; 

likewise Blishen (1969) claims that 'it is difficult to think of another 

sphere of social activity in which the opinions of the customer are so 

persistently overlooked.' To the extent that the school is an organisation 

consisting of a wide variety of individuals who are in an involuntary 

relationship to one another, then it is likely that conflicting aims, 

values, and expectations may coexist in the school. Thus the formal 

education system may not alw"ays meet the needs and expectations of the 

individuals it serves - a point which is highlighted in Pulvino and Hansen's 

(1972, p.70) comment that 'students enter school with need structures which 

will tend to influence, and in turn be influenced by, the school. The 

degree to which the student is influenced and the direction he eventually 

takes depends upon both his perceptions of the school environment and his 

reactions to environmental occurrences ... rf his needs are dissonant with 

his perceptions of the environment a negative reaction may occur that 

could be related to feelings of ... alienation.' 

Thus there is clearly a need to ascertain whether the school is a 

context in which a student may feel some degree of conflict or confusion 

with regard to the values he holds about school, and whether or not this 

conflict contributes to school alienation. For instance, Sorhaindo (1971) 

adopted a value-expectancy discrepancy approach to alienation and 

hypothesised that high discrepancies bet\veen values and the expectancies 

for them are related to alienation. Previously, in a study of college 

dropout, Pervin and Rubin (1967) had suggested that 'a lack of fit' between 

student charac:teristjcs and those of the college m.ay well lead to 
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dissatisfaction with college and ultimate dropout. In similar vein 

Doshi (1969) identified lack of commitment to values and norms as a 

factor which contributed to student alienation (a view ,\Thich would seem 

to illustrate an aspect of Mizruchi's theoretical discussion (in Horowitz, 

1964, p.24l) of the social sources of alienation). And more recently 

Long (1977) suggested that feelings of academic alienation are, in part 

at least, a function of students' perceptions and evaluations of the 

operations of the university (for example, its goal implementation). 

However this research dealt with the university - does a similar 

relationship apply in the secondary school? 

Theoretically, the literature suggests the possibility of a conflict 

of values occurring within the school situation. It does not seem too far 

a step to move from Merton's theory concerning the discrepancy between 

socially prescribed values and the opportunity for achieving them, to 

considering the possibility of a perceived discrepancy between the 

individual's values and those of society (or any subsystem in which the 

individual is participating - for example, the school). As Finifter 

(1972, p.10) says: 'Two individuals with similar value positions may 

differ in their degree of alienation because of differences in the way 

they perceive social reality, but they might also differ in alienation 

levels on the basis of similar perceptions of social reality vievled from 

very different value positions'. From this one could infer that the 

student who can see no relationship between the values espoused by the 

school and those held by the student as relevant for his future may well 

become alienated from the school. Thus, theoretically at least, there is 

a likelihood that there may be a conflict between the values institution

alised in the school and those that are held by students. Norms guide 

behaviour, yet the motivation for following norms comes from underlying 

values - therefore any confusion (see, for eX2.mple, Hobart, 1965, p.95) 
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or conflict of values can be expected to influence the student's behaviour 

and also the attitudes he has towards school. As Gorman has commented 

(1971, p.l77): 'Alienation focuses on values ... The alienated individual 

operates on value premises that are contrary to those of the society in 

which he operates;' clearly a parallel can be drawn between the 'alienated 

individual' and 'society' on the one hand, and the 'alienated student' and 

the 'school' on the other. 

On the empirical level, Stinchcombe's (1964) study of rebellion in 

high school is rich with implications for the significance of values in 

students' manifestations of 'expressive alienation'. For Stinchcombe, 

high school rebellion involves a rejection of the goals and means of 

success which comprise the world of the school. Underlying the goals and 

aspirations that students set for themselves are the values they hold about 

what school can or should do for them; consequently any perceived 

discrepancy between goals and means is also likely to induce in the 

student some degree of conflict with regard to school--relevant values -

a conflict between his perception of ",hat the school should do for him, 

on the one hand, and what he perceives it as actually doing for him, on 

the other. It may be, then, that the concept of values provides a crucial 

link between the environment of the student and his attitudes tmvards, and 

performance in, school (as elaborated by Finlayson, 1973). 

To the extent that human beings tend to bring their value commit

ments into their relationships with one another, the individual's 

perception of social reality is likely to be determined by his values. 

Therefore among high school students there is likely to be differential 

co~nitment to the values espoused by the school (and its staff) - this is 

largely the result: of the fact that individuals go through different 

experiences, belong to different reference groups, have different social 

backgro'Jnds, and so on, and may therefore construct a picture of social 
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reality ",hich may well differ from that of others. Since individuals may 

differ in their perceptions, anyone individual's perception of reality 

need not necessarily be an accurate one (that is, with regard to that held 

by the dominant group in society). This viewpoint is congruous with the 

phenomenological approach to social research introduced by Schutz. The 

phenomenological school of thought is primarily concerned with how people 

construct pictures or interpretations of social reality, and is therefore 

concerned with the individual's perceptions and descriptions of phenomena. 

It is argued that on the basis of the individual's social experiences, 

and the experiences and values of the refer~~ce group to which he belongs, 

an individual constructs his own image of what social reality is like. 

If his perceived view corresponds with that held by his reference group, 

then the individual tends to see his construction of social reality as 

being true, or absolute. It follows, then, that different subgroups in 

society may well create views of social reality which in fact differ from 

the one that is defined and sanctioned (both formally and informally) by 

the dominant group in society. Drawing a parallel with the school 

situation, it can be seen then that the student's perception of school 

(social reality) may differ from the institutionalised or official 

conceptions of the nature and purpose of the school. In studying conflict 

of values, it seemed therefore that the phenomenological approach is 

especially appropriate since the focus of concern is on what the adolescent 

perceives to be the situation, rather than on what actually happens. An 

individual's perception, therefore, is a function both of the perceiver 

(see, for example, Abercrombie's (1966) discussion of the \vays in vlhich 

individual and social expectations influence perception) and of the 

perceived situation; and further, this perception may be accurate or 

inaccurate. The justification for studying individuals' perceptions rests 

primarily on the fact that to understand or explain behaviour one must take 



into account the actor's perception of a particular situation. 

As Punch (1969, p.47) comments: 'People act in terms of the way they 

see situations, not as they "in fact" are, not as they are seen by the 

researcher. ' 

The phenomenological approach was also adopted by Anderson 
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in that he focused on the students' and teachers' perceptions of school 

bureaucratization. However, it will be recalled that on the basis of these 

perceptions he then indexed schools according to the extent to which they 

were bureaucratically organised. Tn doing this, he utilised 'perceptions' 

as an 'actual' measure of school bureaucratization. And it is at this 

point that the author departs from Anderson, since to assume that 

perceptions are an accurate description of social reality lacks validity 

and is incongruous with the phenomenological approach adopted in this 

study. 

Conflict of values, then provides one area for further 

investigation. Another is that of achievement motivation. Several 

studies (for example, McClelland et aZ., 1953) have shown that achievement 

motivation improves performance and learning. Rosen (1956) found that the 

strength of the "achievement motive" varies according to social class, and 

later Crockett (1962), in investigating the relationship between 

achievement motivation and mobility, found that achievement motivation is 

an important personality factor relating to occupational mobility. 

However Straus (1962) looked at achievement among high school students and 

found not only that deferred gratification was related to achievement but 

that this relationship existed independently of socioeconomic status and 

intelligence. More recently, Harper (1973) investigated the effects of 

participation in, a structured programme of achievement motivation on 

perceived alienated secondary school students. The differences between 

the experimental and control groups <;'12re not significant. although the 
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changes in the subj ec ts' scores were in the direction predicted (that is, 

toward greater achievement imagery and greater internal control). Taking 

into account this research, and particularly the latter study which 

focused specifically on achievement motivation and alienation, it seems 

important that a measure of achievement motivation be included in this 

research. Smith (1973) has pointed out that experimental findings may be 

misleading unless the experimenter controls for the effects of achievement 

motivation - he comments: 'It is possible that unsuspected differences in 

the underlying achievement motivation of groups of experimental subjects 

could lead an unwary experimenter to conclude that differences are present 

in other functions when, in fact, there are none. It is also possible that 

true differences in other functions are not detected because they are 

masked by differences in achievement motivation which have contributed 

excessively to an error-variance term' (1973, p.137). 

If one also takes into account the competitiveness which is inherent 

in the school situation (and especially bearing in mind Marx's concern with 

the relationship between alienation and competitive society) then this 

would seem to provide further justification for including a measure of 

achievement motivation in this research. For the school is undoubtedly an 

arena of competence and a means to higher social and occupational status. 

Furthermore, some children are more ambitious than others, and since 

ambition is related to school attainment it is likely to be an influential 

factor - given that the school is an institution which fosters excellence 

and attainment. Therefore since achievement motivation influences a 

student's performance in (and possibly subsequent attitudes to~.;rard) the 

school, it IMy be an important factor influencing school alienation. 

Other factors which may perhaps contribute to school alienation 

include occupational aspirations and expectations. and family 

'organisation'. With regard to the former, Burbach (1972) found that 



there was a negative relationship between aspirations for tertiary 

education and three dimensions of powerlessness - a relationship which 
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he interpreted as indicating 'that with increased interest in attending 

college there is a corresponding tendency in high school students to feel 

that they can exert greater influence in the control of their high school 

and their society as well' (p.352). Also, one must bear in mind the 

intimate relationship that exists between goals, values, and aspirations. 

Wilson (1973) has highlighted the concern in sociology as regards the 

relationship between alienation and aspirations, and several other studies 

have addressed this problem. For example, Heier and Bell (1959) claimed 

that anomie results when individuals lack access to the means for 

achievement of life goals or values. Han (1969) viewed aspirations as an 

index of success and then looked at the discrepancy that may exist between 

aspirational wishes (the ideal) on the one hand, and aspirational 

expectations (the limits which are imposed by one's life situation) on the 

other. Thus the discrepancy between the two becomes a measure of strain 

~vithin individuals who share the same abstract values. Clearly one can 

draw a parallel here, in that pupils belong to the same subsystem of 

society (the school) and are likely therefore to share similar abstract 

values (success, for example). Wilson (1973) ,'JaS concerned with the 

discrepancy between aspirations and expectations, and from his study 

concluded that the discrepancy between aspirations and expectations 

(which he limited to the 'educational' sphere) is a structurally induced 

strain which can be a source of alienation for high school students. 

Obviously, then, there is a need to obtain a measure of aspirations and 

expectations - however in this research the focus will be on occupational 

aspirations and expectations since the discrepancy between the two is 

likely to be of further informational value in that it is indicative of 

upward or dowmvard mobility. 



The other factor mentioned previously was that of family 

'organisation'. Flumen (1974) included a measure of family 

'disorganisation I in his research, and Seeman (1975) cites other 
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relevant studies - for example, the findings of Renshon (1974) and 

Goodwin (1972) indicate an association between parents' and children's 

control attitudes. Bronfenbrenner (1972, 1973) is also concerned with 

the dramatic changes taking place in the family (and by 'nuclear' family 

he means a family which has one or both parents) and, in an article which 

probes the roots of alienation, he comments that: 'the crux of the 

problem ... is that many parents have become powerless as forces in the 

lives of their children' (1972, p.25). On this basis it ,vas decided to 

obtain additional information as to whether the adolescent lived with 

parentis or not, and whether or not the mother was ~vorking. 

This, then, concludes the major section regarding the identification 

of 'other' factors which might contribute to school alienation. Many of 

these additional variables are best handled as control variables - this 

will be specified in more detail when the statistical design of the study 

is described. 

(iii) The third question was concerned with the possibility that 

Anderson's scales may have been subject to falsification on the part of 

the respondents. This problem has already been indicated in the literature 

as being one ,.;rhich is common to most alienation studies. The rewording of 

the School Description Inventory would help alleviate this to some extent, 

as would the guarantee of anonymity, and conveying to the students some 

degree of enthusiasm for the research (in the hope that they would treat 

the ques tionnaire honestly and seriously). Hm.;rever the incorporation of a 

series of 'check items I. randomly interspersed throughout all sections of 

the questionnaire, would provide the researcher with some indication as to 

whether students made acquiescent, random, or false responses. 



The inclusion of such items is of considerable importance, and the fact 

that Anderson failed to do this points to a \veakness in his research 

design. 
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(iv) A n~jor purpose of this research was to investigate the nature 

of school alienation among Canterbury fourth form students - in other 

words, do Anderson's findings apply in New Zealand (specifically, 

Canterbury) secondary schools? In view of the theoretical framework within 

which Anderson's alienation scale was developed, it is assumed that sinular 

results will emerge in terms of the five dimensions of school alienation 

outlined by Anderson (especially since only minor modifications would be 

made to the scale in order to remove American expressions from it and thus 

make it more suitable for use in New Zealand). This aspect of the research 

is of undoubted significance in that there has, as yet, been no other 

research on student alienation from the New Zealand secondary school. 

(v) Given that the School Description Inventory requires 

substantial revision, it is likely that responses to the scale may vary 

somewhat from those obtained by Anderson. However the intention in 

revising the scale was not to add additional dimensions but rather to 

restructure the questions already in the scale in order to make the reading 

level appropriate for New Zealand fourth form students. Therefore it is 

assumed that analysis of the responses would indicate that the scale is 

composed of the six dimensions outlined by Anderson. 

(vi) It is commonly believed, and argued by overseas visitors, that 

schools in New Zealand are more formally organised than those in America. 

For example, Jackson (1974) has commented on the 'compartmentalisation' of 

New Zealand secondary schools with regard to subject matter. Although it 

is a relatively minor concern of this research, the author was interested 

in possible differences between New Zealand and Canadian students' 
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perceptions of school bureaucratization. However it is realised that the 

revision of the School Description Inventory for this study ~ty place 

limitations on the extent to which such a comparison can be validly made. 

(vii) Due to the lack of research on school alienation in Ne~v 

Zealand, it is difficult to make a hypothesis as to its prevalence among 

fourth formers. However it has been claimed that the incidence of truancy 

is more pronounced among fourth formers - particularly if they are Maori, 

and/or less academically able ('Tonight at 9', television documentary, 

27/7/76). Also of relevance to this question is the fact that fourth form 

students are typically very near to school-leaving age, and it may be that 

school alienation is particularly pronounced at this period (although this 

question could only be resolved by longitudinal research). A further fact 

which may have some bearing on this matter though is the claim (The Press, 

15/9/76) that absenteeism drops dramatically in the sixth and seventh 

forms. In addition, the generalisation is frequently made by teachers that 

fourth formers present more behavioural and management problems than 

students in other forms. On these grounds it is likely that the incidence 

of school alienation among fourth form students may exceed that expected 

by chance. 

(viii) Finally, the question was raised as to the contribution this 

research might make towards the resolution of the problems outlined in the 

empirical section of the literature review. In this respect it can be said 

that: on the basis of the literature, the assumption is made that 

alienation has a useful meaning for sociological research, particularly 

when a context-specific approach is incorporated into the research design; 

the approach adopted is primarily sociological rather than psychological; 

and the utilisation of the phenomenological frame\vork enables the author 

to investigate school alienation from a 'value-free' perspective. 
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Hypotheses. 'TIle elaboration of the questions posed at the beginning 

of this chapter leads to the following general experimental hypotheses with 

which this research is concerned: 

Hypothesis 1: Factor analysis of fourth form students' responses to the 

alienation measure will indicate the presence of the five 

dimensions of alienation as postulated by Seeman (1959) 

and identified by Anderson in Grade ten Canadian high 

school pupils. 

Hypothesis 2: These five dimensions of alienation can be subsumed 

under a single, integrating, second-order factor 

identifiable as School Alienation. 

Hypothesis 3: Factor analysis of the students' responses to the school 

bureaucratization measure will indicate the presence of 

the six dimensions of bureaucratic structure postulated by 

Hall (1961) and later identified by Anderson in a sample 

of Canadian high school students. 

Hypothesis 4: Tnese six dimensions of school bureaucratization can be 

subsumed under two second-order factors identifiable as 

Status Haintenance and Behaviour Control. 

Hypothesis 5: That a major factor contributing to variance in school 

alienation is a conflict of values perceived by students 

with regard to the appropriate functions of the secondary 

school. 

Hypothesis 6: That this factor, which will be called Conflict of Values, 

will have four major dimensions corresponding to the 

functions of the school as perceived by students. These 

dimensions will be identifiable as representing the 



Hypothesis 7: 

Hypothesis 8: 

vocational, intellectual, social, and personal functions 

** of the school. 

That these four dimensions are sub factors of an 

essentially unitary syndrome. 

That differences in the achievement motivation of fourth 

form students is indicative of school alienation. 
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Hypothesis 9: With control variables held'constant, students' perceptions 

of school bureaucratization contribute to variance in 

school alienation. 

Hypothesis 10: That the bureaucratic nature of the school as perceived 

by New Zealand students will be more strongly indicative 

of school alienation than was the case with Canadian high 

school students. 

Hypothesis 11: That the prevalence of school alienation among Canterbury 

fourth form student s is greater than that which could be 

expected by chance alone. 

** From the Ne-.;v Zealand literature concerning the aims and functions 
of the secondary school, four major aspects or components were 
identified: vocational, intellectual, social, and personal. 
It is considered more appropriate, however, to elaborate on the 
development of this scale, and its theoretical and empirical 
bases, in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENTS 

1. THE ALIENATION SCALE 

For the purposes of this research, school alienation was broadly 

defined as an incompatibility between the student and the school, which 

may result in an estrangement from the student's nature, his needs, his 

school activities, and the school institution. (To this extent, then, 

alienation is defined 'subjectively' rather than 'objectively' - that is, 

the focus is on the student's feelings and perceptions and therefore the 

only appropriate definition of school alienation is one which incorporates 

the personal standpoint of the student.) Operationally, alienation can 

be defined in terms of the five dimensions initially postulated by Seeman 

and later outlined by Anderson. In adopting a context-specific, 

phenomenological approach, the five dimensions of school alienation 

can be specified as follows: 

Powerlessness: refers to the student's expectancy that he cannot 

determine or control the outcomes, reinforcements or satis factions ""hich 

he seeks in the school situation. The student feels that he has little, 

if any, influence with regard to the way school is run. 

Heaninglessness: the student who experiences strong feelings of 

meaninglessness does not expect to be able to make satisfactory predictions 

about the future outcomes of his behaviour in the school situation. The 

student lacks understanding of his school activities and cannot relate 

them to his future career and life. 

Nisfeasance (which is similar to Seeman's normlessness): refers to 
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the fact that the student expects that he will have to use means that are 

prohibited, or disapproved of, by the school if he is to attain the goals 

he desires. 

Futility (which is similar to Seeman's isolation): TIle student who 

experiences a sense of futility is one who assigns little, if any, reward 

value to the objectives and beliefs that are typically highly valued by 

the school. 

Self-estrangement: refers to the fact that the student derives 

little satisfaction or enjoyment from taking part in school and school

related activities. The student's participation is based primarily on 

future anticipated rewards, as opposed to the revlards vlhich are inherent 

in participation. 

Anderson designed itewB for each of these dimensions - five items 

for Powerlessness; nine for Heaninglessness; eight for Misfeasance; 

twelve for Self-estrangement; and four for Futility of extra-curricular' 

activities. (Image analysis of the responses to the alienation measure 

resulted in six items, which had loadings of less than .24, being dropped 

from the scale - hence, in the final version of Anderson's School 

Expectations Inventory, the Futility dimension of school alienation was 

restricted to Futility of extra-curricular activities.) 

The School Expectations Inventory, then, consisted of 38 Likert

type items. Taking into consideration the construct validity of the scale, 

its face validity, and Anderson's validation by the known group method, 

and also bearing in mind the utility of comparability with overseas 

studies, it was decided to retain the School Expectations Inventory as a 

measure of the dependent variable school alienation. Only minimal 

adjustments ~"ere made to a few of the items and these adjustments were 

designed to make the 'Heaninglessness' dimension more distinct; to make 

the scale more appropriate for fourth form students by removing difficult 

terms from the items; and finally to make the scale amenable for use in 
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New Zealan.d. The instructions for the scale largely follmved the lines of 

Anderson, although they were simplified in order to cater for the reading 

level of fourth form students. An example of a completed response was 

included to further clarify the task for the students, and finally a check 

item was randomly introduced into the scale in order to guard against 

falsification and acquiescent responding. (The check items will be 

discussed more fully at a later point in this chapter.) 

The final, adjusted version of the alienation measure consisted of 

40 items, one of which was a completed example, and another served as a 

check item. Fourteen items in the scale were reverse-scored. The responses 

available were: Strongly Agree, Agree, Uncertain, Disagree, and Strongly 

Disagree. The inst~~ctions were self-explanatory and students were 

required to indicate their response to each item by placing a tick in the 

appropriate box. Possible scores ranged from 5 for Strongly Agree, through 

to 1 for Strongly Disagree (unless, of course, items were reverse-scored). 

II. THE BUREAUCRATIZATION SCALE 

The School Description Inventory was in need of substantial 

revision, as has been indicated in the previous chapter. The Inventory 

had consisted of 34 items, of which fourteen measured Rules and Regulations; 

six measured Hierarchy of Authority; five measured Centralization of 

Control; four measured Technical Competence; three measured Impersonality; 

and two measured Subject Matter Specialisation. School bureaucratization 

primarily refers to the nature of the formal organisational structure of 

the school and, follov.'ing the lines of Hall (1961), Anderson had produced 

a set of items measuring students' perceptions of the following six 

dimensions of school bureaucratic structure (each of which is defined in 

terms of a highly bureaucratic school): 
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Subject Matter Specialisation: refers to the fact that the school 

offers students a restricted choice of subjects to study if they so desire, 

rather than offering them the opportunity of taking a W'ide variety of 

different subjects. 

Hierarchy of Authority: The school has a clearly defined system of 

super- and sub-ordination, such that each level of the hierarchy oW'es 

obedience to, and is under the supervision of, those above them in the 

hierarchy. For example, students are at the loW' level of the hierarchy 

and are consequently subordinate to prefects, teachers, the principal, 

and so on. 

Rules and Regulations: The school has a clearly defined, and 

sanctioned, set of rules W'ith regard to what students may and may not do 

while they are at school. 

Technical Competence: means that the school promotes and rewards 

students on the basis of their performance and ability, rather than in 

terms of individual needs, preferences, and so on. Essentially, this 

means that promotion is determined on objective rather than subjective 

grounds. 

Centralization of Control: is a separate dimension that Anderson 

(via factor analysis) found W'as contained within the Hierarchy of Authority 

dimension. Essentially Centralization of Control means that some central 

authority in the school attempts to control the behaviour of subordinates. 

Consequently school authorities can exert a substantial degree of control 

over the students, and their actions and decisions. 

Impersonality: refers to the fact that relationships betW'een 

students and teachers at the school are of a formal and impersonal nature. 

In revising the scale, several items "lere eliminated and most of 

the items were reworded. However considerable care was taken to ensure 

that the items did not diverge from the factors identified by Anderson. 
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A major criticism of Anderson's school bureaucratization measure, 

and one which emerges from the phenomenological approach adopted in this 

study, lies in the fact that the wording of the Rules and Regulations and 

the Subject ~futter Specialisation items is essentially inadequate as a 

measure of students' perceptions of school bureaucratization. Perhaps 

this weakness in the School Description Inventory is more clearly 

illustrated by considering examples of the original items in each of these 

dimensions: 

Subject }futter Specialisation: 'I take a large number of different 

courses' 

Rules and Regulations: 'I follow school rules which regulate my 

attendance' • 

Subjects are required to indicate what their school is like by ticking the 

appropriate response - responses ranged (on a five point scale) from 

Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. However, when the subject responds 

to items such as the above he is really making a statement about whether 

or not he actually takes a large number of courses, or actually obeys the 

school rules concerning school attendance. The author would argue that 

this type of response (which essentially reports what the student does, 

in fact, do) is irrelevant. That is, it is irrelevant in that the actual 

response the student makes may have little to do with his attitudes or 

perceptions. The main point at issue is the student's perception of what 

school is like, and this must be distinguished from the actual school 

situation. TJJ.e author would argue, then, that Anderson's wording i.n the 

two Subject }futter Specialisation items and in the fourteen Rules and 

Regulations items is a measure of the actual situat ion, and not a measure 

of students' perceptions of the situation. Therefore these items were 

reworded in such a way as to obtain an indication of the students' 

perceptions of the existence of rules and of the opportunity for taking a 



variety of subjects. Examples of the revised version of the items cited 

above clearly depicts this substantial clarification: 

Subject Matter Specialisation: 'If I wanted to~ I could choose from a 

large number of different subjects in 

this school' 

Rules and Regulations: 'I'm supposed to obey school rules about having 

to come to school regularly'. 

This type of revision was made in all items measuring Subject Matter 
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Specialisation and Rules and Regulations. The criticism was not applicable 

to the other dimensions. 

Apart from revising items in order to make them consistent with the 

phenomenological orientation, items were also revised in terms of 

simplifying the reading level so that it would be more appropriate for 

fourth form students. Likewise, the instruction format - while basically 

following that outlined by Anderson - was simplified where possible. 

Again a completed example was included in the scale to help clarify the 

nature of the task, and a check item was incorporated to control for 

falsification. Any distinctly American expressions were replaced with 

ones appropriate for New Zealand students, and four items were dropped on 

the grounds that they were either ambiguous or only meaningful to the 

American student. It was considered that the omission of these items would 

not significantly decrease the effectiveness of the scale since they were 

taken from a dimension (that of Rules and Regulations) which already 

comprised a large number of items. 

The final version of the revised School Description Inventory 

consisted of 32 Likert-type items, one of Hhich was a completed example, 

one was a check 'item, and four items were reverse-scored. The number of 

items measuring each dimension was the same as indicated earlier, with the 

exception that the rules and regulations dimension now consisted of ten 
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items instead of the original fourteen. The directions were self

explanatory, and the response format was the same as that for the 

alienation measure where subjects were required to tick the appropriate 

box (responses ranging as before from Strongly Agree through to Strongly 

Disagree). Possible scores ranged from 5 for Strongly Agree, through to 1 

for Strongly Disagree (\vith the exception of those items which were 

reverse-scored). 

III. THE CONFLICT OF VALUES SCALE 

This scale was developed specifically for this research, and derives 

from both theoretical and empirical approaches to instrument design. 

Analysis of the relevant literature on the functions of the New Zealand 

secondary school yielded a wealth of theoretical discussion of school 

objectives but relatively little clear delineation of the specific 

functions of the secondary school (although recently writers have 

contributed some much needed specification in this area). Perhaps the 

most general definition of the purposes of the school, and one which became 

widely accepted, was that proposed by Fraser in 1939 when he stated that 

'The Government's objective, broadly expressed, is that every person, 

whatever his level of academic ability, whether he be rich or poor, whether 

he live in town or country, has a right, as a citizen, to a free education 

of the kind for \vhich he is best fitted and to the fullest extent of his 

pmvers' (in Shallcrass, 1970, p.122). However this statement was directed 

at the entire school system. A more specific approach was adopted in the 

Thomas Report (1944) on the post-primary school curriculum. This report 

specified various objectives of the secondary school, yet the essence of 

them all is essentially captured in the report's initial statement of 

objectives - namely: .' .. . that all post-primary pupils, irrespective of 

their varying abilities and their varying occupational ambitions, receive 
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a generous and well-balanced education. Such an education would alm, 

firstly, at the full development of the adolescent as a person; and, 

secondly, at preparing him for an active place in our New Zealand society 

as a worker, neighbour, homemaker, and citizen' (in Robinson and O'Rourke, 

1973, p.176). This definition clearly points out the personal, social and 

vocational functions of the secondary school. Although the intellectual 

function of the school is implicit in this definition, it is emphasised 

even more strongly in the report of the Currie Commission on Education 

(1962) which acknowledges that although the school is concerned with the 

total development of the student, nevertheless 'there cannot be much doubt 

that the intellectual development of each pupil to his full capacity is 

still the primary, even though it is not now the sole, purpose of New 

Zealand schools' (1962, p.21). 

More recently, Robinson (1974) has claimed that school objectives 

tend to fall into four major categories which he termed intellectual, 

social, personal and practical, and this typology is reflected in Stewart 

et al. 's (1976) survey of secondary school students' opinions about the 

tasks or functions of the secondary school. However undoubtedly the most 

comprehensive consideration of the aims of New Zealand education is that 

prepared for the Advisory Council on Educational Planning (1972). In this 

report various educational aims, together with their implications for the 

individual and for society, are discussed - for example, the function 

education fulfils in the personal development of the individual and in his 

adjustment to New Zealand society (which demands not only knowledge about 

our society but also requires the acquisition of certain social attitudes, 

learning about the duties and responsibilities of citizenship, knowledge 

of the norms (both formal and informal) of society, and so on). 

Furthermore, if the school is to help the individual to adapt to society, 

then it must equip him with vocational skills, prepare him for future 
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learning, equip him with social and communication skills, and provide many 

of the physical, social and intellectual experiences that are prerequisites 

for the fulfilment of the individual's potential. Hmvever, as the report 

notes, 'it is obvious that the education system cannot accomplish all of 

these, nor is it necessary for it to do so, since many other agencies ..• 

all contribute' (p.16). In addition to these aims, one can also take into 

account the custodial, selective, political, and economic functions of 

education, the promotion of social change, maintenance of social cohesion, 

and so on (see, for example, Musgrave (1965) and Morrish (1972) ). 

In analysing the functions of education with a view to developing 

a school values scale for secondary school students, it is important to 

bear in mind that (a) functions may be manifest or latent, and (b) students 

may not necessarily acknowledge as such all the functions of the secondary 

school. Thus the functions one derives from an analysis of the literature 

need not all be relevant for the secondary school student. This led the 

investigator to a more careful consideration of the question as to which 

school functions would be perceived as relevant, or meaningful, ones by 

fourth form students. The literature previously cited had provided some 

insights (especially the work of Stewart et aZ., and the report prepared for 

the Advisory Council on Educational Planning) and further direction was 

provided by Barton's (1976) discussion of the justificational purposes 

which might serve as a guideline for the development of a sixth form 

chemistry curriculum. Barton isolated three main components of purpose -

namely: 

(a) 'Development of Hind' which is concerned with the value a subject 

has as a form of knowledge; 

(b) 'Prevocational Training' which revolves around the vocational 

relevance of a subject and incorporates the qualification or 

examination aspect; and 



(c) 'Public Scientific A~..rarcness I ~vhich ~vas re-labelled as 'Cultural 

Significance' and essentially refers to the rrulge of interest 

that a subject might evoke. 
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While Barton's research was of much asssistance in providing insights into 

the functions of the school that could be meaningful for secondary school 

students, his research was primarily directed at sixth form students. 

Thus the question regarding which functions of the school would be of 

relevance to fourth form students still remained largely unanswered. 

Hmvever this issue was resolved by taking an empirical approach in 

an effort to obtain fourth form students' opinions about the functions of 

the school. An essay topic was designed which required students to outline 

their beliefs about what school was for, with reference not only to their 

own personal needs and expectations but also taking into consideration 

the possibly different needs and abilities of their fellow students. 

One hundred and thirty-three fourth form students from two high schools 

participated in this initial pilot study, and their essays provided 

valuable insights into students' views of the functions of the secondary 

school. 

On the basis of the review of the literature and examination of 

the essays, four prima~~ categories emerged which were regarded as the 

main components comprising fourth form students' perceptions of the 

functions of the school. These categories may be defjned as follows: 

Vocational: This function of the school highlights the role it 

performs in equipping the student with the skills that will be necessary 

for later vocations. It also encompasses the provision of qualifications 

(via examinations) and the opportunity for the student to obtain career 

information and advice from the school. 

Intellectual: This aspect is primarily concerned with the function 

the school fulfils in the transmission of knm-lledge, the development of 

basic tool skills and also the more intellectual skills (such as problem-
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solving techniques, evaluation skills, and so on) that are essential to the 

learning process. Also included in this category is the preparation of the 

student for lifelong learning, which requires fostering in students a 

favourable, positive attitude towards learning. 

Social: This function of the school refers to the necessity of 

providing students with the opportunity for participating in various types 

of social interaction, and enabling the student to develop as an effective 

'social' being - implicit in this function is the development of the social 

skills of communication and co-operation, and also the encouragement of 

certain social attitudes (such as loyalty and concern). Finally, this 

function also refers to the transmission of knowledge about the student's 

culture and national values. 

Personal: ~lthough this category may overlap somewhat with the 

previous ones, this area was nevertheless considered to be a separate 

category in that the school does fulfil a 'personal' function to the extent 

that it promotes the personal adjustment and maturity of the student, and 

is concerned with developing or unfolding the potential of the student as 

an individual. 

These four categories, then, were considered to be representative 

of the functions of the secondary school as perceived by fourth form 

students. 

Construction of the Conflict of Values Scale 

A set of items was designed which covered the various components 

integral to the four categories described above. Perhaps the major problem 

confronted in designing the items was that of the wording of the statements. 

Bearing in mind that the sample of fourth form students would comprise a 

wide variety of students as regards ability, attitude tm.Jards school, and 

so on, it was essential that the items be clear, specific, unambiguous, and 

'appealing! to all students (particularly to those who might be alienated 



from school, or who might be anxious about the task of completing a 

questionnaire). To ensure that the student I s response ,vas influenced by 

the content rather than by the structure of the item, considerable care 

was taken to make certain that the wording was neutral (as opposed to 

academic), colloquial where appropriate, and typical of a reading level 

that could be readily understood by all students. Also, care was taken 
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to avoid any association between an item and a specific school subject, 

since the focus of concern was alienation from the school as an 

institution, rather than from any particular aspect of the school (for 

example, subject matter, or staff). In the L~terests of clarity it was 

important that the items be as distinct as possible with regard to the 

category they represented. And finally, since the scale was concerned with 

values, the item stems were designed in such a way as to incorporate an 

evaluative orientation. 

In all, 60 items were designed to measure each aspect of the four 

categories described, and in order to determine whether or not the conflict 

of values items overlapped t.ith those in the alienation and bureaucracy 

measures, a second pilot study was carried out. For this pilot research, 

the total pool of items was divided into four scales, as follows: 

Form AA: consisted of the A version of the values scale with two 

check items, plus the alienation scale also \vith two check items. 

Total nt~ber of itews in this version of the scales was 72. 

Form BA: consisted of the B version of the values scale and two check 

items, plus the alienation scale and two check items. A total of 72 items. 

Form BB: consisted of the B version of the values scale and two check 

items, plus the bureaucracy scale and two check items. A total of 64 items. 

Form AB: consisted Jf the A version of the values scale with two check 

items, plus the bureaucracy scale and two check items. A total of 64 items. 
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One hundred and seventy-seven fourth form students from one 

Christchurch secondary school were each administered one version of the 

scales, along with an instruction sheet, and a category sheet. The 

category sheet included definitions of the dimensions involved in each of 

the scales (eleven for the bureaucracy and values combinations, and ten 

for the alienation and values combinations) and subjects were required to 

match each item with the appropria te definition. Subsequently, the Chi

Square test (with Yates' correction) was carried out on the responses in 

order to calculate the accuracy in categorising each item. This enabled 

the author to obtain an indication of the distinctiveness of each item in 

the scales, and to determine whether or not there was any serious degree 

of overlap between the measures. In general, only those items which reached 

the 5% level of significance were retained. Three items in the values 

scale which failed to reach significance were dropped, while a few others 

~yere subsequently adj usted and improved. Items which failed to reach 

significance with regard to subscale distinctiveness but which were 

significantly discriminatory in terms of the whole values scale were 

retained. Analysis of the alienation md bureaucracy scales resulted in a 

few of the items being subsequently improved. Some items in the alienation 

measure indicated a degree of confusion, and this was judged to be largely 

due to the difficult "lOrding of the items. However these items were adjusted 

and retained, as the author did not want to make more than minimal changes 

to the criterion alienation scale (also one must bear in mind that a 

categorising task of this nature was quite a difficult one for fourth form 

students; therefore the items were treated relatively leniently in the 

analysis) . 

This second pilot test enabled many of the items to be improved and 

sharpened, and, as a result, all the alienation and bureaucracy items, plus 

57 of the values items were incorporated in the third pilot study which 
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consisted of carrying out a factor analysis on the values i.tems, and 

obtaining estiw.ates of the reliability of each of the measures. As a 

result of this study (which involved 373 fourth formers from four high 

schools) any items which factor analysis and examination of the response 

distributions suggested were ambiguous, difficult, or else not really 

meaningful for students at fourth form level, were dropped. This pilot 

study also indicated whether or not the response format and instructions 

clearly depicted the nature of the task for students, and also provided 

information as to whether the final version of the scale could be completed 

by students within a limited time period (1 hour). 

On the basis of this third pilot study, sixteen values items were 

dropped. The final version of the conflict of values scale consequently 

consisted of 38 items, one of which was a completed example, and another 

served as a check item. The items were spread over the four categories as 

follows: Vocational - eight items; Intellectual - nine items; Social - ten 

items; and Personal - nine items. The response format for the final 

version of the scale was the same as that used in the third pilot study -

that is: 

(i) Subjects were required to indicate how they felt about each statement 

by ticking the appropriate box (the responses available being: Very Good, 

Good, Average, Bad, Very Bad). This was considered to be an indication of 

the value the student ascribes to the idea presented, and hence was regarded 

as being a measure of the values the student holds with regard to the 

perceived functions or objectives of the secondary school. 

(ii) The student ,,,as then required to indicate the extent to which he 

perceived that idea as being put into practice at his school. (Again, 

hm.,rever, it must be emphasised that the focus of concern is on the 

student's perception of the situation which may, or may not, be an accurate 

representation of reality.) This, then, \\Tas a measure of the value that 
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the school is perceived to ascribe to that idea - ,,,hereas the first measure 

was essentially an indication of student values. In determining the extent 

to which his school features, or is characterised by, the idea contained in 

each statement, the student was required to tick one of the follm"ing 

responses: Exactly Same, Quite Similar, A Bit Like It, Rather Different, 

and Very Different. 

Possible scores ranged from 5 (for Very Good, and Exactly Same) 

through to 1 (for Very Bad, and Very Different). The student's score on 

(ii) was subtracted from that on (i), thus yielding a difference score 

which was regarded as being a measure of conflict. Possible conflict 

scores ranged from 4 through to O. As with the other measures, the 

instructions were 'l7orded as clearly and as simply as possible, and an 

example response and a check item were included in the scale. (Please 

refer to Appendix E, where the lllstrument used in the major part of the 

study is presented.) 

IV. THE ACHIEVEHENT MOTIVATION SCALE 

An established measure of achievement motivation is that based on 

the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) whereby subjects are required to write 

imaginative stories in response to either verbal or visual cues. As 

McClelland et al. (1953, p.194) point out, the assumption underlying this 

method of measuring achievement motivation is that ' ..• the thought 

processes of an individual are in part determined by his present state of 

rno tivation and that in complying 'with a reques t to write imaginative 

stories, he reveals the content of his dominant thoughts at the time of 

writing and hence, indirectly, his state of motivation'. The scoring of 

the subjects' stories derives from classifying the various elements in the 

response according to relatively objective criteria - namely, the degree to 

which they reflect I Achievement Imagery' (which is indicated by anyone of 



four conditions - competition with a standard of excellence, meeting 

self-imposed requirements of good performance, unique accomplishment, 
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and long-term involvement); 'Doubtful Imagery' (in which stories make some 

reference to achievement but nevertheless fail to meet the condition/s for 

Achievement Imagery); and, finally, 'Unrelated Imagery' (which indicates 

that the story does not make any reference at all to an achievement goal 

and thus is not scored further). Changes in the content of these 

imaginative stores may be manipulated experimentally, according to the 

extent to which the experimenter attempts to arouse achievement motivation. 

By varying the instructions given to subjects with regard to the writing of 

the stories, the experimenter may induce any of three possible conditions: 

(a) The Relaxed Condition, in which the experimenter attempts to create an 

informal atmosphere, and gives the impression that little importance is 

attached to the tasks that the subjects are about to perform. Every 

attempt is made to minimise any achievement-related cues in the 

instructions; 

(b) The Neutral Condition refers to one in which the experimenter neither 

makes any real effort to decrease the importance of the situation (as in 

the previous condition) nor does he try to increase the intensity of 

motivation. Thus it was anticipated that under 'neutral' conditions a 

relatively 'normal' measure of achievement motivation could be obtained; 

and 

(c) The Achievement-Oriented Condition which is one in which the 

experimenter makes every effort to introduce additional achievement-related 

cues, thereby intensifying motivation - for example, subjects are told that 

the task involves creative intelligence, and they are urged to do their 

best. 

ThiS, then, basically describes what is involved in the TAT 

projective measure of achievement motivation (for further details, see 
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Lmvell (1952); McClelland et aL (1953); McClelland (1955, 1961); and 

Manthei (1972, 1975) ). This projective approach to measuring achievement 

motivation does have advantages - the task the subject is required to 

perform is relatively unstructured; the procedure largely disguises the 

intent of the tester and the interpretation that will be made of the 

subjects' responses; and exponents of this type of approach regard the 

proj ective technique as being very effective in eliciting latent, 

unconscious aspects of the personality - but there are also disadvantages 

which must be taken into account. In this respect McClelland et al. (1953) 

and Manthei (1975) clearly illustrate the effect that various factors (such 

as the internal set an individual has developed over the years, situational 

cues which are specific to the experimental situation, cues of everyday 

life, and so on) may have in influencing the subsequent achievement 

motivation score. In addition to this, the projective measure is an 

expensive one in terms of the time required both for testing and also for 

subsequent scoring. 

With these considerations in mind, the author favoured a measure 

of achievement motivation which would demand much less of the subjects' 

time. (Since the student questionnaire ,vas already a relatively long one, 

it was decided that a 'quick' measure of achievement motivation would 

remove the necessity of asking schools for additional 'testing' time.) 

Such a test had evolved from the work of Marjorie ~funthei (1972) who 

developed a forced-choice measure of achievement motivation. Her measure 

was largely based on the distinction between male (or 'instrumental') and 

female (or 'expressive') orientations as elaborated by Parsons and Bales 

(1956). Manthei (1972, p.22) describes the distinction between these 

orientations as being' ... one of function, the instrumental function being 

one of external affairs and the expressive of internal, interpersonal 

affairs'. A forced-choice questionnnaire was subsequently developed and 
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was designed to reflect this distinction. Appropriate statements were 

selected from the Ed\vards Personal Preference Schedule, with achievement 

motivation items emphasising competition, accomplishment of tasks and 

occupational goals, and the nurturance items largely focussing on 

interpersonal relationships and social, co-operative activities. The 

statements were then equated for social desirability, for both sexes, and 

the resulting pairs formed the forced-choic~ questionnaire. Thus there 

was a separate questionnnaire for boys and girls. 

Although this type of measure of achievement motivation has been 

subject to criticism, Manthei nevertheless found that there w·as a 

relationship bet\veen scores obtained on the TAT measure and those obtained 

on the forced-choice questionnaire. This relationship was significant for 

males (p < 0.05), but not for females (p <0.10). The non-significant 

relationship for females perhaps illustrates the failure of research to 

provide an understanding of female achievement motivation. 

Manthei's forced-choice measure was considered to have many 

advantages which would justify its selection as the measure of achievement 

motivation to be used in this research. It did bear a relationship (at 

least for males) to the TAT measure; it was brief and therefore required 

a relatively short period of time for completion; it was suitable for 

fourth form students; and was easy to administer since the directions were 

self-explanatory. In addition, data was obtained from another study (as 

yet unpublished) which utilised this instrument, and Spearman Brown split 

half reliabilities were calculated. These revealed values of 0.62 for 

fourth form girls (N = 50) and 0.58 for boys (N = SO). These values were 

considered to be acceptable, taking into account the fact that each test 

was comprised of only ten items. 

Adjustments were made to some items in order to: (a) ensure that 

the reading level ~oJould be appropriat e for fourth form students of varying 
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abilities; (b) force the student to distinguish, and subsequently choose, 

between the alternative statements offered; and (c) alter the arrangement 

of the questionnaire to avoid the problem of distributing separate versions 

for boys and girls. This was achieved by altering one of the pairs (the 

other seven being identical for boys and girls) and arranging the last 

two pairs in such a way that the boys responded to the pairs of statements 

in one column, and the girls to those in the other column. A completed 

example was included, and a check item was randomly incorporated into the 

measure. 

However there was some concern as regards the extent to which there 

was a need to provide boys and girls with alternative versions of the last 

two pairs of statements. Hence, a pilot study was carried out, involving 

fourth form students from tvlO single sex high schools, which was designed 

to provide information about the format of the questionnaire, the 

suitability of the reading level, and the necessity of providing 

alternative versions of these statements for boys and girls. A sample of 

students (comprising 50 boys and 65 girls) was required to respond to the 

complete achievement motivation measure (thus both male and female 

students answered both of the alternative forms of the last two pairs of 

statements). Analysis of their responses indicated that the sex

appropriate versions of the final tvlO questions did not significantly 

differentiate between boys and girls in the sample. On this basis it was 

concluded that boys and girls could respond to the same pairs of items. 

Thus, the revised, final version of the achievement motivation scale 

consisted of twelve pairs of items, one of which was a completed example 

and another served as a check item. Students were required to indicate 

their choice of item by putting a '1' in the box adjacent to the statement 

~vhich was most preferred, and a '2' in the box beside the other member of 

the pair. Possible scores were: 3 for the achievement motivation ite..ll, 
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1 for choosing the nurturance item, and 2 if both items were ticked. 

V. THE CHECK ITEMS 

The problem of how to overcome possible distortion of the subjects' 

responses was an important one in this research. The possible 

contaminating influence of the 'acquiescent response set' (referring to 

the tendency on the part of subjects to agree rather than disagree with 

statements) has already been noted. Other possible sources of bias, or 

reasons for falsification, include the 'social desirability response set' 

(or the tendency of subjects to respond in a way which would be regarded 

as socially acceptable or favourable); overuse of one particular point on 

the scale when responding to items; and the tendency to avoid using the 

extremes of the responses available. Such sources of response distortion 

constitute a real problem for most attitude scales, and are of particular 

significance for the measures in this research in that (a) the emphasis 

is upon the subject's perceptions; (b) the informa tion \vhich the scales 

are designed to obtain is of a rather personal and 'sensitive' nature; 

and (c) the length of the questionnaire may in fact increase its 

susceptibility to the distorting influence of response sets. TuckIT~n 

(1972, p.190), for instance, comments that 'these troublesome tendencies 

on the part of respondents are strongest on long questionnaires, which 

may provoke fatigue and annoyance'. 

Several measures were taken to establish some control over these 

potential sources of distortion. Care was taken to ensure that the wording 

of both the instructions and the items was as clear and unambiguous as 

possible. This was also facilitated by the inclusion of a completed 

example, and by arranging the format of the scales in such a way as to 

keep the respondent IS mind on the task (for example, in the Conflict of 

Values scale an arrangement which wou:Ld have shortened the items 
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considerably could have been achieved by placing one stem at the beginning 

of the scale, and then simply listing the various aspects of the functions 

of the school. However it was considered important that the task be as 

clearly defined as possible since subjects were only at the Form IV level, 

and also differed widely with regard to ability and so on. Hence an 

evaluative stem was incorporated in each item). The introduction to the 

questionnaire was designed to arouse as much enthusiasm for, and interest 

in, the task as possible, since it was anticipated that the degree of 

rapport thus established with the subjects, along with the guarantee of 

their anonymity, would augur well for 'truthful' responses. The purpose 

of the research was concealed both by the nature of the introductory 

remarks and also by the title of the questionnaire. The structure of the 

items was also conducive to minimising the possibility of response bias -

for example, some items were positively orientated, while others were of 

a more negative nature. 

In addition to the features of the questionnaire described above, 

check items were designed specifically for this study in order to establish 

a relatively objective criterion on which to base acceptance and rejection 

of scripts. The following four check items were inserted in the 

questionnaire: 

'The principal of this school has more power than the students' 

(Item 21 in the alienation scale); 

'Most schools have rules which students are meant to follow' 

(Item 1.5 in the bureaucratization scale); 

'I like to feel free to do what I want to do' 

'I like to keep my desk tidy at all times' 

(Pair 6 in the achievement motivation scale); and 

'There should be school on Saturdays and Sundays' 

(Item 10 in the conflict of values scale). 



These items ~.;rere designed so that 'truthful' responses to them Hould 

necessarily take the form of: agreement in the case of the above 

alienation and bureaucratization check items; a preference for the first 
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of the two alternatives in the above achievement motivation check item 

(although it was acknowledged that female students may possibly prefer the 

second alternative); and, in the case of the above conflict of values check 

item, that the idea suggested was a bad one and was not in operation at 

any particular secondary school. (However, given the very nature of this 

scale - its emphasis on values :- it was conceded that some students may 

regard the idea presented in the check item as being a good one. But 

there was no room for inconsistency with regard to the second part of the 

response, since no school in the sample required student attendance at 

weekends.) These check items were tested in the pilot studies, and proved 

to be effective in identifying 'suspect' scripts. 

Scripts which had all four, or three, check items correct were 

accepted; those which had only one or two correct were set aside for 

closer examination and, in the majority of cases, subsequently rejected; 

and those scripts which did not contain any correct check items were 

rejected. 

VI. THE CONTROL VARIABLES 

In the chapter concerning the formulation of the research problem, 

several additional variables were identified w·hich were considered to be 

possible 'contributing' factors to school alienation. Bearing in mind 

the necessity that this study be a practical and feasible one, only a 

few of these extra contributing variables could be selected for closer 

study; furthermore, students ~lill vary with regard to these variables 

and so it was considered that several of the additional variables would 

be more appropriately handled as control variables. Thus, in treating 
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these variables as control variables, any confounding effects they might 

have on the relationship(s) between the independent variables (perception 

of school bur eaucratiza tion , perceived conflic t of values, and achievement 

motivation) and the dependent variable (school alienation) vJOu1d be 

neutralised or cancelled out. 

The control variables in this study which were measured in order 

to enable statistical control were: sex, family structure or 

'organisation', working mother, age (which was used as an index of past 

success), membership in school organisations, membership in non-school 

organisations, occupational aspiration, occupational expectation, and 

socioeconomic status (see p.l of questionnaire, Appendix E). The first 

three variables listed above are discrete, and can therefore be treated 

as dummy variables with '1' representing female sex, working mother, and 

'living with both parents'. (In the case of measuring family structure, 

the four possible scores were condensed into two. That is, option four 

was merged with option one to represent 'both parents', since only a few 

students ticked the fourth option and it was asslli~ed that these students 

could well be living with other family members. Like\vise only a few 

students ticked option three and consequently this option was merged ,\lith 

the second one and represented 'solo parent'.) Hembership of school and 

non-school organisations was measured on a scale ranging from zero to four. 

Occupational aspiratioa and expectation, and socioeconomic status (as 

indicated by father's occupation, or by the mother's occupation in cases 

where the father \vas absent) \vas measured on a scale ranging from one to 

six, according to the Elley and Irving socioeconomic index (1976). The 

measures of occupational aspiration and expectation were used in two ways: 

(a) they were kept separate, and (b) occupational expectation was 

subtracted from occupational aspiration to give a difference score which 

could be used as a measure of social mobility. 



CHAPTER V 

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE INSTRUMENTS 

I. RELIABILITY 

The procedures for assessing the reliability of a measuring 

instrument fall into three main categories: test-retest reliability, 

alternate (or parallel) forms reliability, and internal consistency 

reliability. Taking into consideration the length of the measures 

(with the exception of the achievement motivation scale), the relative 

homogeneity of the items in each scale, the fact that the measures were 

not speeded (as was indicated by the very small percentage of students 

who failed to complete the questionnaire), and the practical 

difficulties involved in administering either two equivalent 'test' 
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forms or the same instrument on two separate occasions, it was considered 

that an internal consistency coefficient would be the most appropriate 

estimate of reliability for each of the four measures. In order to 

obtain a split half estimate of reliability, the items in each scale 

,vere matched ,vi th regard to the equivalence of means, standard deviations, 

item content, difficulty, and length. After matching, items were 

randomly assigned to each half of the scale (s), and, by applying the 

Spearman-Brown formula, an estimate of the reliability of each scale, 

as derived from the correlation between its two half tests, was 

subsequently obtained. The results are summarised in Table 1. 



TABLE 1 

CorreIa tions bet~.;reen the hal f tests of each scale, and 
Spearman-Bro~ coefficients of reliability (Split-half) 

Scale 
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I Conflict Achievement 
Alienation Bureaucratization of values motivation 

Correlation between 0.902 0.753 0.894 o ./f8 7 
half tests: r

12 

Spearman-Bro~ 
0.949 0.859 0.944 0.655 coefficient: r (1+2) 

Total number in 379 379 379 379 
sample: N = 

-

II. VALIDITY 

It has already been noted in the literature review (supra p.32) . 

that the issue of validation is a problematic one for alienation studies. 

Furthermore, the phenomenological approach adopted in this research 

highlights another issue ,,,hic.h is of some importance with regard to the 

validation problem. To draw the reader's attention again to previous 

chapters and to chapter III in particular - it will be recalled that in 

terms of the phenomenological orientation, the obj eet ive accura-'=Y of an 

individual's description of social reality is, in fact, largely irrelevant. 

Rather, it is the individual's subjective perceptions pel' se ,,,hich are of 

primary significance. To this extent, then, one could possibly forward an 

argument which negates the necessity of validating the measures. However, 

it is considered 'conventional' to validate the instruments one uses - as 

Goode and Hatt (1952, p.237) comment: ' ... every scale, to be useful, must 

have some indicati.on of validity'. Hith this in mind, then, the main 

approaches to validation of scales will be briefly outlined, followed by a 

considera tion of the validity problem as it pertains to each of thE four 
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measures involved in this research. 

Typically, four main approaches to validation can be distinguished: 

(i) The logical validation approach encompasses 'face validity' (which 

essentially refers to the fact that examination of the items indicates 

that the scale appears to measure what it has been designed to measure) 

and the more systematic 'content validity' (."hich is concerned with 

whether or not the items in the scale are representative of the universe 

of content). This type of validation is readily obtained by careful 

definition of terms and selection of items, and also by the use of factor 

analytic procedures (for example, examination of the anti-image covariance 

matrix in image analysis indicates whether or not items are indeed 

representative of the possible universe of items). 

Criterion-related validation procedures lead to the categories of: 

(ii) 'predictive' and 

(iii) 'concurrent' validity. 

Hoser and Kalton (1971, p. 356) describe these two categories as being 

' ..• essentially the same except that the former relates to future 

performance on the criterion whereas the latter relates to performance 

at approximately the same time that the scale is adr.1inistered. Predictive 

validity is thus concerned with how well the scale can forecast a future 

criterion and concurrent validity ';vith how well it can describe a present 

one'. These types of validity can typically be obtained by using such 

techniques as those of 'jury opinion' and 'knovm groups'. 

(iv) 'Construct' validity is primarily concerned with the validation of 

theory. The measure of interest is used in testing various propositions 

which incorporate the concept and have already been valida ted to some 

extent; if they. are confirmed then it is inferred that the measure has 

construct validity. Sj oberg and Nett (1968, p. 303) clarify the nature 

of this type of validity in their statement that 'construct validity 



involves relating one's measuring instrument to the overall theoretical 

structure in order to determine whether the instrument is logically tied 

to the concepts and theoretical assumptions that are employed'. Such 

validity can be determined, for instance, by factor analytic examination 

of the interrelationship of test items. 

The School Alienation Scale 
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In considering the validation of the· school alienation scale, it 

is relevant to make reference to Schacht's recent (1976) discussion of 

the distinction between subjective alienation (which he terms 

IS-alienation' and uses to refer to the discord or psychological 

dissatisfaction people encounter in their perceptions of, feelings about, 

or attitudes toward, the various relationships and situations that they 

experience) and objective alienation (or 'O-alienation' which consists of 

various kinds of dysfunctions at the level of social relations and must 

necessarily be viewed in relation to social structure(s) ) . Therefore 

O-alienation is viewed as being essentially 'structure-relative' in 

character, while S-alienation is viewed as being 'perspective-relative' 

since the dissatisfactions experienced are intimately related to the 

perspective (beliefs, attitudes, desires, and so forth) from which the 

individual views and interprets them. Also S-alienations are 'perspective

relative' in the further sense that' ..• perceptions of the same situation 

may vary, and with them the relative satisfaction or dissatisfaction of 

those involved in relation to the situation' (Schacht, in Geyer and 

Schvleitzer, 1976, p.142). 

School alienation, as defined in this research, is considered to be 

an example of S-alienation - it is subjective, and integrated into a 

particular context (thus, since alienation is situationally specific, 

alienation from the school need not necessarily imply that the student is 

also aHenated from society). With regard to the validation of the school 
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(or any) alienation scale, the methodological problems involved are bound 

to be complex since they inevitably demand accurate detection and 

measurement of states which are essentially psychological. Schacht (1976, 

p.146) expresses the problem extremely succinctly when he states that: 

' •.. in the case of S-alienations, questions of the validity, accuracy, 

justifiability, etc., of the perceptions and attitudes of the people under 

consideration are quite irrelevant. What matters is only that the 

designated psychological or experiential states obtain .•. It is only the 

reliability and accuracy of the social scientist's measures and 

descriptions of the psychological states of the subjects under 

investigation that matter here'. 

Obviously this has implications for the type of validation that is 

necessary for the school alienation scale. The fact that one is dealing 

primarily with subjective alienation is of importance for researchers -

but it is particularly significant for education. Subjective alienation 

will not necessarily issue into action: hence many school-alienated pupils 

are likely to withdraw and not participate in the school situation. It 

would, then, be extremely difficult to identify such'S' cases of school 

alienation, especially when one takes into account the possibility of the 

student erecting effective defenses. However the two categories may 

overlap in that there is a relationship between'S' and '0' alienations, 

and if this relationship is substantial or persistent, in any instance, 

then it is possible that S-alienation may become manifest in terms of 

action. However objective action is typically a characteristic of 

O-alienation. 

Given the need for accurate, reliable measures, it would seem that 

the 'opt imal' approach to validation of the school alienation scale vlOuld 

be that of a criterion-related approach. It is very difficult to validate 

a measu".ce of a 'subjective I state, although Anderson had been successful 
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in this respect in that he validated the scale by the 'known groups' 

method. However an even more satisfactory approach was designed for this 

study, whereby it was anticipated that the alienation scores of a group 

of subjects known to be alienated from school would be correlated with 

psychological assessments of their school alienation. Alienation scales 

were prepared for the subjects, and a rating scale developed for the 

psychologist which defined the five aspects of school alienation and 

established criteria for rating each student in terms of these aspects of 

alienation. It was considered that this method of establishing concurrent 

validity would be a powerful and effective attack on the 'thorny' problem 

of validation. However at a late stage the 'designated' school changed 

its mind and became unwilling to co-operate, and thus this validation study 

could not be carried out. This also ruled out the possibility of validating 

the scale by the 'known groups' method, whereby the alienation scores of 

known alienated subjects would have been correlated with those obtained on 

the scale by a group of very committed students. 

However the school alienation scale does have construct validity 

since it is clearly related to a carefully delineated theoretical 

structure, and the scale has been used empirically and validated. It has 

logical or face validity, and also content validity (as indicated by the 

image analysis). Furthermore, another attempt was made to establish 

concurrent validity through again adopting the criterion-related approach. 

Experts in the field of education were asked to rate schools according to 

the extent to which they were known to contain or 'produce' alienated 

students. (It is acknowledged, though, that this approach is not nearly 

as sensitive as that designed initially.) As a result, three schools were 

identified in terms of ~vhether they were low, average, or high as regards 

the extent to which they contained school-alienated students. In order to 

determine whether or not the school alienation measure could signicantly 



differentiate between these schools, an analysis of variance was carried 

out. The results of this analysis are summarised in Table 2 below. 

TABLE 2 

Analysis of variance for school differences on the alienation scale 

Degrees of Sums of Mean F 
Source of variance freedom squares squares value 

Between schools 2 5 243.57 2621.78 8.960** 

Error 128 37453.11 292 .60 

TOTAL 130 42696.68 

** p(O .001) 

As can be seen from Table 2, the overall differences between the three 

schools were very significant (p < 0.001) 1. In addition to the analysis 

of variance, Chi Square and estimates of Eta and Kendall's Tau were 

obtained in order to measure the relationship between school and school 
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alienation - or, more specifically, the relationship bet\l7een the rankings 

of the schools in terms of the experts' ratings and the students' test 

scores. This information is presented in Table 3. 

1 The Scheffe test indicated that the measure distinguished 
between School 1 and School 2 at p (0.106); School 2 and School 3 
at p (0.002); and School 1 and School 3 at p (0.001). Therefore, 
while the Scheffe test indicated that there was some overlap between 
schools one and two, the other differences (particularly that between 
the extremes - Schools 1 and 3) were very significant. This was 
considered to be satisfactory, given that validation by group comparison 
is not as sensitive a measure as the psychological type of validation 
that was initially designed. 



TABLE 3 

Chi-square distribution of school alienation with regard 
to experts' ratings and students' scale scores 

Students' scale 

Experts' ratings 1 2 

School 1 
3 13 (Low alienation) 

School 2 \ 

(Average alienation) 
3 35 

School 3 
(High alienation) 

Chi Square 

Eta 

Kendall's Tau C 

1 18 

17.87; 6 df; p (0.01) 

0.34 

0.27; p (0.0001) 

scores (N = 131) 

3 4 

5 a 

22 a 

27 4 

97 

5 

a 

a 

a 

On the basis of the results contained in Tables 2 and 3, one may conclude 

tha t the students' test scores on the alienation measure are significantly 

related to the experts' ratings of their schools with regard to school 

alienation. Hence it may be claimed that the school alienation measure 

does have concurrent validity. 

The School Bureaucratization Scale 

Again, validation of the scale was confronted \vith the problem of 

how to validate a measure which primarily focuses on the subjective (since 

it is concerned Ttlith the subject's perceptions of the bureaucracy of the 

school). The scale does have logical or face validity, and also meets the 

requirements of construct validity since, due to careful definition of 

terms, adherence to the dimensions of bureaucratic structure identified by 

Anderson, and the use of factor analytic procedures, it is closely tied to 

a theoretical structure from which similar propositions have been derived, 
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used in empirical work, and validated. The use of image analysis also 

attested to the content validity of this scale. Anderson had validated 

this scale in terms of the 'known groups' method, and this type of approach 

to criterion-related validity was also adopted in this research. A rating 

scale was prepared for teachers who were enrolled in a diploma course at 

this university. The scale clearly delineated the six dimensions of 

bureaucratic structure and established the criteria on which the teachers 

were required to rate the schools involved in the study in terms of the 

dimensions of bureaucratic structure described. (In order to obtain 

ratings which were as 'objective' as possible, teachers were asked not to 

rate any school in which they were currently teaching.) However, 

relatively few teachers found that they had the type of knowledge that 

this task required. Consequently experts in education were also asked to 

rate the schools, so that on the basis of these ratings it would be 

possible to identify three schools: one which was known to be highly 

bureaucratic, one which was 'average' in terms of the degree to which it 

\V'as bureaucratically organised, and finally one v.1hich ,.;as known to be 

relatively free of bureaucratic characteristics. Subsequently an analysis 

of variance was carried out in order to determine whether or not the school 

bureaucratization scale significantly differentiated between these schools. 

Results are summarised in Table 4 below. 

TABLE 4 

Analysis of variance for school differences on the bureaucratization scale 

Degrees of Sums of Mean F 
Source of variance freedom squares squares value 

*~~ 
Between Schools 2 20731.99 10365.99 101. 28 

Error 118 12076.93 102.35 

TOTAL 120 32808.92 

~'o~ p (0.001) 



On the basis of the information contained in Table 4 one can conclude 

that overall there are significant differences between the three schools 

~vith regard to their perceived degree of bureaucratization. 2 In 

addition, measures of Chi Square, Eta, and Kendall's Tau were obtained 

in order to determine the relationship between the experts' ranking of 

the three schools, and the ranking of the schools in terms of the 

students' school bureaucratization scale scores. 1hese results are 

presented in Table 5 below. 

TABlE 5 

Chi-square distribution of school bureaucratization with 
regard to experts' ratings and students' scale scores 

Students' scale scores (N = 

Experts' ratings 1 2 3 4 

121) 

5 

99 

---

.. 

School 1 0 15 
(Low bureaucratization) 

School 2 0 0 
(Average bureaucratization) 

School 3 0 0 
(High bureaucratization) 

Chi Square 
Eta 

106.91; 6 df; p (0.0001) 
0.76 

Kendall's Tau C 0.60; p (0.0001) 

5 1 

23 26 

4 39 

On the basis of the information contained in Tables 4 and 5, one may 

0 

1 

7 

conclude that students' scores on the perceived school bureaucratization 

scale are significantly related to the degree of bureaucracy present in 

in those schools (as determined by the experts' ratings). Therefore one 

2 Furthermore, the Scheffe test indicated that the scale 
differentiated betHeen each of the schools at the p(O.OOI) level of 
significance. 
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may conclude that the school bureaucratization measure does have concurrent 

validity. 

The Conflict of Values Scale 

The items in this scale ~vere derived from a careful definition of 

the functions of the school as perceived by fourth form students. Values 

are subjective, and largely determined by an individual's construction of 

reality (which is influenced by reference group membership, and so on). 

The scale was specifically aimed at fourth form students' perceptions of 

their mm values with regard to the school, and also to their perceptions 

of the school's values. The accuracy of these perceptions was regarded as 

being of little importance. 

However, the scale was carefully designed and (by careful definition 

of terms) logically tied to the concepts and assumptions that derived from 

an analysis of the relevant theoretical literature and also from the essays 

obtained in the pilot study. To this extent then, the scale can be viewed 

as having construct validity. Image analysis indicated that the scale 

was representative in terms of the possible universe of items, thus 

attesting to the content validity of the scale, and identified five 

dimensions. And without doubt the scale does have face validity. In view 

of the very nature and aims of the scale, it was considered impossible to 

validate the scale by any criterion-related procedure. 

The Achievement Motivation Scale 

This scale differs from the previous ones in that it was assumed to 

be a measure of a student's actual achievement motivation. The items had 

been dravm primarily from the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, and 

the scale had been used empirically (Manthei, 1972). Logically, therefore, 

the achieverrent motivation measure had construct validity and face validity. 

Since the scale measured motivation, it was decided that a criterion-related 
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approach would be inappropriate - it is unlikely that teachers could 

accurately assess an essentially 'underlying' motivation due to the fact 

that teachers are frequently unaware of the deeper feelings and motivations 

of students (see, for example, Roof (1974) supra p .32). 

The predictive validity of this scale, and of the previous three 

measures, could really only be obtained by long-range, time-oriented 

analysis, and such longitudinal requirements were beyond the scope of this 

research. 
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CHAPTER VI 

STATISTICAL DESIGN 

The statistical design for this research involved two stages: 

(i) identifying the nature of any extra contributing variables by means 

of factor analysis, and (ii) determining, by use of the multiple regression 

procedure, the possible contribution that these extra variables might make 

in explaining variance of school alienation. However, discussion of these 

two stages must necessarily be preceded by the specification of formal 

hypotheses. 

I. HYPOTHESES 

It is not possible to frame formal null hypotheses with regard 

to those hypotheses that relate to factor analyses. However it is 

appropriate to respecify these hypotheses as follows: 

(i) HI. Image analysis of the correlations between the items 

in the school alienation scale will reveal the presence 

of five factors identifiable as Powerlessness, Meaninglessness, 

Misfeasance, Futility of Extra-curricular Activities, and 

Self-estrangement. 

H2. A factor analysis of the dimensions of alienation revealed 

in the test of hypothesis one will indicate the presence of a 

single second-order factor identifiable as School Alienation. 

H3. Image analysis of the correlations between the i terns in the 

school bureaucratization scale will reveal the presence of 

six factors identifiable as Subject Matter Specialisation, 
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Hierarchy of Authority, Rules and Regulations, Technical 

Competence, Centralization of Control, and Impersonality. 

H4. A factor analysis of the dimensions of school bureaucratic 

structure revealed in the test of hypothesis three will 

indicate the presence of two second-order factors 

identifiable as Status Maintenance and Behaviour Control. 

HS. Image analysis of the correlatic;ms betvleen the items in 

the conflict of values scale will reveal the presence of 

four factors identifiable as Vocational, Intellectual, 

Social, and Personal. 

H6. A factor analysis of the dimensions of conflict of values 

revealed in the test of hypothesis five will indicate the 

presence of a single second-order factor identifiable as 

Conflict of Values. 

H7. Image analysis of the correlations between the items in the 

achievement motivation scale will reveal the presence of a 

single factor identifiable as Achievell:ent Motivation. 

Examination of the hypotheses specified above must necessarily precede 

a consideration of the regression analysis involved in the design. 

However, if the above-mentioned hypotheses are supported then the 

regression hypotheses may be formulated as follows: 

(ii) Null hypotheses 

R2 = 0 

Experimental hypotheses 

with this null hypothesis 

implying: 

Var eX.) = 0 
1 

2 where R represents the 

proportion of total variance 

accounted for; and Var (Xi) 

represents contribution to 

H9 

HlO 

Hll 

that variance ~2de by any variable 

') 

R"" f:: 0 

Var (bureaucracy) 

Var (conflict of 

Var (achievement 
motivation) 

I: 0 

values) 

1= 0 

i' 0 
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II. STAGE I: FACTOR ANALYSES 

This stage of the research is primarily concerned with determining 

(a) the extent to which the items in each scale measure the ditrensions 

of the four major variables; 

(b) the nature of the major variables in term.s of their dimensions; 

(c) whether or not they can be regarded as representing unitary 

concepts; and 

(d) deriving factor scores which will be used in the multiple regressions. 

Ibe most appropriate statistical tool for this stage, then, is that of 

factor analysis. However, bearing in mind that multiple regressions were 

to be conducted in the second stage of the design, it is obvious that much 

importance would be attached to the factor scores used in the regression. 

For this reason, one of the variants of factor analysis - namely, image 

analysis - was chosen as being the most appropriate statistical technique 

to use in the factor analytic stage of the design. 

Image Analysis 

Several problems are met in the preliminary use of factor analysis 

for the general regression procedure, the most significant of which is 

the problem of inference. For, following factor analysis, inferences are 

made with regard to making generalisations about the relationships of the 

selected variables to the universe of such variables. Guttman (1953) has 

clearly pointed out the problems that this poses for researchers, and a 

brief discussion of these issues vlill. serve to highlight the special merits 

of iw~ge analysis. 

Firstly, he raises the question as to whether factor analysis is 

necessarily the most appropriate, or even the most valid, technique to use 

for purposes of any given generalisation. Typically, this assumption is 

made without testing the validity of using factor analysis in these 

situations. Image analysis, however, does in fact provide such a test, 
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or criterion, in the form of the anti-image covariance matrix. If the 

diagonal values in that matrix are high and if there are no significant 

sub-diagonals, then it is considered valid to use factor analysis (however 

if the sub -diagonals were characterised by high values, then this would 

suggest that factor analysis is not the appropriate statistical technique 

to use). Furthermore, as Guttman (1953, p.282) comments: 'Such a 

criterion requires no preliminary determination of "communalities" nor 

"fitting" of factor loadings, nor specification of the nVJl1ber of common 

factors' . 

Given, then, that it is appropriate to use factor analysis, a second 

problem arises which concerns the question as to whether or not the 

variables available differ sufficiently, and are representative enough, 

to generate the minimum number of factors typical of the generalised 

situation. Guttman has indicated the benefits of image analysis here in 

that one can determine whether or not there are enough variables again by 

examining the anti-image covariance matrix. If the non-diagonals in the 

matrix are near zero, then it can be assumed that the variables available 

are sufficient for generating that minimum set. This problem of 

restricting the number of factors to the appropriate set is common to all 

classical analyses - if one takes fewer variables, then this minimum set 

of factors cannot be obtained; if one takes too many, then this brings 

about the possibility of introducing trivial factors which would serve to 

make analysis much more difficult and confusing. TIle solution offered by 

image analysis to the problem regarding the probable appropriate minimum 

number of factors to accept is therefore of much importance. Examination 

of the anti-image covariance matrix follmving the use of image analysis is 

of undoubted utility in proffering solutions to these two initial problems. 

As Kaiser (1963, p.160) comments: 'Thus, not only can the image approach 

provide an excellent approximation to factor analysis, but it also 
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routinely tells us of the validity of factor-analytic inferences regarding 

the structure of a universe of tests, the problem with which factor 

analysis is most fundamentally concerned'. 

The third problem which confronts classical factor analysis is that 

of correctly and accurately estilnating the communalities required for the 

correlation matrix. Typically it is assumed that the unreliabilities in 

the variances are orthogonal to all the communal mid unique parts of all 

variables and therefore do not contribute to the communalities, and so 

the problem essentially amounts to the question as to ,vhat numbers may be 

"inserted" in the diagonal. However Guttman has indicated that this 

assumption is not a valid one to make, since the conception of such 

sampling errors as belonging to the unique parts can result in the 

generation of further communality. This will then inflate the true 

communalities and the subsequent factor loadings. It follows, therefore, 

that the factor scores will be distorted, and the errors of inference \vhich 

they incorporate will inevitably affect the later regression analysis. 

Hmvever, as has been mentioned above, it is essential that the errors or 

unreliabilities in the factor scores be minimal, and indeed the use of 

image analysis leads to much more precise estimates of factor scores. 

Much of this refinement can be attributed to Guttman's concept of the 

'partial image' which essentially refers to the fact that in any analysis 

only that part of the image of the variable that comes from the sample of 

variables included in the analysis (as distinct from the images deriving 

from the universe of variables) is used. As Gorsuch (1974, p. 106) notes: 

'In the partial image approach, only that part of the variable which 

overlaps with other variables influences the correlation of the variable 

with the fac tor. Variance ~vhich ave rlaps wi th the fac tor but not with the 

other variables ,,,auld be excluded from the correlation between the variable 

and the factor in the partial image approach but not in principle axes'. 
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Guttman views the partial image as being the true communality. The squared 

multiple correlations appear in diagonal cells of the matrix; anti-image 

covariances are subtracted from the multiple correlations to give the image 

covariances which replace the observed correlations in the non-diagonals. 

('The covariances are similar to adjusted correlations, i.e., they are the 

standard score correlations adjusted for the reduction in the variance of 

each variable' (Gorsuch, 1974, p.105).) This removes the sampling error 

which derives from the analysis of a sample rather than a population, a.nd 

so the multiple correlations are adjusted down slightly. Thus, by 

altering the non-diagonal elements so that they are consistent with the 

squared multiple correlations, an attempt is made to remove error variance 

from the correlation matrix before factoring takes place. Therefore the 

image scores based on the reduced correlation matrix will be much more 

exact (an estimate which becomes even more exact as variables are 

increased) since the residuals of the particular matrix are minimised. 

This in turn leads to much more precise estimates of the all-important 

factor scores and, by implication, to more accura te regression analyses. 

Significance of the Data 

Hypotheses one to seven as specified above (namely, those relating 

to the factor analyses) cannot be formulated in terms of null hypotheses, 

but nevertheless tests of significance will be conducted at various points 

in the procedure in order to ensure the validity of any conclusions that 

may be drav..n from the factor analyses. This (along with the points raised 

by Guttman) will determine whether or not the results are generalisable. 

(i) Correlation Coefficients: The correlations among the first 

order factors are crucial, since they form the basis of the second-order 

factor(s); therefore it is essential to test the significance of the 

obtained coefficients. For prediction purposes, the standard error of r 



will be estimated 1 in order to determine the values \vhich a correlation 

coefficient must equal or exceed in order to reach the 1% and 5% levels 

of significance. These values will be reported in the appropriate 

tables in the form: 

p 0.01 = X 

P 0.05 X 

where 'X' is the minimum value for a correlation coefficient if it is 

to be significant at the 1% and 5% levels respectively. 

(ii) Factor Loadings: If valid conclusions are to be drawn 

from the factor analyses, it is important to determine whether or not 

the factor loadings are significant, or salient, since these loadings 
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essentially express the correlations between tests and factors. Gorsuch 

(1974, p.184) notes: 'A salient loading is one which is sufficiently 

high to assume that a relationship exists between the variable and the 

factor. In addition, it usually means that the relationship is high 

enough so that the variable can aid in interpreting the factor and vice 

versa'. In other words, then, by determining the significance of the 

factor loadings, one is making an estimate of the reliability of the 

contribution that the items in a scale make to each factor analysis. 

It is very difficult to determine the reliability of factor 

loadings - the convention usually followed is that loadings greater than 

0.30 are treated as significant. However loadings of 0.25 and above 

1. The Null hypothesis is HO : r O. 
(pop) 2 

When the population is assumed to be zero, then SE (1 - r ) IN - 1; r 
= 1/1N-=-f. 

hlhen N = 657 then: for p (0.01), r = 2.58; for p(O.OS), r = 1.96. 

The minimum significant value of a correlation coefficient (r) is 

determined by the formula riSE . 
r 

Therefore the minimum significant r for p (0.01) is: r = 2.58/.iN=l; 

= 0 .1007 ~ 0.10 

Similarly, for p (0.05) the minimum signific:::n t r = 1.96/IN-=1 
= 0.07544 ~ 0.075 (see Guilford, 1956, p.178-181). 
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often increase with rotation. Consequently the criterion for acceptance 

of factor loadings - or rejection of them as "negligible" - will be as 

follmvs: 

(a) loadings greater than 0.30 lvill be treated as significant, 

and will be asterisked 1*1 in the appropriate tables; 

(b) loadings greater than 0.25 but less than 0.30 will be treated 

as tending towards significance, and indicated by a dot 1.1 in the 

appropriate tables. 

The significance of factor loadings can be determined in terms of 

the communalities, which act as minimal values (or lower bound estimates) 

of reliability. The communality of a variable refers to the proportion of 

its variance which can be accounted for by the common factors - it is the 

sum of the squares of the factor loadings cf an item on all the factors. 

Put more simply, it is the variance it shares with other variables. If 

communalities are high, then this reinforces reliability. Some 

communalities are inevitably low, but are not necessarily always rejected 

since the variable may still make an important contribution to the factor 

pattern. In this research, nearly all communalities were adequately high 

(see Harman, 1960, p.15) and will be reported in the appropriate tables. 

Procedure 

(1) The items comprising each of the four scales ,viII be subjected 

to an irr~ge analysis (which, as previously described, will also indicate 

the validity of using factor analysis) and orthogonal rotation according 

to the Varimax critericn. This will enable identification of the number 

of factors which have significant loadings. 

(ii) The significant factors ~vill then be rotated to simple 

structure by submitting them to oblique rotation according to the direct 

oblimin criterion (see Nie et al., 1975, p.486). The degree of obliquity 

is controlled by setting a Delta value, w"hich may range from -5 (which is 
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almost orthogonal) to + 0.5 (\vhich is extremely oblique). Factor scores 

will be collected, and subsequently checked visually by using the 

Condescriptive procedure of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(Nie et al., 1975). 

(iii) A second-order factor analysis, according to the Varimax 

criterion, will then be conducted to enable the isolation of any general 

factor(s). The factor scores collected from this final factoring will 

be checked (again by means of the Condescriptive program) and saved for 

use in the multiple regression. These factor scores are essentially 

composite scores in that they 'sum up' each subject's score on each scale 

in terms of score(s) on the (correlated) general factor(s). (For example, 

an original 36 item-sc.ores may be converted into, say, seven first-order 

factor scores, and subsequently condensed into one or two second-order 

factor scores.) These factor scores are then used as variables in the 

regression equation. 

Confi~~tion/Rejection of the Hypotheses 

Hypotheses one to seven as specified above (supra pp.102-3) will be 

accepted or rejected on the basis of the outcome of the first- and second

order factor analyses. 

III. STAGE II: MULTIPLE REGRESSION 

Factor analysis and multiple regression analysis have in common the 

fact that they are both basic.ally regression methods. However the 

essential purpose of the two methods is quite different, as Kerlinger and 

Pedhazur (1973, p.364) clearly point out: 'Factor ffilalysis' basic purpose 

is to discover unitiE.s or factors among many variables and thus to reduce 

many variables to fe,,,er underlying variables or factors. In achieving 

this purpose, factors "explain" data .•. however ... multiple regression 
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"explains" a single, known, observed, and measured dependent variable 

through the independent variables. Factor analysis "explains" many 

variables, usually without independent and dependent variable distinction, 

by showing their basic structure, how they are similar, and hm" they are 

different' . 

The second stage of the research involves multiple regression 

since it is the most appropriate statistical technique for describing and 

interpreting the structural nature of the relationships among variables, 

with emphasis on the amount of variance of the criterion variable (school 

alienation) which can be explained by the predictor variables (perceived 

school bureaucratization, conflict of values, and achievement motivation). 

The technique is of added utility in that it also enables the researcher 

to control, statistically, any unwanted systematic or confounding variables. 

The Problem of Causality 

Since no assumptions have been made about causality, the standard 

regression procedure will be used. Ho\"ever the problem of causality was 

eY~mined in some detail. This would have required the use of path 

analysis, but this technique was rejected on the following grounds: 

(i) Examination of the literature proffered no evidence on which 

a claim of unidirectional causality could be based - that is, the author 

failed to find evidence to support the following notions: ea) that there 

exists a clear time sequence; (b) that a change in any of the predictor 

variables would necessarily cause a change in the criterion variable; and 

(c) that a change in the criterion variable would not cause any change in 

the predictor variables. Since no clear-cut evidence could be found which 

would support any of these prerequisites for a claim of causality (for one 

example, consider Harper's (1973) failure to find a ~ficant 

relationship between achievement motivation training and alienation in 

secondary school students) a correlational model seemed the appropriate 
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one to adopt. 

(ii) Several authors have indicated that the direction of causality 

is problematic in alienation studies (see, for instance, Seeman (1971, 

1972); Wilson (1973); and Woods (1976». In fact the implication of studies 

such as these is that the relationship(s) may well be reciprocally causal 

or circular. At best, then, there is obvious ambiguity with regard to 

causality - this provides further justification for the adoption of a 

correlational rather than a causal model. 

(iii) Bearing in mind that school alienation is considered to be 

an instance of S-alienation, it is likely that some 'back action' may occur 

between the interpretive processes and perceptions of the subject on the 

one hand, and social reality on the other. Taking school bureaucratization 

as an example: all alienated students may not necessarily perceive the 

school as being very bureaucratic; and alienated students may in fact make 

manifest the bureaucratic nature of the school - for instance, through 

bringing about the necessity for stringent rule enforcement. Of relevance 

here, also, is Davids' (1955) discussion concerning the possible 

'contaminating' influence of alienated subjects' mis-perceptions. 

(iv) The phenomenological emphasis on perceptions also has a 

bearing on the causality problem, in that it highlights the methodological 

problems involved in 'measuring' subjective processes, identifying the 

nature and source of 'changed' perceptions, and so on. 

Nie et aL (1975, p. 383) specify two assumptions which underlie the 

use of path analysis as a means of causally describing and interpreting the 

relationships among a set of variables. These assumptions are: ' ... (1) a 

(weak) causal order among these variables is known and (2) the relationships 

among these variables are causally closed'. Bearing in mind the points 

discussed above, it is clear that such assumptions may not be validly made, 

and therefore the standard regression method (which is a correlational as 
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opposed to a causal model) was chosen as the appropriate regression 

technique for this research. For sil'lilar reasons the terms 'criterion' 

and 'predictor' rather than 'dependent' and 'independent' will therefore 

be used in descriptions of the appropriate variables. The distinction 

between the correlational and causal models is presented schematically 

in Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1 

A comparison of causal and correlational models 

Causal 

School 

Key: BU School Bureaucratization 

CV Conflict of Values 

nAch Achievement Hotivation 

----7 deno.tes causal link 

~---7- denotes 'back action' 

- - - - denotes queried or possible link 

Correlational 
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The Prediction Equation 

It is assumed that the relationship between the criterion variable 

and the predictor variables is linear and additive. Consequently the 

multiple linear regression equation can be stated as follows: 

y' = a + BlXl + B2X2 + ... BnXn 

The object of the regressions, then, is to fill in the constants of this 

prediction equation so that the scores on the predictor variables can be 

inserted into the equation and used to obtain predicted (y') scores, if 

so desired. In addition, this 'filling in' of the prediction equation 

enables the researcher 

(i) to determine the amount of contribution to the total variance 

of Y that is due to the predictor variables (X). This is expressed by 
n 

the squared mUltiple correlation coefficient (R2); 

(ii) to determine the relative 'importance' of these different 

variables in making predictions to Y - that is, the specific contribution 

made to variance by each of the variables. This information will be 

provided by the regression weights (B ) which are assigned to the various 
n 

predictor variables and are determined by (a) the correlation(s) between 

the predictor variable(s) and the criterion variable - in the ideal case, 

this correlation would be high - and, also, by (b) the intercorrelations 

of the predictor variables - which, in the ideal case, would be lm'17 since 

otherwise some of the variance in the criterion va.riable that is explained 

by each predictor variable would overlap with that explained by others. 

The regression weights used derive from' ... the correlation coefficient 

multiplied by the ratio of the standard deviation of the criterion to the 

st.andard deviation of the predictor. In the multiple regression equation 

.•. a partialling out has to be done (therefore) the correlation 

coefficient will be a pa.rtial one and the standard deviations will be 
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partial ones' (Ley, 1972, p. 73) . This incremental contribution to variance 

that is attributable to each variable after it is added to the equation 

containing all the other variables \vill be reported in the results in the 

form of 'RSQ Change'; and, finally 

(iii) to determine whether or not the regression of the criterion 

variable on the predictor variables is statistically si~lificant. This 

will be determined by means of the F test, ~nd the F values ~vill be 

reported in the appropriate results tables. 

Therefore the prediction equation may be re-specified on the basis 

of the outcome of the regression analysis. 

Significance of the Data 

In order to test the null hypotheses specified above (supra p.103) 

the significance of the following coefficients must be determined: 

(i) TIle Squared Multiple Correlation Coefficient (R2). In order 

to test the null hypothesis that the squared multiple correlation is equal 

to zero and that none of the total variance of the criterion variable is 

explained by all the variables entered in the regression equation (that is, 

any multiple correlation obtained is due to error), the 'overall' F test 

will be carried out according to the formula: 

2 
F = (SS /k) / (SS' 'd/(N-k-l» with degrees of freedom k/(N-k-l) . regr reSl 

The significance of the obtained F value will be reported in the appropriate 

results table. 

(ii) A Specific Regression Coefficient (RSQ Change). To test the 

null hypothesis that the variance explained by each of the experimental 

variables is equal to zero (in other words, that none of the experimental 

variables makes a specific - or incremental - contribution to the variance 

2. With a sample size (N) of 657, and the number of independent 
variables (k) equalling fifteen, df == 15/641. Therefore the minimum 
significant F for p(O.Ol) is approximately 2.07; and for p(O.OS) 
approximately 1.68. 
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of the criterion variable), F tests will be carried out according to the 

following formula: 

F (SS f ° bl II) I (SS 0d/(N-k-l» regr 0 varla e reSl 

with degrees of freedom I/(N-k-l).3 

The obtained values of F, and their significance, will be reported in 

the regression summary table. 

(iii) All Regression Coefficients (B's). To enable the 

respecification of the prediction equation, F tests will be carried out 

in order to determine the significance of the regression coefficients. 

The formula for this test is: 

F (SS 11) I (SS ° d l (N-2» with degrees of freedom 1/ (N-2) •
4 

regr reSl 

The significance of the F value for each B will be reported in the 

regression summary table. 

Procedure 

The standard regression method will be used, with all the control 

variables being entered as the first group in the regression analysis, 

and the experimental variables following as the second group. As Nie 

et aZ. (1975, p.336) comment: 'In the standard regression method each 

variable is treated as if it had been added to the regression equation 

in a separate step after all other variables had been included. The 

increment in R2 (or in the explained sum of squares) due to the addition 

of a given variable is taken as the component of variation attributable 

to that variable'. It is essential (particularly Hhen causality is 

ambiguous) that the controls be entered first so that the variance of 

3. With N = 657 and k = 1, df = 1/655. The mlnlmum significant value 
of F for p(O.Ol) is approximately 6.68; and for pCO.05) approximately 3.86. 

4. P8 for Footnote 3 above. 
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these controls may be extracted - this then reduces the possibility of the 

control variables confounding the correlation(s) between the criterion and 

experimental variables. When the experimental variables are entered after 

the controls, several regressions are carried out, due to the fact that in 

this regression method each experimental variable in turn is treated as 

the last one to be added to the group. This enables the researcher to 

determine the extra contribution that is made by each experimental 

variable, and it also makes possible comparisons of variables (in terms 

of their extra contribution to the variance of the criterion variable). 

Confirmation/Rejection of Hypotheses 

The null hypotheses specified above (supra p.103) will be tested 

by means of F tests with appropriate degrees of freedom. The decision 

to accept or reject the null hypotheses will take place at the (0.01) 

level of probability. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SP~LING AND PROCEDURE 

I. SUBJECTS 

The subjects chosen for this research were fourth form students. 

This decision "JaS made on the grounds that fourth formers are used to the 

secondary school environment, they are not faced with the prospect of 

external end-of-year examinations, and they are legally bound to attend 

school. Compulsory attendance also means that there is unlikely to be 

any considerable 'dropout' among fourth form students, whereas a sample 

taken from higher up in the school would be 'self-selected' to a substantial 

degree. In addition the considerations that have already been outlined in 

Chapter III (supra p.64 ) provide further justification for the selection 

of such subjects. 

II. SAMPLING DESIGN 

In order to ensure that the research sample was a random and 

representative one, the following steps were taken with regard to the 

selection of schools 1 and students: 

(1) Secondary schools in Christchurch and the outlying rural areas 

(to a radius of approxiIT~tely sixty miles) were matched in pairs according 

to the criteria of sex; location; religion (private or secular); socio-

economic status (as determined both by the immediate area \vithin which the 

school was located and by the 'prestige' attributed to the school); and 

1. The five schools vlhich were involved in the various pilot studies 
were excluded from the 'pool' of schools from 1}7hien the sample for the 
major study was drawn. 
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approximate school size. 

(2) Subsequent to matching, one member of each pair was randomly 

allocated to the research sample. Table 6 presents a schematic description 

of the composition of the selected sample of schools. 

TABLE 6 

Summary description of the sample of secondary schools (N 15) 
from which subjects for the major study were drawn 

i 

Socioeconomic Status N Location 

Type of School Upper Middle Lower Urban Rural 

Private Female 
2 1 0 3 0 and (N = 3) I single 

I 
sex Hale 

2 1 0 3 0 (N :: 6) (N = 3) 

Secular 
and 1 5 3 5 4 Co-educational 

(N = 9) 

TOTAL 5 7 3 15 11 4 

(3) Two fourth form classes were chosen from the majority of 

schools, and in the case of the few smaller schools only one class was 

selected for inclusion in the sample. The total number of classes in the 

sample was twenty-six. 

(4) In order to ensure that the sample "las representative in terms 

of student ability, the classes were randomly divided into the categories 

of 'Above Average', 'Average', and 'Below Average'. This was in case 

schools were lliiable to cover the entire range of ability given the number 

of classes 'allocated' for the study. (vfuere possible, classes 

representing the range of ability - 'Mixed I classes - "lere chosen. with 

the initial categori.sa tion of classes being readj usted to ensure that a 

balance of classes w"ith regard to ability level was maintained.) 
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It was decided to exclude work experience and/or special classes from the 

sample on the grounds that the demands of the task ,,,ould exceed the 

intellectual, concentration, and reading capabilities of students in these 

classes. In this respect, then, the sample \.Jas not as truly representative 

as possible. The 'nature' and distribution of the classes involved in the 

study is summarised in Table 7. 

TABLE 7 

Distribution of the classes (N 
with respect to ability level 

26) in the sample 

Ability Level 

Above Below 
average Average average Mixed TOTAL 

Number 6 6 6 8 26 
of classes 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

_~roach to Schools 

In each instance (that is, for the pilot studies and for the major 

study) an introductory letter outlining the nature and requirements of the 

research was sent to the principal of each school involved, and this was 

follmved by an interview with the principal. All the schools selected for 

the pilot studies were willing to co-operate and all but one of the schools 

chosen for the final sample agreed to take part in the research. In the 

instance of the one refusal, the other school with which it had been 

orignally matched was approached and proved willing to co-operate. The 

anonymity of both the students and the schools was ensured. 

The Pilot Studies 

In all, four pilot studies were conducted, all of which were 
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prilllr:lrily concerned with developing reliable, valid measuring instruments. 

Study 1: This involved 133 fourth form students from two 

co-educational high schools - one of which was in a rural location, and 

the other was in Christchurch. The students were required to write an 

essay entitled 'What I think school is for' and the ideas obtained from 

these essays were extremely useful in the design of the Conflict of Values 

scale (supra p.76). 

Study 2: involved 177 fourth form students at one Christchurch 

co"':educational secondary school. The basic purpose of this study was to 

check on the appropriateness of the reading and difficulty level of the 

items, to determine whether or not there was any significant overlap 

between the school alienation, school bureaucratization and conflict of 

values measures, and to determine the utility of the check items (supra 

p. 79) • 

Study 3: essentially amounted to a 'preliminary run' of the final, 

adjusted versions of the measures (with the exception of the achievement 

motivation scale). A total of 373 fourth form students from the two high 

schools that were involved in study one, and from t,,70 single sex schools 

(one male, and the other female) responded to the questionnaire. A factor 

analysis of the conflict of values scale was carried out, and any 

'troublesome' items were dropped. Estimates of the reliability of each 

measure were obtained, and the study also provided information with regard 

to the feasibility of the instructions and format of the questionnaire, 

and the time required for its completion (supra p.80). Again the check 

items proved to be effective in identifying 'suspect' scripts. 

Study 4: involved 115 fourth fonn students from the two Christchurch 

single sex high. schools involved in study three. This study '..vas concerned 

with establishing the viability of the achievement motivation scale, and 

determining the extent to which sex-appropriate items and pairings Here 



required (supra p.8S). 

The Major Study 

It was decided that the major phase of the research should be 

conducted at the end of the second term, since (a) students would by 
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then be familiar with fourth form work and responsibilities; (b) by then 

students' opinions and feelings about school would have had time to 

crystallize; and (c) if the study was not carried out until the third term 

then it would be likely that a considerable number of students would have 

reached school leaving age. Of those students, it was assumed that any 

who were alienated from school would leave as soon as possible. Thus, by 

completing the major study by the end of the second term it was hoped that 

students such as these would still be included in the sample, and so sample 

loss would be minimised. 

Reading Problem. Taking into account the fact that special classes 

and work experience classes were to be excluded from the sample and that 

the extensive pilot testing seemed to have 'weeded out' such problems as 

complexity of items, inappropriate reading level, and so forth, it was 

assumed that the final, adjusted version of the questionnaire could be 

readily handled by students in the sample. However in the course of an 

interview with one of the principals, it was pointed out that the 

questionnaire would in fact be too difficult for 10vler stream students 

at that school. It seemed that this reading difficulty was restricted to 

the alienation scale. Fortunately this interview was one of the earliest 

ones to be conduct.ed, and although the major pilot study (study three) had 

failed to suggest that there was any reading problem in the alienation 

scale, it was assumed that this difficulty might well be applicable to the 

lower classes at other schools in the sample. Consequently eleven items 

1:.;rhich seemed to be the most difficult ones in the scale were simplified for 
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poor readers (see Appendix A, p. 218) and the readjusted version was placed 

over the appropriate item in the scale. Approximately one hundred scripts 

were adj usted in this manner. and were distributed to those schools which 

indicated a need for them. 

Questionnaire Administration. Since directions on the questionnaire 

were self-explanatory and an example response was given for each of the 

measures involved, the questionnaire was distributed by teachers in 

accordance with the instructions given to the principal by the researcher. 

It \vas completed by all students who were in the classes on that particular 

day, and was completed within a one hour time period. 

Accepted/Rejected Scripts. Scripts were accepted, set aside for 

closer scrutiny, or rejected, according to the number of check items which 

had been correctly answered (supra p. 88). In all, a total of 674 

students responded to the questionnaire, and of those scripts 657 were 

accepted and seventeen (or approximately 2.5%) rejected. With regard to 

the rejected scripts, seven appeared to have been falsified and not treated 

seriously by the students, and ten were insufficiently completed. 

Incomplete Scripts. These ten scripts comprised approximately 1.6% 

of the total sample (which indicates that the 'test' was not speeded) and 

were rejected on the grounds that more than 10% of the questionnnaire was 

not completed. In cases where less than 10% was incomplete, scripts were 

set aside and the subject's responses to that scale were scrutiIi.ised, along 

with a large sample of other students' responses to that section. If a 

clear pattern could be discerned in the subject's script and in the 

responses of other subjects to the 'missing' items, then this pattern was 

followed when filling in the omitted items; othenrise the mean value for 

that student was i.nserted. 
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FolloH-UP for Schools 

After completion of the pilot and final studies, a letter was sent 

to each principal expressing appreciation for the co-operation of the 

school and, in particular, for the apparent seriousness with which students 

had responded to the task. A su~nary of the research findings will be sent 

to all schools involved in the research. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

RESULTS 

The research results will be reported in three main sections: 

the first will describe the general distribution of the test data; 

the second will consider the results of the factor analyses; and 

finally the third section will be primarily concenled with reporting 

the results of the multiple regression. 

I. DISTRIBUTION OF THE DATA 

The general distribution of the data with regard to each of 

the four scales contained in the student questionnaire is outlined 

in Table 8 below. 

TABLE 8 

Distribution of the data for the four scales 

Scale 

Bureau- Conflict of Achievement 
Alienation cratization Values Hotivation 

Hean 97.13 105.78 73.91 20.32 

Standard 19.08 11. 82 19.14 If.6 
Deviation 

Response 1 35 5.32% 0 0 238 36.23% 90 13.70% 
Distribution 2 333 50.69% 17 2.59% 323 49.16% 165 25.11% 
(on a range 3 244 37.14% 193 29.37% 80 12.18% 190 28.92% 
of 1 to 5) If 42 6.39% 416 63.3n 15 2.28% 167 25.42% 

5 3 0.46% 31 4.72% 1 O. 15~~ 45 6.85% 

Average score for 2.47 3.70 1. 81 2.86 
sample as a whole 

Total number in 

I sample: N ::: 657 657 657 657 
I L 
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With regard to the school alienation scale, the mean for the entire 

scale was 97.13, and the standard deviation was 19.08. Examination of the 

distribution of the data indicates that approximately 88% of the responses 

fell in categories' 2' and' 3', and this response tendency is supported by 

the average score for the sample as a whole which, on a range of one 

(indicating 'none') to five (indicating 'high'), was 2.47. Therefore this 

data seems to indicate considerable school alienation. 

The mean for the bureaucratization scale was 105.78, with a standard 

deviation of 11.82. This indicates that the distribution is somewhat 

skewed in the direction of high bureaucratization. Examination of the 

distribution indicates that approximately 63% of the responses fell in 

category 'Lf ', and the average score for the sample as a whole was 3.70 

(on a range from one (none) to five (high) ) . This suggests that students 

perceive their schools to be highly bureaucratic in structure. 

Bearing in mind that the conflict of values scores were converted 

from a zero to four scale to a range of one (no appreciable conflict) to 

five (high), the mean for the scale was 73.91, with a standard deviation of 

19.14. This would suggest that the distribution is skewed in the direction 

of low conflict, and this is borne out by the average score for the sample 

as a whole which was 1.81. This would seem to suggest that students 

perceive that there is relatively little conflict between student and school 

values. 

Finally, the achievement motivation scale had a mean of 20.32 and a 

standard deviation of 4.6. This, together with the average score for the 

sample as a whole ,;.;rhich was 2.86 (on a range of one (nurturance) to five 

(achievement motivation») tends to suggest that the distribution was 

~videly spread and is indicative of a tendency towards achievement 

motivation, although this is not substantial by any means. 
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II. FACTOR ANALYSES 

For purposes of clarity and cohesion, each of the measures will be 

considered in turn. 

(1) School Alienation Results 

The thirty-eight items comprising the school alienation scale were 

submitted to an image analysis and orthogonal rotation. An examination of 

the anti-image covariance matrix indicated that the values in the diagonal 

cells of the matrix were all high, and the non-diagonal values were clearly 

negligible. (For purposes of illustration, a sample section of the anti

image matrix is presented in Appendix A, p.214, Table 20.) It was 

concluded that the items in the scale were representative of the universe 

of possible items, and that factor analytiC techniques could be legitimately 

used. 

Image analysis with orthogonal rotation according to the Varimax 

criterion indicated the presence of nineteen factors which had eigenvalues 

exceeding one. However inspection of the orthogonally rotated factor 

matrix indicated that only the first six of these factors contained 

significant loadings and that the subsequent factors were minor ones. 

In general the communalities, which represent the lower bound estimates 

of item reliability, "Jere adequately high and are reported with the Varimax 

rotated factor matrix (see Appendix A, p.2IS, Table 21). For display 

purposes the items had been re-sorted according to subtest, and are 

presented in re-sorted order in Appendix A, p.216a). The orthogonal matrix 

clearly indicates the sharp cut off point >-lith regard to the significant 

factors - the first five factors are clearly heavily loaded, the sixth is 

somewhat doubtful in that it has only one significant loading, and the 

seventh and subsequent factors are characterised by essentially negligible 

loadings. 
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Although the sixth factor was uninterpretable and was regarded as a 

trivial factor, it was nevertheless retained on the grounds that it could 

possibly be functioning as a suppressor. Thus the first six factors were 

submitted to oblique rotation according to direct oblimin criteria, and 

simple structure was finally attained at Delta = 0.27 (see Appendix A, 

p.217, Table 22). TIle communalities are the same as for the orthogonal 

matrix (see Appendix A, p.215, Table 21). 

The first five factors were readily interpretable, since they 

closely adhered to those which were outlined by Anderson and respecified 

in Chapter IV (supra p. 6 7-8) • These five factors 'Nere identified as follows: 

Factor 1 : Self-estrangement 

Factor 2 : Misfeasance 

Factor 3: Powerlessness 

Factor 4 : Futility of Extra-curricular Activities 

Factor 5 : Heaninglessness 

The sixth factor could not be identified, and siIlce it only had one 

significant loading, and only three which tended towards significance, 

it was dismissed as a trivial factor. 

The correlations between these first-order factors are presented in 

Table 9. To reach significance at the 1% level, a coefficient must equal 

or exceed 0.10; and for the 5% level it must equal or exceed 0.075 (see 

Footnote 1, supra p.108). 

TABLE 9 

Correlations between the first-order factors 
(or dimen sions) of school alienation 

----

Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Self-estrangement 1. 00 N 657 
2. Misfeasance 0.69 1.00 p 0.01 0.10 
3. Pow-erlessness 0.69 0.61 1.00 p 0.05 0.015 
4. Futility of'Extra-

0.60 0.60 0.61 1. 00 curricular Activities 
5. Heaninglessness -0.79 -0.64 -0.67 -0.61 1.00 
6, Unidentified (trivial) 0.04 -0.21 -0.08 -0.095 -0.02 1.00 

"------_ .• _--
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TIle correlation coefficients for the first five factors are clearly all 

significant beyond the p (0.01) level, as is indicated in Table 9. For 

Factor Six, however, all but one of the correlation coefficients failed to 

reach significance - which seemed to provide further support for regarding 

the factor as a trivial one. Of note is the negative relationship between 

Meaninglessness and the other four dimensions of school alienation. 

Factor scores were collected from this first-order analysis, and 

checked, but only those scores deriving from the first five factors were 

submitted to the second-order factor analysis. The sixth factor was 

excluded from second-order analysis on the grounds that it appeared to be 

a trivial factor. (This factor can be safely omitted from the second-order 

factoring because the theory of image analysis indicates that factors such 

as this produce very little effect on the factor scores obtained in the 

second-order analysis.) The second-order factor analysis yielded three 

factors with eigenvalues greater than one. How'ever even after Varimax 

rotation only one of these three general factors had significant loadings, 

as is shown in Table 10. Thus the second-order analysis yielded one 

general factor and two trivial factors. The communalities are high in 

each case - suggesting high reliability - and are also reported in Table 10. 

As is apparent from examination of Table 10, each of the first-order 

factors loads highly and significantly on the first general factor (with 

the exception of Meaninglessness which had a negative loading) and 

negligibly on the other two trivial factors. Thus the single second-order 

factor was identified as School Alienation. 

Factor scores were collected from this second-order analysis for 

later insertion into the regression equation. Thus a subject's scores 

on an original thirty-eight items have been 'condensed I into a single 

composite score which will be entered as the criterion variable in the 

multiple regression. 
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TABLE 10 

Second-order factor analysis of the school alienation data 

A: Unrotated factor matrix 

Dimensions Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Communality 

l. Self-estrangement 0.87 0.07 -0.01 0.77 

2. }fisfeasance 0.79 -0.14 -0.01 0.64 

3. Powerlessness 0.79 -0.03 0.01 0.63 

It • Futility of Extra- . 
curricular Activities 0.74 -0.08 0.02 0.55 

5. Meaninglessness -0.87 -0.06 0.00 0.76 

--- --

B: Varimax rotated factor matrix 

Dimensions Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Communality 

1. Self-estrangement 0.88 0.03 -0.01 0.77 

2. Misfeasance 0.77 0.23 -0.01 0.64 

3. Powerlessness 0.78 0.12 0.01 0.63 

4. Futility of Extra-
curricular Activities 0.73 0.16 0.02 0.55 

5. Meaninglessness -0.87 -0.04 0.01 0.76 

--

General Factor Name: 'School (Trivial 
Alienation' Factors) 
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Conclusion. On the basis of the results presented above, one 

may conclude that the alienation scale data may be adequately 

represented by the five first-order factors of Self-estrangement, 

Misfeasance, Powerlessness, Futility of Extra-curricular Activities, 

and Meaninglessness. Consequently Hypothesis One as specified in 

Chapter VI (supra p.102) can be accepted. The second-order factor 

analysis indicated that these five dimensions of alienation may be 

subsumed under a single, integrating second-order factor identifiable 

as School Alienation. Thus Hypothesis Two as specified in Chapter VI 

(supra p.102) may also be accepted. 

(2) School Bureaucratization Results 

The thirty items of the School Bureaucratization scale were 

submitted to a first-order image analysis and orthogonal rotation. 

However examination of the anti-image covariance matrix suggested that 

some items were ambiguous - this was further supported by the presence 

of four low communalities. The four relevant items. were examined, 

and subsequently items fourteen and sixteen were dropped because of 

ambiguity, low commtmality and failure to load on any factor. The 

remaining two items which had low communalities were retained because 

they 'belonged' to a dimension which was only measured by four items 

in all (whereas the other two items came from a dimension which was 

represented by a total of twelve items). 

The remaining twenty-eight items of the School Bureaucratization 

scale were then subjected to another first-order image analysis and were 

rotated according to the Varimax criterion. Examination of the anti

image covariance matrix indica ted that the diagonals were high and the 

values in the non·-diagonals approximated zero. From this it was 

concluded that the items could be considered to be representative of 

the universe of items, and that factor analysis was a legitimate 
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analytic technique to use. 

The firs t-order image ana lysis, and subsequent orthogonal 

rotation, yielded fourteen factors with eigenvalues greater than one. 

Of these factors, the first five had significant loadings and the sixth 

contained a number of loadings which, although they did not reach 

significance, were relatively high and so this factor was retained. 

Factors seven to fourteen inclusive had negligible loadings and were 

dismissed as trivial factors. The Varimax rotated factor matrix is 

presented in the Appendix (see Appendix B, p.22I, Table 23. As was 

the case with the alienation items, the bureaucracy items were also 

re-sorted for display purposes, and are presented in their re-sorted 

order in Appendix B, p. 222a). Apart from the two items mentioned above, 

the commlmalities were sufficiently high thus reinforcing the 

reliability of the items in the scale. The communalities are reported 

with the Varimax factor matrix (Appendix B, p.22I, Table 23). 

The first six factors which emerged from the first-order image 

analysis and orthogonal rotation were then rotated obliquely according 

to the direct oblimin criterion. Thurstonian simple structure was 

reached at Delta = 0.47, which indicates that the rotation was extremely 

oblique. This oblique factor pattern is presented in the Appendix 

(Appendix B, p.223, Table 24) and the co~nunalities are the same as for 

the Varimax rotation. Each of the twenty-eight items loaded 

significantly (or tended tm'lards signifi.cance) on the six factors. 

The factors were similar to those outlined by Anderson and respecified 

above (supra p. 70). However the items loaded sornewhat differently, 

particularly wi th regard to the Centralisation of Control and Rules 

and Regulations diIT..ensions, as is reflected in the following factor 

names: 



Factor 

Factor 

Factor 

Factor 

Factor 

Factor 

1 : 

2 : 

3 : 

4 : 

5 : 

6 : 

Hierarchy of Authority 

Rules and Behavioural Expectations 

Subject ~atter Specialisation 

Centralisation of Control over Decision-w~king 

Impersonality. 

Technical Competence 

Factor One was labelled 'Hierarchy of Authority' since it 

basically adheres to the prespecified definition 'of that dimension 

(supra p. 70). The items which loaded on this dimension essentially 
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highlight the student's subordinate position at the lowest level of the 

hierarchy. An item which was originally in this dimension and which 

highlighted the teachers' obedience to higher levels in the hierarchy 

moved from this factor to factor four. 

Factor Two largely followed the prespecified definition of rules 

and regulations, with all but one of these items loading on factor two. 

The one which failed to load on this factor differed from the others in 

that it dealt primarily with the regulative force of the school and it 

loaded on factor four. In contrast to this, all the other items which 

loaded on factor t'wo emphasised the function of rules as they relate to 

the behaviour expected of the student. Therefore this factor was 

relabelled 'Rules and Behavioural Expectations' . 

Factor Three was clearly identifiable as 'Subject Matter 

Specialisation' since only the two items relating to that dimension 

loaded on this factor. 

Factor Four presumably taps centralisation of control since four 

of the five items representing that dimension loaded significantly on 

this factor. The other item was concerned ~.,ith the authority that the 

principal has over the student and it loaded significantly on factor 

two. This is perhaps to be expected, since students may Hell vie~" the 

principal as an enforcer of rules and a person ~,'ho haG clearly defined 
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expectations with regard to the behaviour of students. (That item also 

tends towards a significant loading on factor one - which can be readily 

interpreted in terms of an 'authority' explanation - and tends tmvards 

significance (though only barely) on factor six.) Four other items also 

loaded on factor four, three of which derive from the Hierarchy of 

Authority dimension. This could be expected, since Anderson originally 

found that the 'Centralisation of Control' dimension emerged as a 

separate entity from a whole group of items which together represented 

'Hierarchy of Authority'. These three items generally reflect the 

controlling influence of school authorities with regard not only to 

students but to teachers as well. The regulative force of the school 

is again reflected in the original rules and regulations item which 

loaded on this factor. All these items essentially connect to the 

abstract idea of the hierarchical control that the school exerts over 

the decision-making (and, by implication, over the actions) of 

subordinates. Thus this factor was relabelled 'Centralisation of 

Control over Decision-making' in the hope that this would more 

accurately convey the essential nature of this factor. Thus while still 

meeting the definition of centralisation of control as specified 

previously (supra p. 70) the 'new' name is also more specific in that it 

suggests an answer to the irnnediate question 'Control over what?'. 

Factor Five is clearly that of 'Impersonality', although only 

two of the original three items load here. The third item dealt with 

behavioural expectations in that it focused on the 'proper respect' 

that a student is expected to show to school authorities. Thus this 

item could readily be included in factor t~vo, which 1;vas the factor on 

\,Thich it loaded significantly. 

Factor Six closely adheres to the dimension of 'Technical 

Competence', since three of those £our items load significantly on this 
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factor and on no other. The other item did tend tmvards significance, 

and it also failed to load on any other factor. Examination of this 

item indicated that it was rather complex, which may explain why it did 

not load more highly on this factor. 

The correlations between these six first-order factors, and the 

minimum significance values, are shown in Table 11. 

1. 

TABLE 11 

Correlations between the first-order factors (or dimensions) 
of the perceived bureaucratic structure of the school 

Factors 1 2 3 4 5 

Hierarchy of 
1.00 N 657 

Authority p 0.01 0.10 

6 

2. Rules and p 0.05 0.075 

Behavioural 0.46 1.00 

Expectations 

3. Subject Matter 
0.42 0.34 1.00 Specialisation 

4. Centralisation 
of Control over 0.53 0.47 O.ld 1.00 
Decision-making 

5. Impersonality -0.47 -0.34 -0.53 -0.54 1.00 

6. Technical 
0.02 0.29 -0.14 0.26 0.08 1.00 

Competence 

Clearly, the correlation coefficients for the first five factors are 

significant at the 1% level of significance. Hith regard to the sixth 

dimension. three of the coefficients are significant at the 1% level, 

one is significant at the 5% level, and one fails to reach significance. 

Of note is the consistent negative relationship between Impersonality 

and the other aspects of the perceived bureaucratic structure of the 

school. Also of note are the 1m. c:orrelation coefficients for factor 
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six; however these coefficients were not as low as those for the sixth 

alienation first-order factor and this, along with its significant 

factor loadings, justified retaining this factor for furthe r analysis. 

Factor scores were collected from this first order analysis, 

and, after checki.ng, were submitted to a second-order factor analysis 

and Varimax rotation which i.ndicated the presence of two general factors 

with eigenvalues greater than one. The first five first-order 

dimensions loaded significantly on the first of the two general factors 

(with the loading for factor five being a negative one) and the sixth 

factor loaded extremely highly on the second general factor. The 

communalities were all high (again reinforcing the reliability of the 

first-order factors) and are reported 1;.]ith the unrotated and rotated 

second-order factor matrices presented in Table 12. Since all but the 

sixth first-order factor loaded on the first general factor (as can be 

seen in Table 12) this factor seemed to reflect the formal or 

bureaucratic organisation of the school. Therefore this factor was 

identified as Bureaucratic Organisation. The negative loading of 

Impersonality on this factor is to be expected, given the previous 

comments with respect to its negative correlation with the other 

dimensions (supra p.135). The second general factor was defined by the 

Technical Competence dimension (and also in a minor way by Rules and 

Behavioural Expectations which had a significant loading, and by Subject 

Matter Specialisation which had a negative loading that tended towards 

significance. However these factors also loaded on the first second

order factor). It seemed, then, that the second general factor revolved 

arotmd the notion of encouraging and evaluating students' performance in 

terms of the relatively obj ective criterion of c,bility, and therefore 

reflects a concern with developing the excellence or expertise of 

students. Consequently this factor ,vas labelled DCc".'.velopment of 

Expertise. 
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TABLE 12 

Second-order factor analysis of the school bureaucratization data 

A: Unrotated factor matrix 

Dimens ions Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 

1. Hierarchy of Authori ty 0.77 -0.01 0.59 

2. Rules and Behavioural Expectations 0.64 0.29 0.49 

3. Subj ect Matter Specialisation 0.66 -0.29 0.51 

4. Centralisation of Control 
0.86 0.20 0.78 

over Decision-making 

5. Impersonality -0.75 0.25 0.63 

6. Technical Competence 0.02 0.96 0.92 

B: Varimax rotated factor matrix 

Dimensions Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 

l. Hierarchy of Authority 0.77 0.03 0.59 

2. Rules and Behavioural Expectations 0.63 0.32 0.49 

3. Subject Matter Specialisation 0.67 -0.26 0.51 

4. Centralisation of Control 
0.85 0.24 0.78 

over Decision-making 

5. Impersonality -0.76 0.21 0.63 

6. Technical Competence -0.02 0.96 0.92 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

General Factor Names: 'Bureaucratic 'Development 

I 
Organisation' of Expertise' 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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Factor scores \lTere collected from the second-order factoring and 

saved for later insertion into the regression equation. Thus the 

subjects' original scores on t\lTenty-eight of the thirty items have been 

condensed into two composite scores which will be used as predictor 

variables in the multiple regression. 

Conclusion: On the basis of the results of the first-order 

factor analysis, it may be concluded that. students' scores on the 

school bureaucratization scale may be represented in terms of six 

dimensions - Hierarchy of Authority, Rules and Behavioural Expectations, 

Subject Matter Specialisation, Centralisation of Control over Decision

making, Impersonality, and Technical Competence. These first-order 

factors differed slightly from those specified in hypothesis three 

(supra p.l02-3) but in the direction of greater clarity. Thus hypothesis 

three may be accepted. The second-order factor analysis indicated that 

these six dimensions may be subsumed under tvlO general second-order 

factors - namely, Bureaucratic Organisation and Development of Expertise. 

On the basis of the results of the second-order factoring, hypothesis 

four - as specified in Chapter VI (supra p .103) - can only be accepted 

insofar as it specifies the number of second-order factors that will 

emerge; however, with regard to the identity of these factors, it must 

be rej ected. 

(3) Conflict of Values Results 

Prior to analysis, the scores on the conflict of values scale 

were converted so that they ranged all. a scale of one to five, instead of 

from zero to four. This was primarily for purposes of analysis, so that 

the responses to this scale would be on a range similar to that used for 

the previous two measures. 

Students' responses to the thirty-six items in the conflict of 
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values scale were submitted to a 'first-order image analysis and an 

orthogonal rotation according to the Varimax criterion. However this 

analysis suggested the presence of troublesome items, and after careful 

scrutiny three items (nine, twelve, and twenty four - in re-sorted 

order) were dropped on the grounds of ambiguity, low communality, and 

the fact that for two of the items the factor loadings spread over the 

main factors, thereby suggesting a random response to those items. 

The remaining thirty-three items were subjected to a further 

first-order image analysis and Varimax rotation. The anti-image 

covariance matrix was characterised by high diagonals and negligible 

non-diagonals. Therefore the items were considered to be representative 

of the universe of content, and a factor analytic solution was assumed 

to be appropriate. 

The image analysis and Varimax rotation generated sixteen factors 

with eigenvalues greater than one. However only the first five of these 

factors contained significant loadings. There is a distinct cut off 

after factor five and so the remaining eleven factors were regarded as 

trivial ones and were excluded from further analysis. The communalities 

were generally high (thus reinforcing the reliability of the items) and 

these are reported along with the Varimax rotated factor matrix in the 

Appendix (see Appendix C, p.226, Table 25). As with the previous 

measures, the items were re-sorted for display purposes into the 

originally hypothesised dimensions. The re-sorted order is presented 

on p.227a). 

The five significant factors identified by the image analysis 

and orthogonal rotation were then rotated obliquely according to the 

direct oblimin criterion, ,nth simple structure being obtained at 

Delta == O. Lf3 (again indicating that the rotation \oJas very oblique). 

The pattern of factor loadings (see Appendix C, p.22S, Table 26) was 
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rather different from that \.;hich could have been expected from the 

specification of the hypothesised dimensions (supra pp.76-7). Following 

a careful examination of the factor loadings, the factors ,,,ere 

identified as follows: 

Factor 1 : Personal Develo}2ment 

Factor 2 : Vocational Pre}2aration 

Factor 3 : Intellectual/Moral Disci}2lines 

Factor 4: Maturity 

Factor 5 : Certification 

Factor One incorporates many items from the a priori intellectual, 

social, and personal categories. Examination of the items that load 

significantly on this factor suggests that they are all primarily 

concerned with the basic tasks that the secondary school might realise 

for each individual student. The common, underlying thread seems to be 

a concern for the personal development of the student and the optimal. 

development of his potential, with regard to intellectual, personal, 

and social capabilities. Hence this factor was labelled 'Personal 

Development' . 

Factor T,vo has significant loadings on the original vocational 

items (except for those items pertaining to exams) and also includes 

four other items which essentially emphasise the development of new 

in terests or abilities, and the capability of \vorking in a group. 

These items share a concern with preparing the student for later 

occupations - primarily through developing his interests, career 

appropriate skills, and by providing career information and advice. 

This factor, then, basically focuses on 'Vocational Preparation'. 

Factor Three is rather a complex one to interpret in that it 

has significant loadings on items relevant to seeking, obtaining, and 

retaining knowledge, and also on items which have a distinctly 'moral' 

overtone (in tha t they emphasise right and wrong, and la\" and ordel:). 
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Thus it seemed to reflect a concern with I equipping' the student 

with certain intellectual and moral knowledge and attitudes. 

Consequently it was labelled 'Intellectual and Moral Disciplines'. 

Interpretation of Factor Four was made difficult by the fact 

that only two items loaded significantly on it. However one other item 

tended towards significance, and a few others had relatively high 

(though not significant) loadings. Examination of these items, 

plus the items which loaded negligibly - in the hope that they could 

clarify the dimension by offering a contrast with it - suggested that 

these seemingly diverse items could be linked by a concern with the 

rights of the student in the sense that they related to developing the 

student's maturity. Hence the factor was identified as 'Maturity'. 

Finally, Factor Five was readily interpreted as being concerned 

with qualifications and examinations. Thus a factor identifiable as 

'Certification' emerged from the a priori vocational category as a 

separate, distinct factor. 

The correlations between these five first-order factors, along 

with significance values, are presented in Table 13 below. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

TABLE 13 

Correlations between the first-order factors 
(or dimensions) of perceived conflict of values 

Factors 1 2 3 

Personal Development 1.00 
p 

Vocational Preparation 0.84 1.00 p 

Intellectual/Moral Disciplines 0.77 0.75 1. 00 

Maturity 0.26 0.19 o . It. 

4 5 

N = 657 
0.01 0.10 
0.05 0.075 

1.00 

5. Certification 0.39 0.47 0.34 -0.20 1.00 



As can be seen from an examination of Table 13, all the correlation 

coefficients are significmlt at the (0.01) level of probability. 

Of note is the relatively 1m" correlation of Maturity with the other 

factors. This suggests that more than one second-order factor is 

likely to emerge from the second-order analysis. 

Factor scores were collected from this first-order analysis 

and, after they had been checked, were subsequently submitted to a 

second-order factoring where two general factors were obtained (only 

one of which had an eigenvalue which exceeded one). The results of 

the second-order factor analysis and Varimax rotation are presented 

in Table 14 below. The communalities, also reported in Table 14, 

were all sufficiently high, thus attesting to the reliability of the 

first-order factors. 

TABLE 14 

Secondo-order factor analysis of the conflict of values data 

A: Unrotated factor matrix 
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Dimensions Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 

1. Personal Development 

2. Vocational Preparation 

3. Intellectual/Horal Disciplines 

4. Haturity 

5. Certification 

B: Varimax rotated factor matrix 

0.95 

0.95 

0.87 

0.17 

0.68 

0.15 

0.01 

0.05 

0.52 

-0.42 

0.93 

0.91 

0.76 

0.30 

0.64 

r===~~=================================--==----==~~===========~ 

Dimensions Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------; 

1. Personal Development 

2. Vocational Preparation 

3. Intellectual/Horal Disciplines 

0.91 

0.94 

0.85 

0.07 

O. 74 

4. Maturity 

5. Certification 

General Factor Names: 'Conflict over 
Present
Orientl~c1 Values 1 

-------,-------------

0.32 

0.18 

0.20 

0.54 

-0.30 

0.93 

0.91 

0.76 

0.30 

0.64 

'Conflict over 
Future
Oriented Values' 
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Examination of the second-order factoring in Table 14 indicates 

that all the first-order factors (except Maturity) load very highly and 

significantly on the first general factor, while Maturity loads 

significantly on the second general factor (as also does Personal 

Development, with Certification having a negative loading which tends 

towards si~lificance). The factors loading on the first general factor 

seem to have in common the fact that they represent what the school 

should do for students here and now - in this sense they can be viewed 

as representing present or immediate school values. Hence this factor 

was identified as Conflict over Present-oriented School Values. The 

second general factor is characterised by the Maturity dimension, and 

by Personal Developrr£nt. This seems to clearly indicate the longer-term 

values (or perhaps the effects of the present-oriented values) of the 

school - those values which go beyond the everyday 'business' of school 

life to a conception of the student as an adult. (Therefore, it is 

illlderstandable that this factor fails to load on the first general 

factor since the development of the student as a mature adult, capable 

of making, and being accountable for, his own decisions, and so on, is 

not a primary motivational force when it comes to school values and 

functions as to what the school should do for the student now.) 

This second general factor was defined as Conflict over Future-oriented 

School Values. The loading of Personal Development on this factor fits 

such an interpretation, since the development of the student's potential 

does have implications for his future status as an adult. Likewise 

Certification also has 'future' implications. Furthermore, it is 

interesting to note that while the Certification dimension loads 

negatively_ on this factor, it nevertheless loads positively on the first 

general factor. 

Factor scores were collectEu [;com this second-order factoring 
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and saved for later insertion into the regression equation. Thus the 

subjects' scores on thirty-three of the original thirty-six items in 

the conflict of values scale can now be represented by two composite 

scores which ~vill be used as predictor variables in the multiple 

regression equation. 

Conclusion: From the results of the first-order image analysis 

it can be concluded that the conflict of·vru_ues data may be adequately 

represented in terms of the following dimensions: Personal Development, 

Vocational Preparation, Intellectual and Moral Disciplines, Maturity, 

and Certification. These dimensions were rather different from the 

a priori categories preViously described (supra p.76-7) and therefore 

hypothesis five, as specified in Chapter VI (supra p.103), must be 

rejected as it stands. The second-order analysis indicated that these 

five dimensions could be subsumed under t1:vO general second-order factors 

identifiable as Conflict over Present-oriented School Values, and 

Conflict over Future-oriented School Values. In Chapter VI (supra p.103) 

it had been hypothesised that a second-order factoring would indicate 

the presence of a single, second-order factor. This hypothesis -

hypothesis six - must be rejected in that although the second-order 

analysis revealed the presence of two related general factors, this 

finding nevertheless differed from the hypothesis as regards the number 

and identity of the second-order factors. 

(4) Achievement MDt ivation Results 

The ten items of the achievement motivation scale were submitted 

to a first-order image analysis and orthogonal rotation. Hmvever, 

inspection of the cnti-image covariance matrix indicated that the values 

in the diagonals v7ere 10';\1 and a number of relatively high sub-diagonals 

occurred. On thi.s basis it was concluded that the items in the scale 
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were not representative of the universe of possible items, and that it 

was not appropriate to factor analyse the items in the scale. 

Since the image analysis failed to support a factor analytic 

reduction, each subject's scores on the separate items in the scale 

were simply summed and these raw scores were entered as a predictor 

variable in the regression equation. The mean of these scores, and 

the standard deviation, are presented above in Table 8 (supra p.125). 

Conclusion: Image analysis of the achievement motivation scale 

indicated that the items were not amenable to factor analytic 

techniques. Consequently hypothesis seV6l in Chapter VI (supra p.l03) 

must necessarily be rejected. 

III. MULTIPLE REGRESSION 

Plots 

A primary assumption underlying multiple regression is that the 

predictor variables are linearly additive. This requires confirmation 

through the examination of scatter plots. Firstly, in order to examine 

the residuals (that is, measures of the error component) trial plots of 

all the regression residuals were obtained. Examination of these 

scatter plots enable the researcher (a) to determine whether or not 

each of the variables (~"ith the exception of the dummy variables - sex, 

family structure, and working status of mother) to be entered in the 

regression equation are linearly additive. In cases where there is a 

lack of linearity, the scatter plots can be used to give indications as 

to what kind of transformation would be most appropriate; and (b) the 

scatter plots caD provide further information in that, as Nie e-t aZ. 

(1975, p.341) COirnnent: 'In regression analysis, it is assun'ed that the 

error components (1) are independent, (2) have a mean of zero, and 
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(3) have the same variance throughout the range of Y values. Serious 

violations of the foregoing assumptions are usually detectable through 

an examination of residuals I • 

Plots were obtained for all variables bar the dummy variables 

and, with one exception, these plots suggested a close approach to such 

linearity and additivity. However the conflict of values plots 

indicated that the difference scores for this scale formed a sharply 

truncated spread (refer to these plots in Appendix D, Figures 8 and 10). 

Therefore it is likely that the conflict of values scores could be 

abnormally distributed. The overall pattern of the scatter plot for all 

residuals (except the dummy variables) is presented in the Appendix 

(Appendix D, p.231a, Figure 6. Note that the residuals are represented 

by the vertical axis and are plotted against the criterion which is 

represented by the horizontal axis in the figure). An examination of 

this overall pattern indicated an abnormality in the plot - namely, a 

curvature which indicated the need for an appropriate transformation. 

ExamirBtion of the residual plot mentioned above, suggested 

that it could be described as being indicative of a hyperbolic 1 

distribution. The appropriate transformation would be a logarithmic 

one or, even better, a square root transformation. Such a 

transformation has been knOvffi to I ••• equalize the variance, reduce 

the skew, and linearize relationships to other variables' (Cohen and 

Cohen, 1975, p.252). The square root transformation was therefore 

tried, and inspection of the subsequent scatter plots of the conflict 

of values residuals (see Appendix D, Figures 7, 9 and 11) did suggest 

tha t it had tended to normalise the dis tr ibution of the residuals. 

Therefore a square root transformation of the second-order conflict of 

values factor scores was carried out, and these transformed scores were 

1. As suggested by the author's supervisor. 
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subsequently entered into the regression equation. The importance of such 

data transformations cannot be underestimated since not only do they 

'linearize I relationships among the variables, but they also enable these 

variables to meet the formal statistical assumptions of regression 

analysis mentioned previously (supra p.146). Thus transformation of the 

data enables a mathematically 'better line of fit'. 

Regression 

The multiple regression (standard method) was carried out with the 

control variables being entered as a single group in the first step, and 

the experimental variables being entered as a group in the second step. 

The results of the regression are summarised in Tables 15, 16 and 19. 

TABLE 15 

Significance of the squared multiple correlation 
coefficient: The 'overall' F test 

Analysis of Sum of Mean 

t 

Variance DF Squares Square F value Significance 

Multiple R 
0.66736 

R Square Regression 15 256.00853 17.0672L. 34.31568 p < 0.01 
0.44537 

Standard 
error Residual 641 318.80757 0.49736 

0.70524 

As can be seen from Table 15 above, the squared multiple correlation 

coefficient is signifi.cant beyond the 0.01 level of significance (see 

Footnote 2, supra p. 115) which negates the possibility of dismissing this 

coefficient as being due to chance or error. Therefore the null hypothesis 

as specified above (supra p. 103) must be rej ected, and experimental 

hypothesis eight may be accepted. 



TABLE 16 
SUlllil'.ary table indicating the specific contribution to variance of school alienation with regard to each 
variable in the regression, with regression coefficients (Bls) included to indicate the direction of the 
relationship. 

! Variables 

Sex 

Past success 

School clubs 

Non school clubs 

Occup. aspiration 

Oceup. expectation 

Both parents 

Solo pa.rent 

Socio-eco. status 

Harking mother 

Bur. Organisation 

Dev. of Expertise 

CV Future 

Ac.h. motivation 

CV Present 

Constant 

Multiple R 

0.00458 

0.10454 

0.33803 

0.35094 

0.38184 

0.39302 

0.40054 

0.4005~ 

0.40079 

0.40096 

0.60590 

0.64957 

0.65898 

0.65899 

0.66736 

R square 

0.00002 

0.01093 

0.11426 

0.12316 

0.14580 

0.15446 

0.160Lf4 

0.16044 

0.16063 

0.16077 

0.36711 

0.42193 

0.43426 

0.43427 

0.44537 

RSQ Change 

0.00002 

0.01091 

0.10334 

0,00889 

0.02264 

0.00866 

0.00597 

0.00000 

0.00019 

0.00014 

0.20634 

0.05482 

0.01232 

0.00001 

0.01110 

Sum of Squares 
for each variable 

0.012 

6.271 

59.402 

5.1l 

13.014 

4.978 

3.432 

0.00 

0.109 

0.081 

1l8.609 

31.512 

7.082 

0.006 

6.381 

Note: For significance of F, see footnote, 3, supra p.1I6. 

F value 

0.024 

12.61 

119.435 

10.275 

26.166 

10.009 

6.90 

0.0 

0.220 

0.162 

238.477 

63.358 

14.239 

0.012 

12.829 

Si.gnificance 

NS 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

NS 

NS 

NS 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

NS 

p < 0.01 

B 

-0.02700 

0.00980 

-0.22710 

-0.02901 

0.03910 

0.05808 

6.67042 

6.77596 

0.02280 

0.02831 

0.38065 

-0.21754 

0.55153 

0.00170 

0.31099 

-10.01345 

...... 

.l::
cc 
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Table 16 presents a more specific analysis of the results in that 

it indicates the specific incremental contribution to variance of school 

alienation that is rr.ade by each of the variables in the regression equation. 

An inspection of Table 16 indicates that all variables in the equation 

explain 44.53% of the total variance of school alienation - this can be 

further divided into the 16.08% that is contributed by the control 

variables, and 28.45% which is contributed by the experimental variables. 

The control variables will be discussed first, followed by an analysis of 

the contribution made by the experimental variables. 

The Control Variables. Prior to interpreting Table 16, it is 

useful to consider the means, standard deviations and ranges of the control 

variables since this information could be of use in aiding interpretation 

of the results. The relevant data here is presented in Table 17. 

). 

TABLE 17 

Means, standard deviations and ranges of the 
control variables in the regression equation 

Standard 
Variable Mean deviation 

Sex 0.49 0.50 

Age (in months) 177.75 5.15 

School clubs 1. 29 1. 21 

Non school clubs 1.11 1.03 

Occupational aspiration 2.81 1. 36 

Occupational expectation 3.05 1.31 

Both parents 0.90 0.30 

Solo parent 0.10 0.30 

~cio-economiC status 3.41 1. 31 

vJorking mother 0.53 0.50 

Note: N::: 657. 
Age is a substitute for past success. 

Range 

153 - 192 

0- Lf 

0-4 

1 - 6 

1-6 

1-6 
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Before discussing the eon tI."ol variables further, it mus t be borne 

in mind that since control variables are being commented on, any comments 

made or any trends suggested must be treated with caution; in addition to 

this caveat, several of the controls were dummy variables and this further 

limits interpretation of the results. 

The first control variable was that of sex. From Table 17 it can be 

seen that 49% of the sample consisted of female students, and 51% were 

males. Sex did not make any significant incremental contribution to 

variance of school alienation. This could be expected, since research 

studies reveal ambiguous findings with regard to the relationship bet,veen 

sex and school alienation (supra pp .1+5-6) • 

Age, which was used as an indication of past success, made a 

significant incremental contribution to variance. (The range of ages 

extended from 153 to 192 months, with the average age being approximately 

fourteen years eight months.) Little else can be said about achievement 

1 
or success since age was the only measure used. It is apparent, however, 

that it is important to establish some control over achievement, since 

its significant incremental contribution to variance is indicative of a 

relationship with school alienation. Other measures that could be taken, 

for instance, could include prizes a student has attained, places in class, 

and so on. Although little can be said about this relationship, due to its 

status as a control variable, one is nevertheless reminded of the various 

studies that have investigated alienation and achievement (Pulvino and 

Mickelson (1972), and Flumen (1974), to mention a few). 

The next two control variables were concerned with membership in 

(a) school and (b) non-school organisations. Since these measures were 

based on a scale which ranged from zero to four, more data are available 

1. The class stream that students belonged to could have provided 
further infor:m:.ltion in this respect, but llUfortullately this datA was lost, 
due to the fact that the scr.1pts from the various classes were already 
mixed when returned to the researcher. 
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for interpretation. Table 17 indicates that students belong to more school 

clubs than non-school clubs, with the average being about one. This is 

further supported by Table 16 which indicates that the relationship between 

membership in school organisations and alienation is greater than that 

between school alienation and membership in non-school organisations. 

And examination of the regression coefficients in Table 19 indicates that 

these variables relate negatively to school alienation - that is, as 

school alienation increases, membership particularly in school organisations 

but also in non-school organisations (though to a lesser degree) decreases, 

as one might expect. The differing sizes of these incremental 

contributions to variance of school alienation tends to suggest that 

alienation is a context-specific phenomenon. 

The control variables relating to students' occupational aspirations 

and expectations also made significant incremental contributions to 

variance of school alienation, again more so in the former than in the 

latter case. These two variables were measured on a scale which ranged 

from one (indicating professional occupation) to six (indicating unskilled 

occupations). Examination of Table 17 indicates that students' occupational 

aspirations exceed their eA~ectations. It may be that this 'discrepancy' 

frustrates students, which could relate to dissatisfaction with school, as 

is reflected in the relationship between school alienation and these two 

measures. 

The two control variables relating to family structure took the 

form of dummy variables and although the first of these (that is, whether 

or not the student was living with both parents) did make a significant 

con tribution to variance of school alienation, li.ttle more can be said 

due to its status as a dummy variable. However, from Table 17 it can be 

observed that 90% of students in the sample are living with both parents, 

while 10% are living with one parent. 
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The control variable of socioeconomic status is essentially a 

measure of occupational status based on the father's occupation - or on the 

mother's in cases where the father is absent. The variable was scored on a 

scale ranging from one to six, as was the case with students' occupational 

aspirations and expectations. It is rather surprising that its incremental 

contribution to variance was non-significant. This could suggest that 

there is no differentiation between classes when it comes to attitudes, 

beliefs, and so on, about education. Or, more likely, the non significant 

incremental contribution may reflect the fact that occupational status 

alone is an inadequate measure of socioeconomic status, and needs to be 

accompanied by measures of income and education. 

The final control variable concerned whether or not the student's 

mother was working. Again interpretation is severely limited because of 

the fact tha t this control variable was inserted as a dummy variable into 

the equation. All that can be said is that, as can be seen in Table 16, 

its incremental contribution to variance of school alienation is 

non-significant. 

Conclusion. It may be concluded that the control variables 

explained approximately 16% of the total variance of school alienation. 

Interpretations have been made where possible, though with caution 

due to the fact that these variables are, after all, only the control 

variables, and some were treated as dummy variables which restricted 

interpretation even further. However, from the results noted in the two 

relevant tables above, it may be concluded that the data provides 

justification for establishing controls over these I extraneous' variables 

since 

(i) by establishing this statistical control, approximately 

16% of the variance was accounted for, and thus 

(ii) these control variahles have been possibly prevented from 
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acting through the experimental variables and confounding the relationships 

between the experimental variables and school alienation. 

The E:z.'Perimental Variables. As has been indicated, the experimental 

variables accounted for 28.45% of the total variance of alienation. The 

analysis of the findings regarding these variables ,,'ill be primarily based 

on the results presented in Table 16 above, although the means and standard 

deviations for the experimental variables are also of interest and are 

presented in Table 18 below. 

TABLE 18 

Means and standard deviations of the experimental 
variables in the regression equation 

Variable 

School Alienation 

Bur. Organisation 

Dev. of Expertise 

Ach. motivation 

CV Present 

CV Future 

Note: N = 657. 

Mean 

0.00 

-0.00 

0.00 

20.32 

1. 29 

2.02 

Standard deviation 

0.94 

0.94 

0.96 

4.62 

0.35 

0.19 

Factor scores are standard scores which have a 
mean of zero and a standard deviation which 
closely approximates one. Hence the zero means 
for school alienation and the two bureaucracy 
variables. The conflict data has been transformed, 
hence the conflict means are not zero. 

As can be seen from Table 16 the first of the two bureaucracy 

factors - previously defined as Bureaucratic Organisation - makes a 

substantial incremental contribution to variance which is significant 

beyond the p (0.01) level. Furthermore, Table 19 indicates that there is 

a strong, positive relationship between students' perceptions of the 

bureaucratic organisation aspect of the school and school alienation. 
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Development of Expertise (the second 'bureaucracy' factor) also makes an 

incremental contribution to the variance of school alienation Hhich is 

significant at the p (0.01) level. Of note, however, is the fact that 

this second factor does not relate as strongly to school alienation as 

did the first factor and, perhaps more importantly, the relationship is a 

!legative one (as can be seen by the regression coefficient B in Table 16 

above). Thus although the development of expertise aspect of the school 

is significantly related to school alienation, the relationship is negative 

and therefore has a different meaning from the positive relationship 

betHeen the first factor and school alienation. 

Conflict over Future-oriented School Values makes a significant, 

incremental contribution to variance of school alienation, Hith the 

relationship betHeen the tHO variables being positive in direction. 

Conflict over Present-oriented School Values also makes a significant 

incremental contribution to variance of school alienation, and again the 

relationship betHeen the tHO is positive. Of interest is the fact that the 

former makes a greater contribution to variance than the latter conflict 

of values factor. 

The final experimental variable Has that of achievement motivation 

Hhich, it Hill be recalled, Has represented as a sUI:1med raw score in the 

regression equation. Its incremental contribution to variance in school 

alienation Has negligible - and non-significant. It would seem that there 

are t,ITO possible explanations for this result: (a) that students do not 

differ markedly with regard to achievement motivation; or (b) that the 

measure of achievement motivation Has an inadequate one. 

Conclusion. On the basis of Table 16 above, it can be concluded that 

ten of the fifteen variables entered in the regression equation made 

significant incremental contributions to variance of school alienation. 

Of the five that failed to do so, four ,.Jere controls and one was an 
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experimental variable~ 

With regard to the experimental variables, the two general factors 

regarding students' perceptions of the bureaucratic structure of the school 

made incremental contributions to variance which were significant beyond 

the 0.01 level of significance. Therefore the null hypothesis can be 

rejected and experimental hypothesis nine as specified above (supra p.103) 

is accepted. 

Similarly the two general factors relating to conflict of values 

also made incremental contributions to variance of school alienation which 

were significant beyond the 0.01 level of probability. On this basis it 

may be concluded that the null hypothesis may be rejected, and experimental 

hypothesis ten as previously specified (supra p.103) is accepted. 

Finally, achievement motivation failed to make a significant 

incremental contribution to variance of school alienation. Therefore the 

null hypothesis relating to this specific experimental variable must be 

accepted. 

The Prediction Equation 

Given that the primary concern of this research was to examine the 

nature and structure of the relationships between sets of variables in 

order to accept or reject hypotheses, the use of results for purposes of 

predicting school alienation was of minor concern. Hm"ever, since 

virtually all of the experimental hypotheses were accepted, it is possible 

to respecify the prediction equation. Table 19 indicates the significance 

of the regression coefficients (B's) of the individual variables entered 

in the regression equation. Thus on the basis of the information contained 

in Table 19, the. prediction equation may be re-specified as follows: 
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TABLE 19 

Summary table indicating the significance of the regression 
coefficients (B's) of the variables entered in the regression equation 

Variable B 

Sex -0.02700 

Past success 0.00980 

School clubs -0.22710 

Non school clubs -0.02901 

Occup. aspiration 0.03910 

Occup. expecta tion 0.05808 

Both parents 6.67042 

Solo parent~ 6.77596 

So~io-eco. status 0.02280 

Working mother 0.02831 

Bur. Organisation 0.38065 

Dev. of Expertise -0.21754 

CV Future 0.55153 

Ach. motivation 0.00170 

CV Present 0.31099 

Constant -10.01345 

Standard 
error of B 

0.05871 

0.00556 

0.02!f39 

0.02772 

0.02671 

0.02829 

11658.26249 

11658.26249 

0.02284 

0.05690 

0.03337 

0.02960 

0.14964 

0.00636 

0.08681 

F value 

0.212 

3.109 

86.705 

1.096 

2.142 

4.214 

0.000 

0.000 

0.996 

0.247 

130.107 

54.002 

13.585 

0.071 

12.834 

Note: For significance of F, see footnote 4, supra p.116. 

Significa..T1ce 

NS 

NS 

p < 0.01 

NS 

NS 

p < 0.05 

NS 

NS 

NS 

NS 

p < 0.01 

P < 0.01 

P < 0.01 

NS 

P < 0.01 
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y' -10.013 -0.027(Sex score) + O.Ol(Age score) -0.277(School clubs 

score) -0.029 (Non--school clubs score) + 0.039 (occup. asp. score) 

+ 0.Os8(Occup. expo score) + 6.67(Both parents score) +6.78(Solo 

parent score) + 0.022 (Socio-ec. score) + 0.028 (Horking mother 

score) + 0.381(Bureaucratic Org. score) -0.218(Dev. of Expertise 

score) + 0.311(Confl. Present values score) +O.ssl(Confl. Future 

values score) + 0.002(Achievement motivation score). 

The significance of the variables, as indicated in Table 19, determines 

the relative importance of each of the variables in the equation. 

Therefore, for the above equation, the most 'important' scores are those 

deriving from the variables of: membership in school clubs, student's 

occupational expectation, Bureaucratic Organisation, Development of 

Expertise, Conflict over Present-oriented School Values, and Conflict 

over Future-oriented School Values. By means of the above equation, it 

would be possible to calculate a predicted school alienation score for 

any given combination of the above variables - the accuracy of the 

prediction being reflected by the standard error of estimate for the 

regression equation (as specified in Table 15). 
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ClLi\P TE R I X 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

In order to bring as much clarity and cohesion to this chapter as 

possible, it is proposed to discuss and draw implications from firstly, 

the distribution and factor analytic results - taking each scale in turn -

and secondly, the regression results. This will be followed by a sumn~~7 

of the conclusions that emerge from the study. Attention will then turn 

to a discussion of the ways in which school alienation might be reduced, 

particularly in the light of the findings of this research. A criticism 

of any weaknesses in the study will then be made, and the chapter will 

conclude with some suggestions for future research in this area. 

I. DISTRIBUTION AND FACTOR ANALYSES 

(1) School Alienation 

As has been pointed out in the results chapter, the average score 

for the sample as a vlhole on the school alienation measure was 2.47, which 

seems to be indicative of considerable school alienation. At this point, 

it may be useful to locate this score on a scale, as in Figure 2 below. 

FIGURE 2 

§_c_a~_ indicating '_d_~£ee' of school alienation 

None Low JvIoderate High Very High 

L 
1 2 i 3 l~ 5 

2.47 (average score) 
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However. since the crucial validation study could not be carried out, it 

is difficult to determine the meaning of these 'degrees' of alienation. 

Given that one might expect the majority of school students to be 

sa tisfied \vith school, and also taking into account the distribution of 

responses (particularly in the higher categories '3' and '4'), it would 

seem that there is a considerable amount of school alienation among the 

studen ts in the sample. The validation data that was obtained did 

indicate that students' feelings about school and experts' ratings of 

these schools with regard to school alienation are somewhat in accord, 

but without obtaining some 'psychological validation' data, little else 

can be said about what this average score really means. 

The first-order factor analysis of the alienation data revealed 

the presence of five factors, the composition of these factors being in 

accord with those identified by Anderson. However while Anderson found 

that all five first-order factors correlated positively with one another 

(1973, p.324), the first-order correlations in this research indicated 

that the Meaninglessness dimension correlated negatively (and highly) 

with all the other dimensions of school alienation. This pattern was 

repeated in the second-order analysis where all first-order factors 

loaded highly and positively on the general factor (subsequently identified 

as School Alienation) with the exception of Meaninglessness, which had a 

high negativ~ loading on that factor. Again this contrasts with the 

positive loading of that dimension on the general factor revealed in 

Anderson's study (1973, p.324). 

The negative first-order correlation and second--order loading of 

the Meaninglessness dimension of school alienation is an extremely 

interesting and significant finding in that it suggests that the alienated 

student does not necessarily. see school as being meaningless or irrelevant. 

This finding is significant in t1.10 respects: firstly> it illustrates a 
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point that has been indicated earlier - namely, that one can be alienated 

in different ways. Rafalides and Hoy (1971, p.109), for instance, have 

claimed that 'It is possible, if not probable, that school characteristics 

which foster some variants of alienation may mollify others'. Secondly, 

this finding implies that school may have an 'intrinsic' meaning for 

students. It could be more cautiously suggested that children are 

socialised into the expectation of school (regardless of whether or not 

they can see the point of it) and that the expectation "it is school" 

becomes incorporated into the individual's belief system and his picture 

of social reality. Thus it may be likely that even the alienated student 

imputes meaning to the school because schooling is an inevitable part of 

life. Support for such an interpretation is found in the ~~rk of Joos 

(1964) who con~ented on the fact that students will indulge in seemingly 

irrelevant activities because that is what school is about. School is so 

different from other experiences that it comes to have a meaning of its 

own, and thereby school as an institution has an 'inherent' meaning which 

the student accepts as being a part of life. Consequently these 

'irrelevan t' activities come to be imbued with meaning. 

Since the 'Meaninglessness' finding is a major point of contrast 

between this research and that of Anderson, it seems important to briefly 

consider possible reasons for this difference in results. The author would 

tentatively query whether it reflects a cultural difference between New 

Zealand and Canada with regard to the value and emphasis that is placed on 

education. Or it may be possible that negative loading of Meaninglessness 

reflects age differencep in the two samples - for example, it may be that 

as the student gets older he attaches less meaning to the school. This 

could, for instance, be a consequence of the increased clarification of the 

alienated student's concep t of his future adult stat-.us, and may explain the 

positive contribution of the Heaninglcssncs3 dimC'nsion to school alienation 
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among Grade ten Canadian students. 

With the exception of the I Meaninglessness I aspect, the alienation 

factor analytic results are similar to those obtained by Anderson in that 

the first-order analysis revealed the presence of five factors, which 

could be subsumed under a single, integrating second-order factor. From 

this one can infer that school alienation is composed of five correlated 

dimensions which, at the second level of abstraction, can be regarded as 

a unitary syndrome. This has substantial import with regard to the 

multidimensional/unidimensional debate in that it suggests a solution 

which is in accord with that proposed by Neal and Rettig (1967, supra 

p .28) . 

(2) Perception of School Bureaucratization 

The average score on the school bureaucratization scale for the 

sample as a whole was 3.70 which, as is apparent in the scale shown in 

Figure 3 below, indicates that students perceive secondary schools as 

being very bureaucratic in structure. This is also reflected in Table 8 

above; furthermore the relatively small standard deviation (when compared 

wi th the standard deviations for the alienation and conflict of values 

measures) tends to suggest that students are rather consistent in their 

perceptions of school bureaucratization. 

FIGURE 3 

Scale indicating ~I of perceived school bureaucratization 

None Low }foderate High Very High 

I I I~L I 
1 2 3 4 5 

3.70 (average score) 
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The relatively high degree of school bureaucratization perceived by 

these students is in marked contrast to that indicated by Anderson. This 

may be a reflection of the improvement in the scale in that the rewording 

of items, combined "lith the measure of control that 1ivas established over 

falsification and response sets, may have made the scale a more accurate 

measure of perceptions. However a more obvious interpretation of the high 

average score would seem to be that the score reflects the fact that 

secondary schools in New Zealand are actua~ very bureaucratic in 

structure. However it must be noted that the data deriving from the 

student scale alone cannot provide such information. However the results 

of the validation study (see Table 5, supra p. 99) do provide some 

justification for such an interpretation, in that the values of Kendall's 

Tau (which was significant well beyond the p(O.Ol) level) and Eta 

indicated that there was a significant correlation between the experts' 

ratings of schools in terms of their degree of bureaucratization, and 

students' scores on the bureaucratization scale. Thus the experts' ratings 

were in a similar direction to the students' scores, which implies that 

students' perceptions of the bureaucratic structure of the school nmy well 

be accurate descriptions of reality. With this in mind, one could suggest 

that there seems to be a clear difference between New Zealand and Canadian 

students ~,;ith regard to their perceptions of school bureaucratization -

however it is virtually impossible to ascertain the cause of this: it may 

be a result of the improvement in the scale, or of the age difference 

between the two samples of students, or it may indeed reflect a difference 

in the structure of secondary schools in New Zealand and CanadC}. 

The first-order factor analysis of the bureaucratization data 

yielded six dimensions which were generally similar to those outlined by 

Anderson and hypothesised in this research, but a few of the dimensions 

were labelled slightly differently - the reasons for \,,,htch have been 
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outlined in the preceding chapter (supra pp .133·-5) . Of particular 

interest is the fact that the dimension of Impersonality correlated 

negatively with the other dimensions, with the one exception of a positive 

correlation with Technical Competence (this was significant at the 

p(O.OS) level, whereas the other correlations were significant at the 

p(O.Ol) level). Again this finding was somewhat in contrast to Anderson's 

first-order correlations (1973, p. 322). A similar pattern emerged in the 

second-order analysis where the Impersonality dimension loaded negatively 

(and still significantly) on the factor identified as Bureaucratic 

Organisa tion of the school. It would seem, therefore, that students do 

not perceive that their relationships with teachers are necessarily very 

formal and impersonal - even as schools become more bureaucratically 

organised. It could be more tentatively suggested that while students 

may be dissatisfied with the bureaucratic organisation of their schools, 

this dissatisfaction does not seem to likewise pertain to teacher-student 

relationships, since it would seem that in general students find teachers 

relatively easy to get along with. With regard to the contrast between 

the findings of Anderson and the author in this respect, one could suggest 

that this m~ay be a reflection of the fact that New Zealm1d secondary schools 

are generally smaller than those in the large cities of Canada, and smaller 

school size may well be conducive to more informal teacher-student 

relationships (Barker and Gump (1964), for instance, have provided 

interesting insights into the relationships bet-';veen communication/ 

interaction patterns and school size). 

It was noted in the previous chapter that Technical Competence had 

a low correlation with the other five dimensions of school bureaucratization. 

The reason for this becomes apparent when one examines the second-order 

factor matrices - that is, Technical Competence is perceived by students as 

being very differeat from the other dimensions of bureaucratic strncture, 
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since the second general factor is primarily defined by this dimension. 

Rules and Behavioural Expectations also loads significantly on this 

factor, which suggests that students may recognise that in order to 'do 

well', one needs to conform to rules and expectations to a certain extent. 

Subj ect Matter Specialisation loads negatively on this factor (although 

the loading only tends toward significance) and this seems to suggest that 

the development of competence and expertise is not necessarily associated 

with specialisation in terms of subject matter. 

However, one of the primary inferences to be drawn from the 

second-order analysis is that students clearly perceive Bureaucratic 

Organisation and the Development of Expertise as being distinct factors 

comprising the bureaucratic structure of the secondary school. This 

finding is similar to that of Punch (1969) who carried out a study of the 

nature of the bureaucratic structure of elementary schools, with the sample 

involved consisting of teachers. He also found that the second general 

factor was primarily defined by Technical Competence, and by the positive 

loading of Subject Matter Specialisation. Although the direction of the 

latter loading is different from that obtained in this research, 

nevertheless the implication that Punch draws from the second-order 

analysis is pertinent to the findings of this research as is apparent in 

his comment that: 'At least the definitional alternatives are clear: 

Either bureaucratic structure must be re-defined as a two-factor concept, 

or the notion of specialized, technical competence must be dropped from it' 

(1969, p.53). Furthermore, he suggested that the second general factor 

may emerge more definitely in secondary schools - a comment which is 

supported by the findings of this research. 

A minor point to note is the relatively low correlation of Rules 

and Behavioural Expectations with the other dimensions defining the first 

eenera 1 factor. This seems to suggest tha t students do not define 



Bureaucratic Organisation purely in terms of Lule~ - thus one might 

cautiously suggest that, given the age of the students in the sample, 

their perceptions of school bureaucratization are rather 'sensitive' 

and comprehensive. 
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On the basis of the factor analytic results, one any conclude that 

the bureaucratic structure of the secondary school, as perceived by fourth 

form students, consists of six correlated dimensions which may be subsumed 

under two second-order factors. Thus the bureaucratic structure of the 

school may be viewed as a complex of two different clusters of related 

dimensions. In this respect this study has contributed to the 

'dimensional' or 'structure' approach (see Punch, 1969, p.45) which is 

primarily concerned with delineating the concept of bureaucratic structure 

and determining whether or not it is a unitary, homogeneous concept. This 

research, therefore, provides a degree of synthesis with the work of Hall 

and Anderson, and provides evidence for viewing the bureaucratic structure 

of the secondary school as a heterogeneous rather than a homogeneous 

concept - at least in terms of students' perceptions of that structure. 

(3) Perceived Conflict of Values 

The mean and standard deviation for the conflict of values data 

suggests that there is some diversity with regard to the responses made 

to the measure, although the majority of responses cluster at the lower 

end of the scale. This is supported by the average score for the sample 

as a whole which has a value of 1.81 and is presented in terms of a 

scale in Figure 4. 

This average score was somewhat lower than anticipated, \vhich 

indicates that students perceive that there is less conflict between 

their values and those tha t are put into practice in the school than 

was supposed. However one must also take into consideration 

the nature of the measuring instrument involved. 



FIGURE 4 

Scale indicating 'degree' o~rceived conflict of values 

None Low Hoderate High Very High 

I I I I I 
1 f 2 3 4 5 

1.81 (average score) 

The scores derived from the scale are difference scores, and so it is 

possible for students to obtain equal difference scores at different 

positions on the t,.;ro contributory scales. However it may be possible 

that equal difference scores do not always represent equal conflict. 

This suggestion is more clearly illustrated by a schematic example such 

as that presented in Figure 5 below. 

FIGURE 5 

Example of two cases in which equivalent difference scores 
could possibly indicate differing 'amounts' of conflict 
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(i) 

VERY GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 

On a scale 
ranging from 
1 to 5: 

GOOD 

~ 
EX.<\CTLY QUITE 

SAHE SIHILAR 

'---

(ii) 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

EXACTLY QUITE 
SAHE SIHILAR 

L_ 

A BIT 
LIKE IT 

/' 

AVERAGE 

A BIT 
LIKE IT 

/' 

BAD 

RATHER VERY 
DIFFERENT LDIFFERENT 

BAD VERY 
BAD 

/' 
RATHER VERY 

DIFFERENT DIFFERENT 

Difference 
score = 3 

Difference 
score == 3 
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Both responses indicated in Figure 5 give equivalent difference scores -

however these scores may not necessarily represent equivalent 'amounts' of 

conflict. In the first instance the student perceives his school to be 

somewhat in line with his values, whereas in the second instance the school 

is perceived to be somewhat in line with a value which the student does not 

hold. The conflict involved in the second case could possibly exceed that 

involved in the first case, and to this extent the difference score 

obtained in the second instance may be an under-estimate of the 'amount' 

of conflict involved'. However this is only a possible explanation for the 

'low' average score that was obtained - the primary inference that may be 

drawn from the average score is that students perceive that some conflict 

does exist, between their values and those of the school, even though the 

degree of conflict involved would seem to be relatively low. 

To turn now to the factor analyses of the conflict of values data. 

The first-order factor analysis yielded five factors which were somewhat 

different from the a priori categories initially hypothesised - these 

differences are highlighted in the rationales on which the identification 

of the factors was based (supra pp.140-1). However while the 'names' of 

the factors differ from those of the logical factors initially hypothesised, 

there are points of similarity which need to be noted. For instance, many 

of the original 'Intellectual', 'Social', and 'Personal' items merged into 

the single factor of Personal Development. Likewise the Vocational 

Preparation fac.tor closely resembled the original 'Vocational' category, 

but it was more comprehensive in that it encompassed not only the 

development of career-appropriate skills but also other aspects of 

vocational prepara.tion such as clarifying the student's interests and 

developing his ability to work in a group. This illustrates the useful 

flmetion fulfilled by factor analysis, in that the 'subsequent readjustment 

of the initial logical factors enabled the researcher to more clearly 



identify the structural interrelationships inherent in the conflict of 

values data. 
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It was noted in the previous chapter that the examination items 

which were initially included in the 'Vocational' category emerged as a 

distinct, separate factor identifiable as Certification. Taking the 

correlation coefficients into account as well, this would seem to imply 

that although students acknowledge that there is an association bet"tlTeen 

vocational preparation and examinations, nevertheless they see examinations 

as having a 'meaning' which is 'over and above' this relationship with 

vocational preparation. Such an interpretation is supported by the 

research of Barton (1976, p.103) who also found that an examination factor 

emerged as a separate entity and could not be viewed as ' ... merely a 

feature' of a vocational factor. 

Another point of interest in the first-order analysis ~vas the 

emergence of a }~turity dimension which, as is apparent in Table 13, has 

a low (although significant) correlation with the other four dimensions. 

However it correlates negatively with Certification which tends to suggest 

that increasing concern with the maturity of students may be associated 

with a reduction in conflict over exams. 

The second-order analysis (see Table 14, supra p.142) revealed the 

presence of two general factors. The first factor, which was primarily 

concerned with perceived conflict between the school and the student with 

regard to the tasks or functions that should characterise the student's 

curren t school experience, was defined by all but one of the first-order 

factors. The exception was the r1aturity dimension - this loaded on the 

second general fac tor ~"hich was identified as being concerned ~vith the 

perceived conflict between school and student over future-oriented values. 

This second-order factoring seems to suggest that the student has a clearly 

delineated value system with regard to the purposes of school - one that 
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not only takes into account curren!:. expectations as regards school life 

but also acknowledges that the school has a certain responsibility to the 

student with regard to the outcome or longer-term effects of current 

school experience. 

In addition to the l'faturity dimension, Personal Development also 

loads significantly on the second general factor. However one might expect 

that concern for the maturity of students would be associated with the 

development of the individual's potenti~l. But perhaps the most intriguing 

finding apparent in the second-order analysis is the fact that the 

Certification dimension loads positiv~ on the first general factor, and 

negatively on the second. This would seem to indicate that although 

examinations may be a point of current concern for students, this conflict 

over the certification function of the school nevertheless decreases when 

viewed from a future-oriented perspective - which implies that students 

are quite willing to accept examinations as an important feature of school 

reality and view them as being necessary for their development and future 

adult status. It is as if the student is unwilling to accept the necessity 

of having exams at school now, but is, on the other hand, willing to accept 

the fact that examinations and qualifications form an integral part of his 

future adult status. This seems to poi.nt to a common thread which binds 

each of these findings and reveals an interesting picture of the fourth 

form student's view of school - a view which, the author would tentatively 

suggest, seems to be instrumental in nature. 

Factor analysis of the conflict of values data has enabled 

interpretation of the complex jnterrelationships contained in the data, 

and on the basis of these analyses one may conclude that the perceived 

conflict of values between the student and the school consists of five 

correlated dimensions which may be subsumed under t14'O second-order factors. 

Thus, even though a single integrating factor did not eme!'ge, nevertheless 
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these two general factors, taken together, adequately and parsimoniously 

describe the conflict of values data. (It must be borne in mind, though, 

that the measure was restricted to a conflict of values which was perceived 

by the student, and hence one cannot draw any firm conclusions as to the 

values that are actually put into practice by the school. Also, although 

one may conclude that clearly def:L1l.ed areas of conflict do exist, the 

analysis of the data, as it stands, provides no indication of the direction 

of conflict. However the primav] concern of this research was to determine 

whether or not conflict existed, rather than the direction involved.) 

Thus, at the second level of abstraction, conflict of values would seem to 

be a complex and heterogeneous concept which consists of clusters of 

related dimensions. 

(4) Achievema1l.t Motivation 

Since image analysis failed to support a factor analytic reduction 

of the achievement motivation data, this discussion will be primarily 

concerned with considering possible reasons as to why the measure 'failed' 

in this respect. 

The anti-image covariance matrix indicated that the items in the 

measure were not representative of the universe of items. Close 

examination of the measure L~dicates that it is basically concerned with 

competitiveness and individual striving as opposed to social, co-operative 

activity, and in this respect it really only measures an aspect of 

achievement motivation. There are other 'attitudes' or orientations which 

are closely intertwined with achievement motivation - for instance, level 

of aspiration, deferred gratification, hope of success, the desire to do 

well, fear of failure, risk-taking, the desire to please, and so forth. 

In addition there exists the possibility that achievement motivation may 

act indirectly through other variables, thus further confounding the 

situation. 
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Certain methodological questions must also be taken into account. 

Students may have rejected (or perhaps been threatened by) the 

forced-choice format of the questionnaire - for example, the task involved 

was a difficult one and students may have opted to tick both alternatives 

rather than discriminate, and subsequently choose, between statements 

which reflected personal attitudes or traits. Furthermore, it is possible 

that the combination of achievement and nur~urance items may have been 

more appropriate, and perhaps posed greater conflict, for fenales rather 

than males. This may particularly apply to the readj usted pairings, since 

originally the items were equated for social desirability for both sexes. 

Taking these points into consideration, it seems that the study 

would have benefited from the use of a more comprehensive measure of 

achievement motivation, such as that provided by the T.A.T. approach. 

Or had Smith's (1973) measure been located earlier it may have proved to 

be a more satisfactory instrument, given that the type of measure required 

for this research was one which reflected a 'general attitude' rather than 

a specific aspect of achievement motivation. Alternatively, a measure 

could have been designed for the study which extended the one that was 

used - however this possibility was 'restricted' by the limited time in 

which the research had to be conducted. 

Therefore it may be concluded that the instrument used to measure 

achievement motivation tapped only one aspect of an essentially 

heterogeneous concept. Thus the achievement motivation data may have been 

more appropriately handled by not SUbmitting it to factor analysis and 

treating the measure as representing a control variable rather than an 

experimental one. 
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II. MULTIPLE REGRESSION 

The significance of the squared multiple correlation coefficient 

(Table 15, supra p.147) indicates that the regression of school alienation 

on all the variables entered in the equation could not have occurred by 

chance, and therefore the control and experimental variables do contribute 

to the total variance of school alienation. The R square value pertains 

to the magnitude of the contribution, and iridicates that approximately 

44.5% of the total variance of school alienation is accounted for by the 

combination of all the variables entered in the regression equation. 

Table 15 also indicates that the Standard Error estimate has a value of 

0.705. This estimate is primarily concerned with the accuracy of 

prediction, and can be interpreted as meaning that the predicted school 

alienation scores will deviate from actual school alienation scores by 

0.705 units on the school alienation scale. This is extremely relevant 

to the prediction equation elaborated in the previous chapter (supra p.lS7). 

lne main emphasis in this research was to examine the dependence of 

the criterion variable on the set of variables (particularly the 

experimental variables) that \.,ere entered in the equation. Thus discussion 

of the regression results will primarily revolve around the interpretation 

of Tables 16 and 19 above (supra p.148 and p.lS6). Table 16 indicates 

the specific or incremental contribution that any variable makes to the 

variance of school alienation. However it is often more informative to 

knm., the relative importance of any variable in predicting school 

alienation, and this information is given in Table 19 which indicates the 

significance (and direction) of the relationship between an individual 

variable and school alienation. In addition, the second-order factor 

analyses aid interpretation of the regression results. 

To turn, then, to a consideration of the results. The control 

variables will be dealt with fi.rst, but only briefly since the experimental 
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variables are really the focus of interest. Table 16 indicates that the 

control variables contribute 16.08% to the variance of school alienation 

(which is considerably greater than the 7.8% contribution that Anderson 

obtained. However, the cause of this difference is virtually impossible 

to identify). It has already been noted that six of the ten control 

variables made incremental contributions to variance which were significant 

at the p(O.Ol) level. Since these have already been commented on (supra 

pp.149-153) the present discussion will be confined to t\.;ro of the control 

variables, since Table 19 indicates that the most important contributions 

made by the control variables are those concerni~g membership in school 

clubs, and student's occupational expectation. 

With regard to membership in school clubs, this variable made a 

specific contribution of 10.33% to the variance of school alienation, and 

is related negatively to the criterion variable. Essentially this means 

that an increase in school alienation is associated with a decline in 

school club membership. Thus the alienated student is likely to belong 

to fewer school clubs than the committed student. Such an interpretation 

is in accord with other studies such as those of Beneke (1970), Burbach 

(1972) > Anderson (1973), Holzwarth (1974), and Marquis (1974). The 

implication of this finding seems to suggest that dissatisfaction with 

school may extend to the more informal and voluntary groups that are 

established within the school situation. Therefore the author would 

tentatively infer that school alienation tends to generalise to various 

aspects of school and is not necessarily confined to the more formal 

classroom situation. A further point of interest is the non-significant 

relationship between non-school club membership and school alienation. 

This could perhaps be interpreted as indicating that school alienation 

seems to be context-specific and restricted to the school milieu, and if this 

1.5 so then it further suggests that alienation from school need not 



necessarily imply alienation from society. Such an inference, tentative 

though it TIBy be, would provide some support for those researchers who 

advocate a context-specific approach to the study of alienation (supra 

pp. 35-7). It a.lso provides some 'indirect i valida.tion evidence in that 

it suggests that the alienation measure used in this research did measure 

school alienation (though it will be recalled that this measure was one of 

subjective or 'S-alienation' and not of ali~nated acts). 

The other 'important' control variable was student's occupational 

expectation, which made an incremental contribution of 0.87% to the variance 

of school alienation and also related positively to that variable at the 

p(O.05) level. Bearing in mind that the scale measuring occupation was 

such that the' l' indicated 'high' and '6' indicated 'low', the 

relationship between these two variables means that as a student becomes 

alienated from school, his occupational expectation is likely to become 

lower in terms of the occupational hierarchy. Furthermore, if one pursues 

a 'n~bility' interpretation, the nature of this relationship would seem 

to imply that students who are alienated from school also tend to be 

'downwardly mobile'. The relationship between student's occupational 

expectation and school alienation was an interesting one, and also 

surprising to some extent since previous studies such as those by Meier 

and Bell (1959), Han (1969), Burbach (1972), and Wilson (1973) emphasised 

the relationship between aspirations and alienation, with expectations 

usually only being incorporated to enable a measure of the discrepancy 

bet'l.;reen aspirations CJnd expectations. However in this research the 

relationship betlvcen aspirations and school alienation proved to be 

insignificant, as was that between aspiration-expectation discrepancy and 

school alienation. ,.-\.1so, it has previously been suggested that students 

seem to have an instrumental view of school - if this is the case, then 

one might ,,,ell expect that the student I s perception of his future 
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occupational status "lOuld decline as he became ali.ena ted from school. 

One may conclude, therefore, that although several of the control 

variables made significant incremental contributions to the variance of 

school alienation, the most important of these in terms of individual 

relationships to school alienation are those of school club membership and 

student's occupational eA~ectation. Therefore any future research in this 

area ~ou1d need to take account of these variables, whether it be by 

establishing control over them, or by treating them as experimental 

variables in order to further investigate the nature of their relationships 

to school alienation. 

The experimental variables in this research explained 28.45% of the 

total variance of school alienation. The two factors relating to the 

bureaucratic structure of the school will be discussed first, followed by 

the two conflict of values factors, then finally achievement motivation. 

Examination of Tables 16 and 19 indicates that the general factor of 

perceived Bureaucratic Organisation makes a substant ial, and obviously 

significant, incremental contribution of 20.63% to the variance of school 

alienation. Furthermore, the relationship between these two variables is 

positive in direction. Essentially, this relationship may be interpreted 

as indicating that school alienation and perceived bureaucratic organisation 

are strongly associated and that change in one is likely to be associated 

"lith a similar change in the other. Therefore increasing bureaucratic 

organisation of the school (as perceived by students) is likely to be 

associated with an increase in school alienation. This seems to suggest 

tha t the bureaucratic organisation characterisi.ng the school is a source of 

dissatisfaction for students, and is thereby related to students' alienation 

from school. Furthermore, it is not surprising that this reI ationship is 

such a strong one .- for instance, it would seem plausible to suggest that 

the prospect of being able to be ordered around by per30ns higher: ill the 
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school hierarchy, and a lack of control over decision-making, may \vell be 

associated with student feelings of pOliJerlessness in the school situation. 

(However the regression analysis only enables the researcher to identify 

the relationships between lLeneral factors, therefore it would be invalid 

to make too many inferences about the possible relationships between 

specific dimensions of these general factors - Kolesar (1967), for 

instance, actually found that the particular dimensions of student 

alienation were not all necessarily related to the structure of the school 

system). Nordstrom et aI. (1967, p.131) seem to underline the 

interpretation that has been made of the relationship between perceived 

bureaucratic organisation of the school and school alienation in their 

comment that' ... the school is especially important for an industrial

bureaucratic society. This is because the school as an institution is 

radically alienated and alienating. The structure imposed is cleanly 

reified and functions on an abstract level, in the image of society itself'. 

However it may be that other features of school life counteract this effect 

to some extent - consider, for instance. the relatively informal nature of 

teacher-student relationships that was suggested by the first-order 

correlations. (Also of relevance is Rhea's (1968) concept of the 'myth 

of institutional paternalism' with regard to the alienation-bureaucracy 

relationship.) 

Since the relationship between the perceived bureaucratic 

organisation of the school and school alienation is such a strong one, 

it seems inevitably to give rise to the question of causality. This matter 

was discussed in some detail in an earlier chapter (supra pp.111-113) since 

the decision that was reached with regard to this issue determined the 

statistical model that would be most appropriate for the regression 

analysis. Since a correlational model was adopted, one cannot infer that 

the relationship between school alienation an.d bureaucratic or:r;anisation 
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is necessarily unidirectional and causal. Also, emphasis has been placed 

on the fact that students' perceptions were being measured (though the 

bureaucratization validation data suggested that students' perceptions 

may possibly be accurate descriptions of reality) and that school 

alienation is envisaged as being an instance of S-alienation. However, 

certain comments can be made which do have a bearing on the causality 

issue. Firstly, the relationship between the perceived bureaucratic 

organisation of the school and school alienation is a very strong one in 

that bureaucratic organisation makes a substantial contribution (20.63%) 

to the variance of school alienation; secondly, it is unlikely that the 

bureaucratic organisation of the school will change appreciably during a 

student's school life. Yet one must also take into account the importance 

of the 'back action' that occurs between an individual's perceptions and 

social reality; and in anyone context an individual may be alienated for 

a variety of reasons. Wegner, for instance, has pertinently commented that 

'Different types of alienation probably stem from ... alternative sources 

of discontent. Persons alienated for different reasons may contrast in 

their beliefs and perception of the social context in what events heighten 

or lessen their alienation •.. ' (1975, p.188). In view of the above 

discussion, the author would tenatively suggest that a major part of the 

rela tionship between the criterion and predictor variable may vlell be 

causal - though such causality would be more likely to be reciprocal, or 

mutually reinforcing, than unidirectional in nature (for instance, there 

may be a feedback or interplay between school alienation and the 

bureaucratic organisation of a school). 

Although causality !::.annGt~ established in this research, it is 

possible to determine the causal contribution of t"ne variables by using 

such techniques as the cross-lagged panel correlation technique, the 

frequency-of-shift-across-median techr.ique, and the frequency~of~chan8e-in-



product-moment technique (here the reader is referred to Yee and Gage, 

1971). However the requirements of these techniques raised several 

problems (for instance, the question as to whether re-testing vmu1d be 

acceptable to schools, the restricted time available, and so on) which 

meant that such analysis was beyond the scope of the present study. 
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The second aspect of the perceived bureaucratic structure of the 

school - Development of Expertise - made an incremental contribution of 

5.48% to the variance of school alienation which was significant at the 

p(O.Ol) level. Furthermore, as an individual variable, it relates 

significantly and negatively to school alienation. This means that 

increasing emphasis on the development of expertise aspect of the school 

is not necessarily associated \vith an increase in school alienation, which 

would seem to suggest that students are willing to accept this aspect of 

school. Perhaps it could be suggested that development of expertise has 

a bearing on the possible 'intrinsic' meaning of the school in that 

'excellence' and 'competence' may be perceived by students as being part 

of the meaning of school. 

The basic conclusion to be drawn from interpretation of these 

results is that student dissatisfaction tends to centre on the perceived 

bureaucratic organisation of the school, and it is this organisatio~lal 

aspect of bureaucratic structure that is strongly associated with school 

alienation. However not only do students recognise that the development 

of competence or expertise is also a part of school structure but they 

also seem to be quite accepting of this functional aspect of bureaucracy 

(as is underlined by its negative relationship to school alienation). 

Therefore it would seem that the perception of school as an arena of 

excellence is quite compatible with the student's construction of social 

reality, and as such is not viewed as a reason for dissatisfaction or 

disco!1.tent. The implication of all this ~'lOuld seem to be that one cannot 
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generalise about the 'bureaucracy-alienation' relationship in the high 

school, since the data suggests that students are rather specific and 

particular with regard to the aspects of bureaucratic structure which 

contribute to school alienation. This interpretation seeIns to be some~vhat 

akin to Ratsoy's comment that' ... it may be more meaningful to speak of 

a given organization ..• as being more, or less, bureaucratic on this or 

that dimension of bureaucracy rather than to make statements about any 

"compositeli level of bureaucratization for the organization ••• ' 

(1973, p.168). 

Finally, it must be noted that the two general factors of the 

perceived bureaucratic structure of the school together accounted for 

26% of the variance of school alienation. This is considerably greater 

than the 4.6% found by Anderson (1973), and the 9% found by Griego (1974). 

Reasons for such a difference have been considered, and it has been 

observed that it is virtually impossible to identify the cause of this 

difference. However the findings of this research do cast some doubt on 

Anderson's (1973, p.330) suggestion that', .. theories which locate the 

source of alienation in work environments may be incorrect', Furthermore, 

it suggests that modification of a school's organisational structure (in 

the direction of decreasing bureaucratic organisation) may well have 

beneficial effects on students I atttitudes tmvards school. 

To move now to a consideration of the conflict of values data. 

Conflict over Present-oriented School Values (the first of the general 

factors) makes a significant incremental contribution of 1. 11% to the 

total variance of school alienation. Further, Table 19 indicates that 

its individual relationship to school alienation is also significant at 

the p(O.Ol) level and is positive in direction. This means that there is 

an association bet~veen [3chool alienation and perceived conflict between 

student and school ,lith regard to fostering the kno';'lledge, skills, 
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attitudes, and experiences that are essential for the student's personal 

development, his preparation for a future occupation, his acquisition of 

certain intellectual and moral knowledge and skills, and his attainment 

of qualifications. It would seem, therefore, that the perceived conflict 

between student and school with regard to this 'everyday business' of 

school is related to school alienation in such a way that any perceived 

increase in that conflict is likely to be associated with an increase in 

school alienation. This implies that this conflict is a source of 

dissatisfaction for students - however, one might expect that a student 

would become dissatisfied or disillusioned with any aspect of school life 

which he cannot reconcile with his values and expectations about school 

e~~erience. Such discontent may well be associated with various aspects 

of alienation, especially in view of the fact that the factor analytic 

results tended to suggest that the student has a clearly defined value 

system concerning what the school should do for him - a value system which 

is likely to have been constantly reinforced and sanctioned in the course 

of the socialisation process. 

Of further interest, however, is the fact that Conflict over 

Future-oriented School Values (the second general factor) makes a greater 

incremental contribution (1.23%) to variance of school alienation. As with 

the first factor, it is positively and significantly related to school 

alienation, though in this ease the relationship is stronger (as is 

indicated in Tables 16 and 19). Thus any increase in the perceived 

conflict between school and student with regard to future-oriented values 

(such as independence, maturity, and so on) seems to be associated with 

increasing school alienation. The relationship between perceived conflict 

over these kinds of values and school alienation may be interpreted in 

tenns of the student's conception of himself as a mature, responsible 

adult, and his acknowledgemen t of the school's responsibility in this 
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respect. If the student perceives a discrepancy between his expectations 

as to what the school should do or how it should function in order to 

promote the maturity of students and the way in which he sees the school 

putting these values into practice, then one might expect that this would 

engender a certain sense of dissatisfaction with school life. This 

interpretation finds some support in the work of Be1laby, who, in his study 

of deviance among thirteen to fourteen year old students, commented that 

' ... whether the student sees his schooling as relevant to the status he 

can realistically expect to achieve as an adult is critical to his 

attitudes and conduct .•. ' (1974, p.172). The stronger relationship 

between school alienation and conflict over future-oriented values may 

reflect the fact that there is more conflict over future-oriented than 

present-oriented values (as is indicated by the means of these factors in 

Table 18; also, the smaller standard deviation for that factor suggests 

that there tends to be more agreement among students with regard to 

future-oriented values than is the case for present-oriented values). 

And secondly, the stronger relationship may be interpreted in terms of 

the importance that the student attaches to his conception of his future 

status (not merely with regard to occupational status, but also with 

respect to his status as an adult). Thirdly, this relationship may 

perhaps reflect the greater 'visibility' of this perceived conflict 

for example, the student may interpret rule enforcement, lack of control 

over decision-making, and so forth, as potentially undermining such 

future-oriented values as maturity and the right to exercise choice. 

Although the relationships between the t~vo conflict of values 

factors and school alienation were significant at the p (0.01) level, 

nevertheless it had been anticipated that these factors \vould make a 

greater contribution t.o the variance of school alienation than they 

actually did. It seems that there may be several reasons for this, the 
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most obvious of ,,,hich is that the contributions are accurate, even if 

they are lower than was expected, and that the association between these 

factors and school alienation is not as 'strong' as was anticipated. 

However two other possibilities are worth noting: firstly, there may be 

a possible interaction occurring among the variables - as is suggested by 

the initial 'abnormal' distribution of the conflict of values scores, and 

also by the fact that when these two factors were entered alone as the 

second group in the regression, their incremental contribution to variance 

received a substantial boost (to approximately 5% for the first factor and 

11% for the second). Secondly, one could ar~le that it is very difficult 

to add much more to variance after 30% or so of the variance has already 

been explained. It may be that the rest of the variance is exp.lained by 

a multitude of variables which may make small but significant contributions 

to the variance of school alienation - for example, status as a first-born, 

or only, child (Gould, 1969); lack of family harmony (Paulson et al., 

1972), and so on. Nevertheless the main point is that this study revealed 

that conflict over present, and future, oriented school values does make a 

significant contribution to explaining school alienation. Thus another 

aspect of perceived school structure - in the form of perceived 'person

social structure discrepancies' (Wegner, 1975, p.185) - has been identified 

and shown to be significantly related to school alienation. 

The final regression result to be considered is that concerning 

achievement motivation. This variable made an incremental contribution 

of 0.001% to the variance of school alienation and this, as well as its 

individual relationship to school alienation, failed to reach significance. 

Thus it would seem that achievement motivation is not related to school 

alienation. However other considerations have a bearing on this apparent 

lack of relationship, and need to be borne in mind. Given that it is 

unlikel:r that stedents fail to differ ~Nith regard to achievement motivation, 
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it seems that one - or both - of the following possibilities may account 

for the achievement motivation result. Firstly, it has been noted that 

the measure only tapped an aspect of achievement motivation and the 

'inadequacy' of the measure in this respect may account for the 

non-significant relationship. Secondly, mention has been made of other 

'attitudes' which are closely intertwined with the achievement motive -

for example, the desire to do well, and level of aspiration (see 

McClelland et aZ., 1955, pp.408-9). Therefore it is possible that the 

control variables of student's occupational aspiration and expectation 

may have abstracted some of the variance that accrued to achievement 

motivation. This possibility is supported by the tolerance level of the 

variable, which suggested that there was some overlap between achievement 

motivation and the other variables in the regression equation. 

This, then, concludes the discussion and interpretation of the 

results that emerged from this research. The findings and interpretations 

will now be summarised in terms of general conclusions that may be drawn 

from the study. 

III. SUPMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the data analysis, the following firm conclusions 

can be made: 

(1) School alienation is comprised of five dimensions -

Self-estrangement, Meaninglessness, Misfeasance, Powerlessness, and 

Futility of Extra-curricular Activities. 

(2) These five dimensions may be subsumed under a single, 

integrating factor identifiable as School Alienation. Hence school 

alienation may be regarded as a unitary syndrome. 

(3) The perceived bureaucratic structure of the school is comprised 

of six dimensions - Hierarchy of Authority) Rules and Behavioural 



Expectations, Subject Matter Specialisation, Centralisation of Control 

over Decision-making, and Technical Competence. 

(4) At the second level of abstraction, these six dimensions may 

be subsumed under the two integrating factors of perceived Bureaucratic 

Organisation and Development of Expertise. 

(5) Perceived conflict of values between the student and the 

school is comprised of five factors - Personal Development, Vocational 

Preparation, Intellectual and MOral Disciplines, Maturity, and 

Certification. 

(6) These five dimensions may be subsumed under two integrating 

second-order factors identifiable as Conflict over Present-oriented School 

Values and Conflict over Future-oriented School Values. 

(7) The measure of achievement motivation that was used tapped 

only one aspect of that motive, and consequently the data was not suitable 

for factor analytic reduction. 

(8) All the variables entered in the regression together explain 

44.53% of the variance of school alienation. This is significant beyond 

the p(O.Ol) level. Of this, 16.08% was contributed by the control 

variables, and 28.45% by the experimental variables. 

(9) With the exception of achievement motivation, the experimental 

variables made incremental contributions to the variance of alienation 

which were significant at the peO.01) level. This also applied to their 

individual relationships to school alienation. 

(10) The two components of the perceived bureaucratic structure of 

the school together contributed 26.11% to the variance of school 

alienation. Bureaucratic Organisation made an incremental contribution 

of 20.63% and there is a strong, positive correlation between perceived 

bureaucratic oTganisation of the school and school alienation. Development 

of Expertise made an incrementAl contribution of 5.1 .. 8%, and vms negatively 
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related to school alienation. This suggests that student dissatisfaction 

with school tends to focus on the bureaucratic structure of the school, 

while the Development of EA~ertise aspect of school seems to be accepted 

by students. 

(11) The two second-order conflict of values factors together 

contributed 2.34% to the variance of school alienation. Conflict over 

Preseit-oriented School Values made an incremental contribution to variance 

of 1.11%, and is positively related to school alienation. Therefore 

perceived conflict between school and student over the nature of immediate 

school experience tends to be associated with students' alienation from 

school. Conflict over Future-oriented School Values made an incremental 

contribution of 1.23% and was more strongly related to school alienation. 

This indicates that perceived conflict between school and student over 

those values relating to the future status of the student is associated 

with school alienation. The stronger nature of this relationship may be 

interpreted in terms of the importance that the student attaches to future 

status, and to the fact that there is more perceived conflict over 

future-oriented school values than over present-oriented ones. 

(12) Achievement motivation made a non-significant incremental 

contribution to variance of 0.001%, and is not significantly related to 

school alienation. This result may in part be due to the inadequacy of 

the measuring instrument, and to possible overlap with other variables 

in the regression equation. 

In addition to the above, the following more tentative conclusions 

may be made: 

(i) Due to the lack of 'psychological' type validation, there 

is some uncertainty as to the actual meaning of points on the alienation 

scale. 

(ii) School seems to have an 'intrinsic 1 meaning for students. 



(iii) New· Zealand schools seem to be highly bureaucratic in 

stl.ucture, and in this respect differ from Canadian schools. 
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(iv) Although emphasis Has placed on the perceptions of students, 

the validation data tends to suggest that their perceptions are relatively 

accurate descriptions of reality. 

(v) Teacher - student relationships seem. to be relatively informal 

in nature. 

(vi) Students seem to have a clearly delineated value system which 

discriminates between the immediate and future-oriented nature of school 

experience. 

(vii) Students seem to accept examinations as an important part of 

school life, particularly in respect to their future. However there is 

some dissatisfaction with regard to the 'immediate' value of exams. 

(viii) Given the nature of the measuring instrument used in this 

research, achievement motivation \{ould have been more appropriately handled 

as a control variable rather than as an experimental one. 

(ix) While school alienation may generalise to various aspects of 

school life, it seems to be context-specific and does not necessarily 

imply alienation from society. 

(x) Bureaucratic Organisation may be viewed as the organisational 

aspect of bureaucratic structure, whereas Development of Expertise seems 

to be perceived as a functional aspect. 

(xi) It is considered possible that a major part of the relationship 

between scheol alienation and perceived bureaucratic organisation is causal 

in nature. 

(xii) The relationship bet\veen school alienation and perceived 

bureaucratic structure of the school is relatively specific and in this 

respect it would be misleading to vie\v the 'bureaucracy-alienation' 

rel.ationship in general terms. 



(xiii) Finally, a theme ~"h ich seemed to ,,,eave the various results 

of this research is that the student appears to have quite a clear, 

instrumental view of secondary school experience - one in which school 

is interpreted as an inevitable and necessary fact of life. Or, in the 

words of one of the students: It is a runway just before you take 

off into life - you learn how to handle the plane' (Form IV student's 

essay, December 1975). 

IV. REDUCING SCHOOL ALIENATION 
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It would seem inappropriate to conclude without briefly considering 

the implications of this research with regard to the reduction of school 

alienation. Many studies have been conducted in this field, and have 

been primarily concerned with providing feasible, practical guidelines 

as to the ways in vlhich the school could attempt to reduce school 

alienation. M~ny of these studies have concentrated on school and 

classroom policy (see, for instance, Henderson (1967), Mackey (1970), 

McElhinney et at. (1970), Williams (1970), Schiamberg (l970), DeVries 

et al. (1971), Pulvino and Mickelson (1972), Dillon (1975), West (1975), 

and Gillespie (1977); while others have emphasised the role of the school 

counsellor and the various therapeutic techniques that might be 

successfully used for reducing alienation (see, for example, the work of 

Angel (1967), Warner and Hansen (1970), Ream (1971), Warner (1971), 

Raubolt (1975), Newman and Newman (1976), Hands (1976), and Sigal et al. 

(1976) ). 

Yet if, as this research suggests, there is a relationship bet,,,een 

school alienation and school structure, then school alienation must be 

vic\ved not merely as a 'student problem' but also as a 'system' one. 

Therefore any attempt to reduce alienation must approach the issue from 

both of these perspectives. Given that the perceived bureaucratic 
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organisation of the school is strongly associated with school alienation, 

it seems possible that an attempt to move from a hierarchical structure 

to a more lateral type of school structure (where, for instance, rules are 

group-determined ra ther than imposed from above) may eliminate some of the 

alienating effects of school organisation. 

With regard to students, it is suggested that school alienation may 

be reduced by helping students develop competence in dealing with a 

bureaucratic system. This would involve some decentralisation of control 

over decisior.-nillking, so that students would have increased opporttmities 

to participate in making decisions which they see as important (in this 

respect, many researchers have called for increased student participation 

in decision-making - for example, Oppenheimer (1968), Blishen (1969), 

Eisner (1969), MOellenberg (1970), Bronfenbrenner (1973), Lipkind (1975), 

Dillon and Grout (1976), Kohler and Dollar (1976), and Hackey (1977) ). 

The type of approach suggested, therefore, is one in which every attempt 

"lOuld be made to help students realise that they do have a legitimate role 

in making certain decisions in the high school - for example, students 

could assume certain responsibilities with regard to planning class 

activities, organising field trips, establishing an effective student 

counc.il, deciding on sanctions, and so on. In this way students would 

have the opportunity to participate in the organisation and administration 

of the school and thus would presumably experience some sense of power, 

some responsibility, some autonomy. Essentially, then, this type of 

approach would be flexible, comprehensive, and action-oriented. 

However, the causal nature of the relationship between school 

alienation and perceived bureaucratic structure is as yet ambiguous, and 

in addition half of the variance of school alienation has yet to be 

explained. So while it may be icl,~alistic to anticipate the ~~~iT1Jinatio~ 

of school alienation, it is apparent that it may at leflst be cO~Jnteracted 



and reduced. Any programme aimed at such an objective would be of 

undoubted benefit in furthering the potential of the student - and also 

of the school. 

V. CRITICISMS OF TIlE STUDY 
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It seems that there are three main criticisms which could be made 

of this study - one of which concerns sampl~ng, ,,7hile the other two relate 

to the measuring instruments. 

(1) It could be argued that the representativeness of the sample 

of students is somewhat reduced by the failure to include special classes 

and work experience classes in the sample - in this respect, the sample 

is not representative of all levels of ability. Although students in 

these classes represent a small minority of fourth form students, they are 

nevertheless part of the student population, and the failure to develop ,a 

measure which was ~.,ithin their capabilities may indicate a weakness in 

the research. 

(2) Secondly, the researcher could perhaps have been more rigorous 

in dropping 'troublesome' items from the conflict of values scale. In 

addition the number of items in certain areas could have been supplemented 

- for example, those concerned with exams. And further investigation needs 

to be made with regard to the possibility that equivalent difference scores 

may represent different degrees of conflict. 

(3) The third Vleakness concerns the achievement motivation measure. 

It is suggested that perhaps the measure should have been analysed even 

more carefully, with a vie~.v to re-designing the scale in such a way as to 

retain its advantages (such as self-administration, and the need for only 

one testing period) and remove its weaknesses (for example, by making it 

a more comprehensive measure through including other aspects of the 

achievement motive) . 
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VI. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESR.A.RCH 

Given that 44.5% of the total variance of school alienation has 

been explained, it is obvious that a good deal of the variance is accounted 

for by variables other than those included in this research. 

(1) Therefore future research could concentrate on identifying 

other 'contributive' factors which relate to school alienation - this might 

include, for instance, examining further student characteristics (such as 

type of course taken at school, personality variables, part-time 

employment, and school attendance patterns); schoo.l characteristics (such 

as type and location of school); and perhaps most importantly home 

characteristics (such as parents' perceptions of the functions of the 

school, and parental interest in student's school activities - as expressed, 

for instance, through talking about school, attending parent-teacher 

meetings, sports days, and so on). 

(2) The problem of vali~ation is crucial, ar.d further research 

would do well to attempt to obtain some 'psychological' type validation 

for the alienation scale. 

(3) A longitudinal approach would be of much benefit - for 

instance, in detennining whether or not school alienation is a reflection 

of a developmental trend, a certain age level, or perhaps compulsory 

school attendance. 

(4) Finally, a question which is of vital importance, and as yet 

remains relatively unexplored, is that of causal~!y. The adoption of 

causal techniques in fut.ure studies would provide an even greater 

understanding of the w'ays in which certain factors relate to school 

alienation. For while the corn~lational model is a useful frame\wrk, a 

causal model is even more 'insightful' in that it can specify the exact 

nature c,f the relationship beti.Vecn school alienation and other 
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'contributing' variables. In addition such research could provide direct 

guidelines for educational planners and school administrators regarding 

ways in vlhich the school may' function efficiently' but without doing so 

at the expense of its clients. In this respect it would make an important 

contribution to clarification of the relationship between features of 

school structure and personal, subjective reactions. 
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TABLE 21: First-order image analysis of alienation items: Varimax rotated factor matrix 
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TABLE 22: Alienation factor pattern after oblique rotation by direct oblimin; Delta 0.27 
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Items in the alienation scale which were reo-adjusted for poor readers 

Resorted 
Number 

AL06 

AL23 

* AL17 

ALI8 

AL07 

AL19 

AL20 

* ALll 

AL22 

AL14 

* AL26 

* 

I j list don't see how finishing high 
school here will mean that I'll be 
able to get all the things I and 
my family will need. 

On the whole, I think that taking 
part in school sports is (or would 
be) a waste of my time 

The best way for me to get ahead in 
this school is to behave properly 
Hith the staff. 

I will probably have to break 
school rules if I am to end up 
getting any school prizes. 

I just can't see how school 
will make me a better citizen. 

To do really well in this school, 
I would have to behave in ways 
which the teachers wouldn't like. 

To really get on in this school, 
I would have to do some things 
Hhich the teachers wouldn't like. 

The subjects they teach in this 
school are really useful to me. 

To get to the top in this school, 
I would have to get there any way 
I could - even if the teachers 
didn't like what I did. 

My schoolwork helps me understand 
what kind of world I'll be living 
in when I grm" up. 

I think it's really worth taking 
part in competitions when my school 
is compet ing against other schools. 

Questionnaire 
Item Number 

A3 

A4 

* A7 

A9 

AlO 

All 

A14 

* A23 

A24 

* A30 

* A31 

Note: Those items which are asterisked '*' are reverse-scored. 



Key to re-sorted and 9uestionn~ire item numbers for the alienation scale 

Re-sorted Number Questionnaire Item Number 

ALOI A5 

AL02 A8 

AL03 Al7 

AL04 A22 

AL05 A25 

AL06 A3 

AL07 AIO 

* AL08 Al2 * 
AL09 Al6 

ALIO Al8 

* ALll A23 * 
* ALl2 A27 * 

ALl3 A29 

* ALl4 A30 * 
ALI5 A2 

AL16 A6 

* AL17 A7 * 
ALl8 A9 

ALl9 All 

AL20 AI4 

AL2I Al9 

AL22 A24 

AL23 A4 

* AL24 A20 * 
AL25 A28 

* AL26 A3l * 
* AL27 A13 * 
* AL28 Al5 * 

AL29 A26 

1~ AL30 A32 * 
AL31 A33 

* AL32 A34 * 
* AL33 A35 * 

AL34 A36 

* AL35 A37 * 
* AL36 A38 * 

AL37 A39 

AL38 A40 

Note: * indicates iter~ 'V;rhich are reverse-scored. 



APPENDIX B 

1. First-order Varimax rotated factor matrix, 
and communalities 

2. Bureaucratization items in re-sorted order 

3. Oblique factor pattern 

4. Key to re-sorted and questionnaire item 
numbers for the bureaucratization scale 
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TABLE 23: First-order. image analysis of bureaucratization items: Varimax rotated factor matrix 
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BUREAUCRATIZATION ITEMS: in re-sorted order. (Items 1, 2, 14, 24 are reverse-scored) 

BU01 If I wanted to, I could choose 
from a large number of different 
subjects in this school. 

BU02 In this school I can choose 
among a wide variety of 
different subjects, rather 
than just concentrating on 
one small area. 

BU03 I often get orders from 
"higher up". 

BU04 Teachers and prefects often tell 
me vihat to do. 

BUOS Officials in this school act 
like gods always ordering me 
about and telling me what to do. 

BU06 Teachers here can't decide for 
themselves about many things at 
school because they all have 
certain things they've got to do. 

BU07 I often get told what to do by 
someone higher up in the school 
system. 

BU08 There are many people higher up 
in this school who can give me 
orders and they often do. 

BU09 I'm supposed to obey school rules 
about having to come to school 
regularly. 

BUlO I'm supposed to follow a school 
rule about not leaving the school 
grounds during school hours. 

BUll This school has rules which cover 
almost everything I do. 

BU12 I am supposed to obey school rules 
about not smoking while I am in 
the school grounds. 

·BU13 I'm meant to obey school rules which 
state that I may not leave the 
classroom - even to go to the 
toilet - unless I have permission to 
to do so. 

BUl4 In most classes I am allowed to sit 
where I want to in the classroom. 

BUlS I'm supposed to obey a lot of rules 
about my personal behaviour in and 
around school. 

BU16 In most of my classes we have a lot 
of rules about how school work is 
to be set out. 

BUl7 I'm supposed to strictly obey all 
the school rules about arriving on 
time at school and at classes. 

BU18 I'm supposed to obey school rules 
regarding my conduct at school. 

BU19 I have got this far though school 
because of my ability. 

BU20 Success in this school doesn't depend 
on whether the teachers like me or not, 
but on how well I do my work. 

BU22 MY chances of doing well in this 
school depend almost entirely on 

. my ability. 

I~U23 I am expected to show proper 
respect to the school authorities 
here. 

BU24 I can talk to teachers easily 
here - just as if they ,\Tere one 
of us. 

the 

BU26 When it all boils down, the 
principal of this school has a 
lot of authority over me. 

BU27 If something that I want to do is 
different from what the teachers 
want me to do, they have the final 
say about what will be done. 

IBu28 I can't do much without asking 
someone "higher up". 

BU29 I can't make many decisions of my 
own about what I want to do 
because the school authorities 
must approve everything first. 

BU30 In the end, school authorities 
have a lot of control over me. 

BU21 Supposing I wanted to stay on at school" 
then whether I could get into the fifth 
form or not would depend on how well I 
do my ~vork. 

N 
N 
N 
~ 



TABLE 24: Bureaucratization factor pattern after oblique rotation by direct oblimin; Delta = 0.47 

RE-SORTED 
ITEM NO. 

BliOl 
BUD::> 
BiJ{B 
Suot.!. 
BlIO!:) 
BTTDT 
BII07 
BllOB 
8iJOQ 
8[110 

gln~ 
8111!! 
8 iTl t; 
8 1117 
Bnl R 
B 1 J 1 Q 

Bl!20 
Bu21 
B112::> 
8112 ~ 
BTJ21i 
Bil~l:l 
8u26-
8[127 
8tJ2H 
Bir?~ 
BIJ30 
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FACTOR 2 
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I FACTOR HIERARCHY .. RULES AND SlJBJECT CENTRALISATION IMPERSON-
~DnlENSION OF BEHAVIOURAL MATTER OF CONTROL ALITY 
t AUTHORITY EXPECTATIONS SPECIALISATION OVER 
i DECISION-MAKING 

Note: See previous table for cOInmunalities. Items 14 and 16 dropped. 
I ,',' indicates significant; '.' indicates tending towards significance. 
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Key to re-sorted and quest~onnaire item numbers 
for the bureaucratization scale 

Re-sorted Questionnaire 
Number Item Number ---

* BUOI BIO * 
* BU02 Bl2 * 

BU03 B2 

BU04 B3 

BUOS B7 

BU06 Bl9 

BU07 B21 

BU08 B32 

BU09 B4 

BUIO B8 

BUll B13 

BUl2 Bl6 

BUl3 B20 

* BUl4 B24 * 
BUIS B2S 

BUl6 B26 

BUl7 B29 

BUl8 B30 

BUl9 BS 

BU20 Bl4 

BU21 B23 

BU22 B31 

BU23 B9 

* BU24 Bll * 
BU2S B27 

BU26 B6 

BU27 Bl7 

BU28 Bl8 

BU29 B22 

BU30 B28 

Note: * indicates items which are reverse-scored. 
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APPENDIX C 

1. First-order Varimax rotated factor matrix, 
and communalities 

2. Conflict of Values items in re-sorted order 

3. Oblique factor pattern 

4. Key to re-sorted and questionnaire item 
numbers for the conflict of values scale 
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TABLE 25: First-order image analysis of conflict of values items: Varimax rotated factor matrix 
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CV3D 0"18062--;<; 0027S81° O~15762 (),16167 0.1(-,666 "'O.OQ995 
C..v3J O.JL.fL359.6 ~ O_.Jl.3.fltLB) 1". 0 .... 200.8.8 D-d 53 94. .o~ 19252 ()-to 33 4 S 
C V 3 2 Personal 0 ~ 29260 0 O. 361 2 ~ * O. 22111 0, 1 ? 1 Li 9 O. (19664 0 & 0 Q 2 [) 4 
CV33 0.29357 0 0.35/+30* ·0;26437' 001?g85 Od0333 O~05674 
CV3" vril8359 0.-1·6964 Orl-40 3 3 Hrjtl1·qD * 0;;1)2070 ... 0.02624 , 
CV35 0.25191 a O.33381~ :).27925~ O&37460~ Oa08064 "'0003329 
C V 3 6 O. 'l2 5 87* 0 i 25053 " 0 ~ 29604 Q I) • 20428 0 ~ 0 B 1 fl,t' .. 060081 7 

---- - - -- - - - - - - - -. - - -~ -- - ~-

I __ _ 
Note: Table shows first 6 of 16 factors with eigenvalues greater than one. Items 9, 12 and 24 dropped. 

'*' indicates significant; ,.~, indicates tending towards significance. 
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N CONFLICT OF VALUES ITEMS: in re-sorted order. 
I--------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------~I~ 

~ 
CVOl 

eV02 

CV03 

CV04 

CVQS 

CV06 

CV07 

"T7l"\ 0 
vVVl) 

CV09 

CVIO 

I eVIl 

CV12 

Schools should exist to get CV13 One thing that schools ought to do CV25 One of the main purposes of school 
students ready for a job. is make schoolwork interesting. should be to teach students the 
One of the main purposes of school CV14 Something that schools must do is difference between right and wrong. 
should be to help students choose teach students how to tackle real CV26 It's the job of the school to 
jobs that they will like. life problems. teach students to respect law and 
Schools should exist to help CV15 The purpose of school should be to order. 
students get qualifications make students curious about lots of CV27 Something that schools must do is 
(e.g. School Certificate). different subjects. teach students how to communicate 
One thing that schools must do CV16 It's the job of the school to teach with one another. 
is help students pass exams. students a lot about the different CV28 One thing that schools should do is 
The purpose of schools should be subjects they take. make students feel at ease with 
to help prepare students for jobs. CV17 Something that schools should do is members of the opposite sex. 
It's important for schools to help students develop better CV29 One thing that schools must do is 
teach subjects which could be memories. help the student understand himself 
useful to students in their jobs CV18 It's important for schools to give as a person. 
later on. students a chance to meet people. CV30 Something that schools must do is 
Something that schools must do is CV19 It's important for schools to encourage students to have confidence 
tell students about the different encourage students to care about in themselves. 
sorts of jobs they could do when other people. CV31 Something that schools must do is 
they leave school. CV20 One thing that schools ought to do help students cope with life. 
Schools should abolish all exams. is teach students how important it CV32 One thing that schools ought to do 
It's the job of the school to is to help one another. is challenge students to do things 
show students how to handle CV21 One thing that.schools should do they haven't tried before. 
problems. is teach students how to work in CV33 One thing that schools ought to do 
One thing that schools should do a group. is give students new interests. 
is teach students how to study CV22 It's important for schools to teach CV34 One thing that schools must do is 
efficiently. students how to mix with people. treat students like young adults, 
One thing that schools should do CV23 It's important for schools to not like little children. 
is try to make students like encourage students to stick up for CV3S One thing that schools should do 
learning. their friends. is help students find out what 
It's the job of the school to CV24 Something that schools ought to do they're good at. 
show students how to decide is make students a lot more CV36 It's important for schools to ·L which information is important interested in current affairs. encourage students to become more 
and which isn't. independent. 
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TABLE 26: Conflict of Values factor pattern after oblique rotation by direct oblimin; 
Delta ~ 0.43 

.''- - • _ ,_ T • ___ _ ... , .""" 

RE-SORTED 
# •• - .-

ITEl1 NO. fACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTDR 4 FACTOR 5 

1:\-:-01 _. "'UoUUOv~ O.bt53'fb-i_ . ,..:). 1 9 :~ 5 0- U,U14Sl2 v.U01.28 
(V02 "'0.04833 0.78696* ·0013£<95 -0.02662 "O.()OlJ15 
Cv03 1).0£,717 "0.03£192 =>.099E5 0.15191 0.49532* 
(VGt; 0.05876 "0.00b20 ').21379 O.2Lt79t: I) I .:, :; S- 1 5 .,;.;. 
eV05 "O.2~521" 0.93633* ",).02()f'2 "'0.13323 "0.02297 
{"\' 0 t> - ()~Ol5Bt3 DrlO 380'"'- "Ch1-37 n OlOf'{)2t "'Od2b3S 
eV07 "0013298 O.b '1053*' O'()6614 "OeOO384, "Od3eO~ 
CV05· . - -- 0.01609 -O.09Lj24 Q~3J~_a ~..!.·6LOJ_rt~ O_~_5_39 P 
IVrb 7.1737 9bl1~ O--;Q6-oCJ1j -').013,9 • 0 <.) 61 0;03250 
C V 1 1 0.52423* O~OO5~7 "Odi3673 0.05392 0.22 / 69 
tV13 ·0 & i,\ 9 -9 0 1 '"y" O~20056 J-<> D~ 7Hl 0.23079 ·0.2;721 
C V 1 1; O.6910S':"', "'0,03604 J.2D5l.6 "0.11791 "0 1 ;::2::69 
CV1; 0.02737 "'V.02961J ).60690* Od)3256 -i)~06.;.q5 
{Ylt .. -- 0 ~21 091 Dd2tD3 ..... ~ 'D~-7 (3 * Ol13r37 Ot026bO 
C V 17 l).29572· "0.09[:62 0.ll/555* -0.0651'1 -Ocl9274 

f-Y~i~· 0.76977-1'< QLO_ ~ -'t_!!_6. "~~3BJE5 * 9!.D02 5 0 o ~_O D~: 61 
V 9 (]~5-hOliB7(- "0.0 264 :)d3162 ""J.2599D· OtU3247 

{\'?~ 0.662751" "'O.OL;6[;9 :).O2.1{95 "0.20066 OaOOlillLl 
CV~-l -0 ~.o 11-1-2 0.4;:620 * ·J~-O 5 7--1-2 "' 0 -~·l 31 0 6 ""J.Dlti39 
(V22 0.63923+ 0.05701 ").O5?1l2 "'0,05604 "0.01925 
CV23 ()~66311* "'Oe09537 ":J.014£J6 0014107 ""0023[,16 
Cv2-S .. --. ~ -00·108 B:3 - voD 11-;33 Jo71 rJ50 ~ ... 0 -.071 :3 6 . O.uT:;'l1 
C\.'26 "0.03691 "0.10141 a.S2254* 0.04155 0.U5b/59 
Cx2J ., - ... . _. O~-18 8Q 9:r. _ .. Ot2 033:,_ Od 8779 "0,U075 - 8.t ('6 OL~ 
(\,215 0.( 5."9.,,,, "Oe04679 ":)007709 0.12991 -0.02515 
(\,29 0$ 7)OO2~ "0.18154 "J.07u?9 "0006114 0.10316 
C.v3 ~ . . 0 ~-7 2 {, Lj 6 ~ () ~·v:5 0 ;. {) . ... 3d ~·3 t.;f) "Ot{;5241 0'101;::62 
C\'31 O.57927-x O. 1 31 76 "0.08359 "O.O33911 000<='728 
CV32 Oo2226e O~l{4234* "Ji05210 -OtO!~~12 -0,07117 
Cl,1 33 o .-1921-{ 0,:3920 q "". ::n--055TB 0.-02 114 "'0-.05705 
CV3.; O~63!j25* "'0.06638 ").02295 0.221312 "0.16276 
C\'35 "'O~Q167\ o 3 Q o73+: '')11~b3b OJ33.2Ll* .. O_EJ)_6ZJ3 ---1· TJ. . 0·-:-0361>9 CV36 o e!::> 5 4~' Jd 7384 "0.01895 "0013566 

I 

~~~~A1Iib'ii\ii'U;& f'f -;sap -r-~_'<iBi 01 ;e_."""OIIiSli 11''' ~a:1:t I 
I FACTOR PERSONAL VOCATIONAL INTELLECTUAL :HATURITY CERTIFICATION 
I DU1ENSION DEVELOPlYlENT PREPARATION AND 110ML 

DISCIPLINES 
Note: See previous table for commtmalities. Items 9, 12 and 24 dropped. 

'*' indicates significant; '.' indicates tending towards significance. 
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Key to re-sorted and gu_pstionnaire item numbers 
for the conflict of values scale 

Re-sorted Questionnaire 
Number Item Number ---

eVOl E4 

eV02 E8 

eV03 E12 

eV04 E15 

eV05 E19 

eV06 E23 

eV07 E24 

eV08 E28 

eV09 E2 

eVlO E3 

eVIl Ell 

eV12 E18 . 

eV13 E27 

eV14 E32 

eV15 E33 

eV16 E35 

eV17 E38 

eV18 E5 

eV19 E13 

eV20 E16 

eV21 E20 

eV22 E21 

eV23 E25 

eV24 E30 

eV25 E34 

eV26 E36 

eV27 E37 

eV28 E6 

eV29 E7 

eV30 E9 

eV31 E14 

eV32 E17 

eV33 E22 

eV34 E26 

CV35 E29 

CV36 E31 
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APPENDIX D 

Plots of residuals: before and after 
square root transformation of the 
conflict of values scores 
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FIGURE 6 '. 

Plot of residuals: School alienation (horizontal) 
with all variables (vertical). 

Note: Curvature in plot indicated. 



1.0 

FIGURE 7 

Plot of residuals: School alienation (horizontal) 
with all variables (vertical), subsequent to square 
root transformation of conflict of values scores. 
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Note: Considerable improvement in plot. 
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0.0 

FIGURE 8 

Plot of residuals: School alienation (horizontal) 
with Conflict over Present-oriented School Values 
(vertical). 
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1.0 

FIGURE 9 

Plot of residuals: School alienation (horizontal) 
with Conflict over Present-oriented School Values 
(vertical), subsequent to square root transformation. 
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FIGURE 10 

Plot of residuals: School alienation (horizontal) 
with Conflict over Future-oriented School Values 
(vertical). 
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Note: Plot indicates truncated spread. 
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FIGURE 11 

Plot of residuals: School alienation (horizontal) 
with Conflict over Future-oriented School Values 
(vertical), subsequent to square root transformation . 
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APPENDIX E 

The Student Questionnaire 



WHAT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS ABOUT 

Lately, many people have been having a fresh look at 

what schools are for, what t should teach, and how they 

should be run. We would like to find out how YOU feel 

about these things - after all, you are the ones who have 

to go to school, and so we think it's very rtant that 

you get a chance to have your say. 

WHAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO 

On the following pages we have put down a lot of 

different ideas about school, and we would like to find 

out how you feel about them. There are FOUR parts to the 

questionnaire, and we would like you to answer EACH part 

This isn't a test and you don't have to put your name on 

the paper, so you can be quite open about what you really 

think. No one can find out what you say. 

Would you please put your answers either in ink 

or biro, not pencil, Please do not too much time 

on anyone item. 

THANK HELPING 
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Before you start on the onnaire, would you answer 
the about f. Your answers will be 

- no one will know what you ve said. 

Please write in: 

1 • 

2. 

4. 

Your sex (male or female 

Your age years months 

Do you belong to any SCHOOL clubs, teams, or g 
If so, what are 

any clubs, teams groups, or organizations 
(Yes or No) 

Yes/No) 

5. If s you, what sort of job would you really like 

6. 

7. 

8. 

to do"? 

What sort of job do you think you will 

Please tick the one which is true for you: 

I am with my mother and 

I am living with my mother 

I am living with my father 

I do not live with either of 

If your father is living at home, and is 
describe his work: 

my 

doing? 

father 

parents 

, please 

9. If your mother is living at home, and is working, please 
describe her work: 



statements different sorts of 
school. Please show how well each of these statements describes 

school. Please don't think about whether 
or 

describes 

READ each statement care 

read each one and answer in 

240 

about 

( 

(2 

(3 

THINK about how well the statement says how you feel about school 

DECIDE whether you agree, agree~ , or stro 
with the statement. 

(4) Then 
want 
this 

a TICK in the appro ate box. If you make a mistake 
your answer, turn your tick into a cross (like 

and tick another box. 

Welve done he first one fo 

Sometimes I have 
at school 

te fun 

A2 In get ahead in this 
school I am almost forced to 
break school rules. 

· I just 
mN 
school 
abili 

don t see how 
chool education in this 

will me the 
to f and my 

fami with 
will need 

we 

, I think that 
school 

activities is or would 
be a waste of my time. 

· There is little I can do about 
the way this school is run. 

the way for me 
I want out of school. 

• The best way for me get ahead 
in this school is for me to be 
honest in all my with 
the staff. 

• There is not much chance that I 
can do to make this 
school a better e in which 
to learn. 

r yOU! 

STRONGLY AGREE 
AGREE 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 

iUNCERTAIN DISAGREE STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 



A10 

have to break 
school rules if I am to obtain 
some the t awards this 
school offers. 

can t see any relation 
school ences 

a better 
citizen 

1. For me be successful 
in this school I would have to 
use methods that are illegal as 
far as teachers are concerned. 

A12 I think that school is valuable 
tomes decision s 

about life's 

3. I oy my work at school . 

4. In order to ahead in school 
it is necessary to do some 

of which school authorities 
approve. 

5. If had the chance to do things 
over , I would be in school 
this because I real 

6. School is not much use in 
he me out what to 
do with my life. 

7. I, as an individual student, 
can't do about what 
goes on in this school. 

8 I think that what is 
this school is mas 

's world 

in 
useless in 

9 I would have to do which 
t honest in order 
to the top in this school 

l20. I think that the activities 
( from classwork) that are 
offered in this school are 
real useful. 

. The of this school has 
more power than the students. 

. 

~TRO .I AGREE 
AGREE 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 

UNCERTA :N DISAGREE STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 
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what 
matter what 

ects available in this 
school are 
to 

valuable 

be successful in this 
the use of 

any means I can davis 
- whether or not such means are 

teachers. 

in this school 
matter what I do. It 

there is 
I can do about it. 

. I would prefer to be out working 
than to ramai in school 

ourses are useful in 
he decide what I want to 
do with my life. 

. I have better to do with 
than fool around in 

clubs 

understand how the 
and habits which I 

n school will 
ead a better life. 

me to 

studies me make 
predictions about the kind of 

which I will live in 

in inter
ompetitions such as 

basketball, debating, chess etc.) 
is Ie 

bored 

is like a to me. 

time I have to force 
to schooL 

STRONGLY AGREE 

e 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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• I well satis 
wi th school. 

• I defini dislike school 

· I feel that r am 
school than most other 

in 
Is. 

Mos 
school. 

I am enthusiastic abou 

o Each of school seems like it 
will never end. 

that I have to 

The fol statements describe a varia 
Please show how well each of these statemen 

school Please don't think about whe s 
just read each one and answer in terms 

what it is like at school 

(1 READ each statement care 

(2 THINK about how well the statement des 
your school. 

(3 DECIDE whether you stro agree, agree 
with the statement as a deBe on 0 

4) a TICK in the ate box. I 
want to 
another box 

your answer, turn your tick 

''Ie done the first one for you: 

has a 
I have in this 

B2. I often get orders from 

• Teachers and prefects often tell 
me what to do. 

to school rules 
to come to school 

STRONGLY 
AGREE 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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611 

2. 

3 

4 

5 

3'16. 

7. 

school 

I 

school 

of 

a 
subj 
concent 

This 
almost 

down, the 
school has a 

over me. 

:e 

to follow a school 
the 

school 

proper 
authoritie 

could choose 
number of different 

this school. 

teachers 
as if were one 

I can choose amon 
different 

rather than 
on one small area. 

has rules which cove 
I do .. 

teachers 
how well 

have rules which 
meant to follow 

I 

s 

g 

I' 

that I want to do i 
different from what the teachers 

S 

do, they have the 
about what will be don 

'lWNGLY AGREE 
AGREE 

318 I can do much without 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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orders and 

school rules 
I not leave 

even to go to the 
I have permission 

do 
up in the school 

decisions of my 
want to do 

ed to on at 
could 
not would 

I do my work. 

am allowed to 
to.in the 

a lot of 
personal behaviour 

schoo 

classes 
about 

be set out 

have a 
school 

get on 
th 

authorities 
over me. 

stric 
about 

at classes 

chool rules 
school. 

this 
on 

hi up 
me 

STRONGLY AGREE 
AGREE 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

2. 

Listed below are of statements about 
to do. What we would like you to ahow us 

choice tween the two which would 

Do this for each 

Weive done the first one for you: 

(i I like to read about the lives of fa 
i I like be able to come and go as I 

(i) I like to be to my friends 
(ii) I like to do my best in whatever I 

( ) I like to show my friends that I real them. 
(ii) I like to see the results of my work. 

(1) like to have that I have done a job. 
(ii) I would like other to come to me for help. 

(1) I would like to prove to others that I can do better 
think I can. 

(ii) I like to go out of my way to he other 

(1) I like to feel free to do what I want to do 
(i1) I like to my desk a al times. 

(i) I like to my own time to others. 
(ii I would like to achieve some real outstanding. 

(i) I like to feel I have done a 's work 
(ii) I like to be to groups where the members are fri 

one another. 

i) I like to be generous with my friends 

246 

or 
had to 

do 

than 

with 

(ii I would like to be a known expert in 80me job or profession. 

(i) I would like to be able to do lems tasks that other 
think are te hard. 

i1) I would like other peo to feel t t uld turn to me 
for 

(i) I would like to have somewhere the time I am 
years old 

(ii I would like other to come for advice. 

(i) I like to be re in with my frie 
(i ) I like to be able to say I have done a difficult job well. 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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school are down in the 
about these ideas, and whether or 

in school. 

There are to each item. 

(1) First read 

(2 

If you i 
VERY GOOD. 

I you think i is 
If you think i IS 

marked AVERAGE. 

box marked 

then tick the box marked GOOD. 
so-so, then tick the box 

If you think it s 
If you think s 

, then tick the box marked BAD. 
--""'":."!!--:----:-~..;.. 

~~~~~~~~t then tick the box marked VERY 

well the statement describes what actually happens 
at 
If in the statement is as what happens at your 

school then tick the box marked 
If is said in the statement is quite like what happens at your 

school then tick the box marked QUITE SIMILAR. 
If hat is said in the statement is only a bit like what happens at 

your school, then tick the box marked A BIT LIKE IT. 
If is said in the statement is quite different from what happens 

at your school, then tick the box marked RATHER DIFFERENT. 
If what is said in the statement is what happens 

at your school then tick the box 

If you make a mistake, or want to c 
a cross and tick another box. 

your answer, turn your tick into 

We VB done the first one for you: 

E1. The main purpose of school should 
be to teach students how to cope 
with all sorts of situations. 

idea not? 

Is school like this? 

E2. It's the job of the to 
show students how to handle 

or not? 

this? 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTL~ 

SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTL'II 
SAME 

GOOD 

SIMILAR 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'1 

..; 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'l 



4 

idea or 

Is your school like 

Schools should exist to 
ants for a job 

A idea or 

school like this? 

for schools to 
a chance to meet 

A idea or not? 

Is your like this? 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTLY 
SAME 

i. One that schools should do 
is students feel at ease VERY 

th members of the sex. GOOD 

A idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

understand VERY 
GOOD 

idea or not? 

SAME 

Is your school like this? 

One the main purposes of school 
should to he students choose 
jobs that will like 

idea or 

Is your school like this? 

CONTINUE 

SIMILAR 

SIMILAR 

GOOD 

"'lulT,I!; 
SIMILAR 

A BIT RATHER 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT 

AVERAGE BAD 

A BIT RATHER 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT 

AVERAGE BAD 

BIT RATHER 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT 

AVERAGE BAD 

VERY 
BAD 

VERY 
DIFFERE 

VERY 
BAD 

VERY :N'I 
DIFFERE 

VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERE 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERE 

PAGE 



do 

A idea or 

Is your school like 

~10 There should be school on 
and 

A idea or 

Is your school like this? 

:11. One thing that schools should do 
to make students like 

A idea or 

Is your school like this? 

:12. Schools sho'uld exist to 
students fications 

.g School Certificate). 

A idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

13. I 's for schools to 
ourage students to care about 

other 

A idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

4. Some that schools must do 
cope with life. 

idea or not? 

Is your school like 

VERY 
GOOD 

~XACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

AVERAGE BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

GOOD AVERAGE 

A BIT 
SIMILAR LIKE IT 

GOOD AVERAGE 

BAD 

RATHER 
DIFFERENT 

BAD 

VERY 
BAD 

VERY l'! 
DIFFEREN 

VERY 
BAD 

XACTLY QUITE A BIT RATHER VERY 
SAME SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERE 

VERY GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 
GOOD BAD 

Il:XACTLY A BIT RATHER VERY ,PI 
SAME SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

VERY GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 
GOOD BAD 

EXACTLY A BIT RATHER VERY IT 
SAME SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

VERY GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 
GOOD BAD 

EXACTLY A BIT RATHER VERY 
SAME SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'I 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 



or not? 

Is your school like 

that schools to 
h students how 
it is to one 

another 
idea or 

school like this? 

to 
to do 

idea or 

Is your school like this? 

8. It's job of the school to 
students how to decide which 

is 
which isn t. A 

and 

idea or 

Is your school like this? 

9. purpose of schools should be 
prepare students for 

jobs 

A idea or 

Is your school like this? 

J that schools should do 
teach students how to work in 

group. 

idea or not'l 

Is your school like this? 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

~XACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERE 

GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY:N'l SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERE 

GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

QUITE A BIT RATHER VERY J'1 
SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY· 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 1'1 
SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

GOOD AVERAGE BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
SAME SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

VERY GOOD AVERAGE BAD VERY 
GOOD BAD 

EXACTLY A BIT RATHER VERY 1'1 
SAME SIMILAR LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 



E21. It's important for schools to 
teach students how to mix with 
people. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E22. One thing that schools ought to 
do is give students new interests. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E23. It's important for schools to 
teach subjects which could be 
useful to students in their 
jobs later on. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E24. Something that schools must do is 
tell students about the different 
sorts of jobs they could do when 
they leave school. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E25. It's important for schools to 
encourage students to stick up 
for their friends. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E26. One thing that schools must do 
is treat students like young 
adults, not like little children. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

VERY 
GOOD 

~XACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

EXACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

IEXACTLY 
SAME 

VERY 
GOOD 

iEXACTLY 
SAME 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

GOOD 

QUITE 
SIMILAR 

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT . RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFER~N'l 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'l 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'I 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERENT 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFERENT 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'1 



E27. One thing that schools ought to d 
is make schoolwork interesting. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E28. Schools should abolish all 
exams. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E29. One thing that schools should do 
is help students find out what 
they're good at. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E30. Something that schools ought to 
do is make students a lot more 
interested in current affairs. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

E31. It's important for schools to 
encourage students to become 
more independent. 

A good idea or not1 

Is your school like this? 

EB2. Something that schools must do is 
teach students how to tackle 
real life problems. 

A good idea or not? 

Is your school like this? 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

~XACTLY QUITE 
SAME SIMILAR 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

EXACTLY QUITE 
SAME SIMILAR 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

!EXACTLY QUITE 
SAME SIMILAR 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

!EXACTLY QUITE 
SAME SIMILAR 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

EXACTLY QUITE 
SAME SIMILAR 

VERY GOOD 
GOOD 

iEXACTLY QUITE 
SAME SIMILAR 
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AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'I 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'l 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'l 

AVERAGE BAD VERY. 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'l 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'l 

AVERAGE BAD VERY 
BAD 

A BIT RATHER VERY 
LIKE IT DIFFERENT DIFFEREN'I 



The purpose of school 
make students curious about lots 
of different ects 

A idea or 

Is your school like this? 

• One of the main purposes of 
school should be to teach 

the difference between 

A idea or 

Is your school like 

• It's the job of the school to 
teach students a lot about the 
different ects take. 

A idea or 

Is your school like this? 

of the school to 
teach students to 
and order. 

law 

A good idea or 

Is your school like 

E 37" Some that schools must do 
is teach students how to 
communicate with one another. 

A idea or 

Is your school like 

E38 Something that schools should do 
is help students develop better 
memories. 

A idea or 

Is your school like this? 

VERY 
GOOD 

VERY 
GOOD 

VERY 
GOOD 

GOOD 

GOOD AVERAGE 

A BIT RATHER 
LIKE IT 'DIFFERENT 

THAT'S THE LOT. THANKS VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP 
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